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STEAMERS:
RIVER, LAKE & BAYOU EXCURSIONS
ON THE LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER
AND IT’S TRIBUTARIES
The pioneer steamboat days on the popular Mississippi River, when New
Orleans was the central port for the cotton plantations of Mississippi and
Louisiana, featured these majestic steamers with freight and passenger trade
traveling up and down the mighty river. The various rivers and bayous emitted into
the river and water transportation and travel was an important ingredient in the
commercial and social life of the populace. There is an article telling of the
Mississippi River and its tributaries:
"THE MISSISSIPPI. Some interesting and extraordinary data have just been
compiled respecting the Mississippi. It appears that its boats, no few than 55
tributary streams, with a total length of navigation of 16,571 miles, or about twothirds of the distance round the world. Even this, however, represents but a small
amount of the navigation which will follow when the Federal Government has made
the contemplated improvements in the Upper Mississippi, in the Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and other rivers, in which it is now engaged. But while the Mississippi
has 156,571 miles navigable to steamboats, it has 20,221 miles navigable to barges.
This navigation is divided between 22 States and Territories in the following
proportions: Louisiana, 22,2500 miles; Arkansas, 2,100; Mississippi, 1,308;
Montana, 1,310; Dakota, 1,280; Illinois, 1,270; Tennessee, 1,260; Indiana, 840;
Iowa, 830; Indian Territory, 720; Minnesota, 660; Wisconsin, 560; Ohio, 550;
Texas, 440; Nebraska, 400; West Virginia, 390; Pennsylvania, 380; Kansas, 2240;
Alabama, 200; and New York, 70. Nearly all sections of these States and Territories
can be reached with ease. Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississippi, Montana, Dakota, and
the Indian Territory possess more miles of navigable stream than miles of railroad,
all of which are open to everybody who wishes to engage in commerce." (Jan. 6,
1883)
A Brief History of the early Types of Boats on the Mississippi River
We find various types of river crafts; flatboats, luggers and schooners that
carried the cargo of commerce up and down the Mississippi; Cutters and smacks
for the coastal trade, and the brigs and brigantines that handled the overseas
commerce. The city of New Orleans along with the various inland cities of the
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Mississippi and its tributaries carried on a wealth of activity using the main type of
transportation - the river craft, both for commerce and travel.
The 'flats,' prior to 1812 (the beginning of steamboat use), carried most of the
commerce along the river. At this time the flats also carried passengers, mostly
down river, with most of the down river traffic returned upstream by stagecoach or
on horseback. The trip upstream was done by poling and/or rowing which made it a
very difficult trip. The self-powered steamboats arrival in 1812 increased the
capacity and made the river even more important as a means of hauling cargo to
the nation.
The first steamboat, the New Orleans, arrived in New Orleans on January 10,
1812. It would not be until around 1825 that the steamboat usage became more of
the standard for hauling cargo. Thus the stage was set for the appearance of other
uses of the riverboats bringing the era of the showboats. We will find that the
golden era of the steamboats would be between 1845 and 1900. We find that after
around 1900 that the railroads begin to handle more cargo and would eventually
make the steamboat commerce less profitable because of time and limit of total
cargo capacity.
The Showboats
The arrival of the riverboats, especially the showboat and 'palaces' was
announced from the bend of the meandering river at various points of landing and
the sound of a long whistle resounded like glad tidings from a distance and made
the passing and landing one of jubilation. The songs of the Negro roustabouts,
huddled amidst the cotton bales, stacked above deck, were heard afar and sent
thrills through the hearts of many a proud denizen of the Crescent City eagerly
awaiting the arrival of the big boats.
The famous minstrel Dan Rice has a 'floating opera house' and we read of it
in an article:
"Of this company, which exhibited at Delta on the 17th, and which is
announced to exhibit at the St. Joseph steamboat Landing at 2 and 7 p.m., on
Monday next, the Madison Journal speaks in high praise and says; "A visit through
the different departments convinced us that she is elegantly adapted to the service
which Uncle Dan has fitted her for. She is capacitated to meet 1000 persons, with
large aisles leading to the different circles, fine chairs, and one of the prettiest little
stages we have ever seen - scenery complete - with a first class orchestra." Of the
troupe, the Journal is equally loud in its praise, and mentions the Phillip Brothers,
appearing as Negro characters; the Campbell Sisters, beautiful sketch artists; Miss
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Hattie Tidd, a violinist and a modest young girl of sixteen or seventeen summers, a
pupil of Ole Bull; Prof. Morey, a ventriloquist of extraordinary powers; Miss Grace
Sherwood, and other first-class artists. Then there is the museum; Mme. Laura
Willis, the female glass blower; the lady who weights 350 pounds, and the small
man who is not quite so heavy. Powerful electric lighted dispel the darkness at night
and make the approach to the Opera House safe and pleasant." (Nov. 27, 1880)
There were the smaller, not as grand boats of the many smaller river and
bayou towns that not only handled commercial goods but also were used for social
events - excursions with brass bands aboard.
Small skiffs often got together and formed an excursion of friends. We read of
such an endeavor:
"Moonlight Ride and a surprise Party. On Friday evening of last week, quite
a number of our young folks, arriving at the conclusion that their Heavenly chances
would not be materially diminished by a not too strict observance of the Lenten
season, determined to avail themselves of a most delightful moonlight evening and
the well known hospitality of Villa Clara, provided themselves with music and the
necessary number of skiffs to transport the party, and launching their crafts upon
the broad bosom of the "Father of Waters," after a speedy and most enjoyable trip,
arrived at Villa Clara, where the evening was spent in dancing and other
amusements.
It is to be regretted that affairs of this kind are not of more frequent
occurrences; surely nothing but good can come of events which for the chance
enable us to divest ourselves of the cares and trails of life, and permits us, if for the
time only, to owe allegiance to none, save the gods who preside over occasions
which bring to the participants pleasure and happiness.
The return home, owing to the velocity of the current, consumed two or three
hours, but they were pleasant, happy ours, and as such will be long remembered as
indeed will be the entire evening. No contretemps marred the excursion, except a
collision between two of the skiffs, which, however, did not result in any serious
damage.
And upon the arrival of the boats at the landing, the "watchman of the night"
(had there been one), would have cried, "All is well." (March 11, 1882)
In nearby Lake Pontchartrain we found large steamboats going from one side
of the lake to the other carrying vehicles, commercial good and passengers. Soon it
was the pleasure boats, used just for excursions with entertainment and dancing, as
part of the cruise across or around the lake.
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The bigger boats of the Mississippi began to be floating palaces' with large
dance floors and the most up-to-date dance bands. As popular music evolved from
the waltzes to the jazz dances, so did the riverboat bands. In the smaller towns,
especially of Louisiana and Mississippi, many situated on the rivers and bayous
used the waterways for excursion cruises to nearby cities. It was one of the most
pleasant experiences to be on an excursion, floating down the river or bayou
dancing to a brass or string band. Research has opened up the history of music on
the waterways and our study will begin in the middle of the 19th century as boats
became sources of entertainment with brass and string bands sounding resilient
over the waves and crowded couples dancing their way on big dance floors while
floating down the river or a bayou to all delights and pleasures. We will divide our
findings into the Miss. 1) riverboats on the Mississippi, and, 2) the excursion boats
on the smaller rivers and bayous of towns on the tributaries of the river. Our
research will be mentioning a number of the river towns on the Miss. and towns like
Thibodaux, Donaldsonville, Covington and other North Shore towns that could
reach the Miss. through the bayou system. One of the ways that jazz spread
throughout the country was on these riverboats. (Sic: not the only way as jazz
spread also from phonograph records, vaudeville, written sheet music, and minstrel
shows.)
Bayou Lafourche:
Thibodaux
Napoleonville
Donaldsonville & other small towns
Bayou Lafourche is a long river of water between Donaldsonville (and the
Mississippi River) and the Gulf of Mexico, embracing a strip of territory about 125
miles long. Along its banks we find a population of mainly French Creoles and one
of the most picturesque spots in America. Bayou Lafourche is an old bed of the
Mississippi River, rising in the swamps of southern Louisiana and flowing roughly
parallel to the Mississippi River on its way to the Gulf from Donaldsonville. The
land extends to about a half mile or less along its banks and is one of the few
sections of southern Louisiana composed of small farms, agricultural activities
elsewhere consisting mostly of large plantations. In a June 17, 1922, article in the
Donaldsonville Chief we read:
"The commerce of that section (Lafourche) is carried on largely by water
transportation. Small boats plying on the Bayou and numerous canals through
Lake Salvador to the Mississippi, and thence to New Orleans. The old style
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sternwheeler freight boat is one of many such craft used in that section, similar to
the kind plying on the Mississippi a half century ago, which Mark Twain
immortalized. Smaller boats also are used along the bayou having launches which
are constantly used for both business and pleasure." (June 17, 1922)
The article continues speaking of the cultural affairs of the Lafourche area:
"The entertainment and social affairs of the people along the Bayou
Lafourche are as simple and enjoyable as their other customs. Almost every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday throughout the year (except during Lent) there are dances in
pavilions along the bayou which are attended by all throughout the countryside
who care to go for social cliques are unknown among the gentle, courteous folk who
live along the Bayou Lafourche. Many other affairs are schedules (fair, excursions,
picnics, hayrides and even prize fights are held, many times for the benefit of the
local Catholic Church or some civil organizations." (June 17, 1922)
In the text "Louisiana, the Pelican State," we find an explanation of the term
bayou and a brief explanation of Bayou Lafourche:
"The words 'river' and 'bayou' are used interchangeably in Louisiana. Bayou
really means a sluggish inlet or outlet of a lake or bay, or one of several mouths of a
river. Therefore, if one follows the definitions, Bayou Teche is a river, and the
Atchafalaya River is a bayou, for it is one of the outlets of the Mississippi and
carries about 20 percent of its waters to the Gulf. From 1904 until recently Bayou
Lafourche was cut off from the Mississippi by the levee and was a river' now it is a
bayou again, due to the construction of a large pumping station at Donaldsonville
which pumps in water from the Mississippi.
Donaldsonville:
The City on both the Mississippi River and Bayou Lafourche
Donaldsonville had direct access to New Orleans, both by the Miss. River and
Bayou Lafourche. We will look at the waterway activity on the Bayou and its
interaction with other Lafourche towns (Napoleonville, Thibodaux, Lockport, etc.)
Our first report is on March 2, 1872. There is an excursion to New Orleans with the
town's fine brass band on board:
"Excursion - The steamer Henry Tete advertises to leave Donaldsonville at 8 o'clock
tomorrow morning, arrive in New Orleans at five in the evening, and start upon her
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return trip at 5 P.M. Tuesday evening. This arrangement is made for the special
accommodation of those who wish to visit New Orleans to witness the Firemen’s Parade
on Monday, March 4th, and will no doubt be taken advantage of by a large number of
people. We learn that the Donaldsonville Silver Cornet Band will be on board, and their
music will add greatly to the pleasure and hilarity of the occasion. The passage for the
round trip is placed at the remarkably low figure of five dollars for each person." (March
2, 1872)
We find another write-up about the above item:
"The party of excursionists who went down to New Orleans on the splendid coast
steamer Henry Tete last Sunday and returned Tuesday night, or rather Wednesday
morning, had a splendid time, and will long remember the trip as a pleasant episode in
their lives. A combination of genial and attentive officers, superior accommodations and
swift running powers serves to make the Tete an extremely popular boat, and a trip upon
her at any time is a pleasure, consequently pre-eminently so when there is an excursion
party on board with a splendid cornet band (The Donaldsonville Silver Cornet Band).
Upon her return Wednesday morning, the Tete made her first run of the season down
Bayou Lafourche, and will here-after make two trips a week between Thibodaux or
Lockport and New Orleans." (March 9, 1872)
A Capt. Dalferes invites the Don. SCB on a pleasure excursion:
"Pleasure excursion - Capt. Dalferes invites the Silver Cornet Band on a pleasure
excursion. At Bayou Goula the brass band recently organized there saluted the boat with
a tune, which was responded to by the Silver Cornet Band, the members of which went
ashore and invited their Bayou Goula conferees to a fraternal 'smile' in an adjacent coffee
house."(Feb.1, 1873)
The Ascension Brass Band takes an excursion to New Orleans:
"A pleasure excursion - The Ascension Brass Band Visit New Orleans Aboard the
Steamer St. John.
In response to a kind invitation extended to the Ascension Brass Band by Captain
Greathouse to take a pleasure excursion on the Steamer St. John to New Orleans and
back, the members of this organization assembled at the wharf Monday morning and
anxiously awaited the arrival of their favorite packet. About noon she was in sight and at
one o'clock landed at the wharf. The band went aboard, and after being very cordially
received by the Captain, went on deck, and as the boat backed out played a paring air to
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Donaldsonville. The next thing on the programme was dinner, and it was really surprising
how a little "blowing" affected the appetites of the Brass Band boys. After dinner the
band played at intervals of every quarter of an hour all along the coast, until night put a
stop to their gayety.
In the meantime, it was a settled thing that we should have a dance aboard, but
none of us knew what to do about the music. It is true we had a piano, but it alone would
not suffice, and we must have a violin." (May 3, 1873)
Once the St. John arrived in New Orleans, the band took in the city and all
members met at 3:00 back at the boat landing to begin playing serenades. A most
interesting sentence is in the below paragraph and while it may not be the first time that a
band played 'live' on a New Orleans street car, it is one of the earliest mentioning of this
activity:
"At three o'clock in the evening we all went on the boat where we were interviewed
by several of the leading citizens of the city, who stated that all the necessary
arrangements had been made for our going out and serenading. They then left with the
understanding that we should rendezvous at the Cosmopolitan Restaurant at nine o'clock.
At nine o'clock we were promptly on the ground and after playing a tune for the
proprietor of the Gem, who cordially invited us in and requested us to partake of his
hospitality, we entered a street car, started up town, surprising the people of New Orleans
by playing several tunes in the car, a thing hitherto not heard of in the city. An account of
our serenade has already been given in the New Orleans papers so it is useless for us to
give any further details. Suffice it to say that we were received at every place with the
greatest hospitality, and treated by our hosts with that courtesy that is the attribute of
only true gentlemen.
Our homeward trip was merely a repetition of Monday's excursion. We had music,
dancing, cards, and flirtations all the way up, and when we landed in Donaldsonville
again we were pretty well tired out. This trip will ever be remembered by all of the Brass
Band boys as one of the most pleasant periods of their lives." (May 3, 1873)
The DSCB plays for another excursion in the latter part of Feb.:
"A huge and merry crowd it was that enjoyed a trip to and from New Orleans this
week on the steamer Henry Tete. The Silver Cornet Band from this town was on board,
and their fine music added much to the pleasure of the passengers. The band went down
the Bayou on the Tete about eleven o'clock that night. Owing to the heavy fog, the boat
did not leave here for New Orleans until noon of Sunday." (Feb. 21, 1874)
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The Ascension Band takes another trip to New Orleans:
"The Ascension Band will visit New Orleans on the steamer St. John, leaving here
on Monday. The Silver Cornet Band will take the train Tuesday, and will play for Pelican
Hook & Ladder Co. #7 in the procession." (Feb. 28, 1874)
A number of members of the DSCB take an excursion to New Orleans to visit the
Firemen's Parade and we read of a thief stealing a gold watch and money:
"A young man who accompanied the members of the Silver Cornet Band to new
Orleans on the steamer B. L. Hodges, Wednesday, brings information that a stateroom
occupied by Messrs. G. Gauthreaux and L. Duffel was entered by a thief, who carried off
a gold watch and chain belonging to the former gentlemen, and a small amount of money
belonging to the latter. We sympathize with the young men for their misfortune." (March
6, 1875)
The article continues as we read further about the excursion:
"The Silver Cornet Band received an invitation from Capt. McElroy of the steamer
B. L. Hodges to make a trip to New Orleans on his excellent boat, to view the Firemen's
Parade on the 4th, and after consultation, a majority of the members concluded to accept.
A few were prevented from participating in the excursion by reason of their business
duties, but the others were ready at the wharf when the Hodge arrived from Plaquemines.
Wednesday, and as the boat pushed off after landing, the strains of an enlivening air were
borne upon the breeze, which found an echo - 'bon voyage' - in the hearts of the numerous
friends of Donaldsonville's best band. We can well imagine the nice time the excursionists
have had on the Hodge and in the city. They did not go down with the intention of
participating in the parade - as they have done for two years past - but as mere looker-on.
By the time this paper is issued they will probably have returned home, and we may be
sure their friends will hear enthusiastic accounts of the pleasant incidents that have
occurred during their visit to New Orleans." (March 6, 1875)
The Independent Brass Band of Donaldsonville takes an excursion the steamer
Southern Belle:
"The Independent Brass Band is off on a pleasure excursion, by invitation of the
popular commander of the new coast steamer Southern Belle. They went to Bayou Sara,
intending to confine their trip to a visit to that place and return, but at the solicitation of
Capt. McElroy they remained on board when the boat reached here last evening and will
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extend their voyage to New Orleans, whence they will return this evening." (Sept. 23,
1875)
This study was undertaken to discover how early brass, string and jazz bands
participated onboard the many steamers and smaller boats. We might mention that
almost every activity in this era had dancing as part of the entertainment. Dancing
required music and the only kind of music in this era was the live band furnishing music
for listening and for dancing.
Before continuing with our examination we might insert here the fact that there had
been, since the 1830's boats called 'Floating Places" that brought, via the waterways,
entertainment shows to town along the rivers and bayous. Many of these visited
Donaldsonville and the other towns of Bayou Lafourche. One such boat the 'Palace' was
launched at Pittsburgh, a river town connected directly to the Miss. River. The 'Palace'
floated down the Ohio to the Miss. and on to the southern Louisiana towns ending in New
Orleans. Its purpose - entertainment. We read:
"A large flatboat, with a rude kind of house built upon it having a ridge-roof, above
which projected a staff with a flag attached, upon which was plainly visible the word
"Theater." This singular object attracted my attention as it was tied up at the landing at
Cincinnati, and on my making inquiries in regard to it, I learned that it was used for a
theatrical company, under the management of a Mr. Chapman. They were on their
winding way to New Orleans, and, as I heard afterwards, stopped at every town or village
on the banks of the river, where they supposed they could get together a sufficient
audience." (Tales of the Miss. by Samuel, Huber and Ogden, 1955)
After a successful run, and having proven the showboat a sound business venture
and a cultural success as well, the idea quickly spread and the showboat era was under
way. This first venture was the beginning of a legend and the ancestor of river excursion
and cruises featuring entertainment. Vaudeville was another development from this
beginning. Floating Palaces were to last until the Civil War, only to be begin again as
pleasure excursion boats, not only on the big rivers but the inland waterways. On Jan. 1,
1881, Dan Rice's Floating Opera House and Museum came to Donaldsonville on its way
south on Jan. 12th, 1876.
"Dan Rice's Floating Opera House and Museum, Wednesday, Jan. 12th." (Jan. 1,
1876)
The colored population of Donaldsonville was also active with brass and string
bands playing for various affairs. One such activity was an excursion on the train. This
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form of excursion will be covered later. Trains eventually took over for the riverboats and
were used for many inland excursions.
"A large party of colored excursionists from New Orleans visited Donaldsonville
pre special train last Saturday. They were accompanied by an excellent brass band and
most of the party put in the greater portion of their time dancing in the Donaldsonville
Silver Cornet Band Hall, which had been engaged for the occasion." (June 9, 1876)
On the anniversary of the Donaldsonville Band they take an excursion:
"Yesterday was the first anniversary of the organization of the band, and the event
will be commemorated by an excursion picnic to take place today, at College Point, Parish
of St. James, the Little Minnie has been chartered for the trip, and will leave at an early
hour this morning with the picnic party, consisting of only the members of the band. The
day will be spent in the amusement incidental to such frolics, and the party will return
home tonight.
It is pleasant to know that the Independent Band is in a flourishing condition, both
regarding its morale and pecuniary. May it celebrate many more birthdays, and may each
successive anniversary find it more efficient and prosperous than the proceeding one.
This 'Chief' wishes you a jolly time today, boys, and a safe return." (August 11, 1877)
This form of entertainment lasted until the development of movie houses and other
forms of land based entertainment. This form of entertainment was added to legend when
the last showboat "Dixie Queen" tied up in the New Basin Canal in New Orleans. This
boat seated 540 people.
These showboats had to know the rise and fall of the rivers and bayous and needed
to arrive at the town on the bayou when the water was rising. We read:
"River is rapidly rising and Bayou Lafourche is again open to steamboats
navigation.
Feb. 5, 1881)
We find excursions coming and going to Donaldsonville from nearby parishes. The
Parish of St. James south of Donaldsonville sends an excursion down river pass
Donaldsonville to Smoke Bend:
"The Pape Vert Brass Band, of St. James, numbering 15 members, passed up on the
tug Nellie this afternoon on their way to participate in the Catholic Fair at the Smoke
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Bend Chapel. One of the Donaldsonville colored bands is also in attendance at the
festival." (June 14, 1884)
Another excursion boat also floats down the bayou for an excursion:
"The Blue Bucket Fire Company leaves on the 30th on its excursion for College
Point, St. James, by the steamer Nellie, and will return the night of the 31st. The trip and
entertainment are given in celebration of the anniversary of the organization. The St.
Joseph Brass Band will accompany the excursionists to and from their destination, and
the Dugas String Band will furnish music for balls to be given on both nights on the
grounds at the Point." (August 23, 1884)
Many times an excursion would have a pre-planned destination; a fair, a baseball
game, a picnic or other forms of entertainment. We read of what was to happen at the
destination of one particular excursion:
"All kinds of innocent amusement will be enjoyed by the pleasure seekers, who, as
an inducement to their friends to join them, will furnish a very well shaved and greasy pig
to be run after and caught if possible, will procure two nines to play a game of base ball,
and will see that all the usual and necessary accompaniments to such an affair are had.
Refreshments will be served on the grounds and boat at very moderate rates, and the
Nellie is going, and coming will make landings at Green Hall, Jamestown and General
Jones' Church, so that those who wish to participate in the excursion from those places
will be able to do so." (August 23, 1884)
An excursion uses the Independent Brass Band to furnish music:
"Last Sunday morning the steamer Mabel Comeaux landed at the wharf and took
aboard the Independent Brass Band and they steamed away amid the music of the band."
(July 11, 1885)
The Independent Brass Band of Donaldsonville takes an excursion to the mouth of
Bayou Lafourche:
"The Independent Band and a number of other residents of Donaldsonville loaded
the Mabel Comeaux here early Wednesday morning, bound for an excursion to the Gulf
shore at the mouth of Bayou Lafourche. The boat returned at 3:00." (July 26, 1885)
The local Fire Department sponsors on excursion on the boat "Nellie":
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"The Blue Bucket Fire Co. leaves on the 30th, on its excursion for College Point, St.
James, on the steamer Nellie and will return the night of the 31st inst. The trip and
entertainment are given in celebration of the anniversary of the organization. The St.
Joseph Brass Band will accompany the excursionists to and from their destination, and
the Dugas String Band will furnish music for balls to be given on both nights on the
grounds at the Point." (August 23, 1885)
A dramatic company comes to Donaldsonville on the steamer Letcher to present an
entertainment for the Napoleonville Fire Co. No. 1:
"...The ladies and gentlemen who were to take part in the dramatic representation,
came to Donaldsonville on the steamer Letcher, Sunday noon, in order to have some time
for rehearsal on Phoenix Hall stage ...the main body of Assumption visitors, including the
Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville, arrived on the excursion trip on the Letcher Monday
evening." (Jan. 3, 1886)
This article did not mention music but we can be sure that there was a band there
and there was dancing.
The steamer Letcher brings a group from Donaldsonville to Plaquemine, La.:
"Baseball - Lee Baseball Team of Donaldsonville go to Plaquemine on the steamer
Letcher to play with Viguets of that place, and a highly enjoyable trip on Capt. Maurin's
staunch and pretty little boat is anticipated. The St. Joseph Brass Band will go along also,
and their fine music will add considerable interest to the excursion." (May 14, 1886)
To get an idea of what went on during an excursion we have an article that
describes the activities on an excursion:
"The Band Excursion - Their trip on the steamer Lafourche was most delightful.
The members of the Independent Brass and Reed Band, with some friends, reached home
from their excursion down the bayou at 4 o'clock this morning, and the trip is described
as one of the most delightful the band ever made, thanks to the kindness and courtesy of
Captain E. M. Charlet and Clerk Edward Nicols of the steamer Lafourche, on which the
excursion was made, these gentlemen bending every energy to promote the comfort and
pleasure of the excursionists. The members of the band were: Paul Leche, leader, Alex
Poche, John F. Terrio, Paul Braud, Dick Landry, Frank Sims, August Feime, D.
Ohlmeyer, Wm. A. Terrio, Henry Terrio and James Von Lotten.
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The steamer left the city wharf at noon on Tuesday and as soon as the party had
secured their rooms and stored away their baggage, they repaired to the dining tables and
did ample justice to the well-prepared and generous meal. After dinner the party
gathered on the shady side of the boat and passed the afternoon in singing, conversation,
music by the band, and other diversions, varied by a visit to Messrs. Dugas and LeBlanc's
Armeline Store by the band members upon an invitation from Mr. L. A. Landry,
formerly of this city, but now employed at the Armline Store. Yesterday morning the
boat reached its destination about three miles this side of Thibodaux where the balance of
the cargo was transported to flatboats and the steamer. Upon reaching the Hall
Plantation the boat was tied up for three hours, taking on board 860 barrels of sugar and
several pieces of machinery. The ladies and gentlemen took this opportunity to go over to
Napoleonville, where, after strutting over the streets, they paid a visit to the Catholic
Church. Upon returning to the boat the excursion party took supper, after which the
band gave a concert much to the delight of the steamer's crew and the lounges on the
levee. The ladies on board danced to the music. While the excursionists reached home
somewhat tired, they were nevertheless delight and profuse in their praise of Capt.
Charlet." (June 3, 1896)
The Ind. Brass & Reed Band of Donaldsonville takes an excursion on the steamer
Lafourche:
"Off on their excursion. The Independent Brass and Reed Band started this
morning on their excursion down the bayou on the steamer Lafourche. The excursionists
will return some time tomorrow." (June 4, 1896)
The Independent Band takes another excursion. There is a small item in the paper
about the excursion on June 10 and an extensive article that gives us a good idea of a 19th
century excursion is all about:
"The Independent Brass and Reed Band excursionists are expected back tonight
unless the Lafourche is wrecked. They are stranded on some inhospitable land along the
bayou." (June 10, 1896)
"THE BAND EXCURSION
A royal trip on the handsome steamer Lafourche. Two days of enjoyment.
Captain Charlet entertained the party in a great manner.
It was an ideally congenial party, comprising the Independent Brass and Reed
Band's annual excursion that boarded the handsome steamer Lafourche early on Tuesday
morning. The party was welcomed as they stepped on he steamer's deck by its
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commander, Capt. P. A. Charlet, one of nature's noblemen, who gave each of the
excursionists a hearty handshake and then metaphorically turned the steamer and all its
hands over to the command of the party with the statement hat while they were his guests
the steamer and all its resources were at their disposal and their wish should be a law.
From the time until the excursionists arrived home yesterday evening pleasure was
unconfined and joy and merriment reigned supreme. As the steamer moved slowly down
the bayou the excursionists began to settle themselves and put in order the little rooms
that had been assigned them and when this was done the steamer was inspected from
stern to bow, the party being accompanied by the Captain and others in his employ, who
explained all the workings of the machinery, the latter of which were peculiarly
interesting to the young ladies, several of whom became the Captain's special guests in the
pilot house.
After taking breakfast which showed the marvelous resources of the culinary
department, the excursionists gathered on the shady side of the steamer and whiled away
the time listening to the music of the band and watching the roustabouts as they loaded
and unloaded the freight at the various landings.
At 6 o'clock the steamer reached Elm Hall and the tourists were informed by Purser
Nicolle that he would remain there for a couple of hours and if anyone wished to go
ashore they would have an opportunity to do so. This was taken advantage of by the
entire party to visit Napoleonville, a short walk from the landing. The little town was
thoroughly inspected and then a visit paid to the pretty new courthouse through which
the party was shown by the janitor. Shortly before 7 o'clock all were back on the steamer
again and remained on deck engaged in singing and other amusements until near 11
o'clock when all retired for the night. During the morning Captain Chalet informed
Mayor Leche that when the boat reached Plattenville that he should leave it for a visit to
his home, until the boat's return from Lockport, but while he was away he desired the
Mayor to consider himself the commander of the steamer and he would find that all of his
commands and wishes would be complied with.
The party was up at an early hour Wednesday morning and just as breakfast was
finished the steamer reached Thibodaux and all went on shore for a couple of hours. The
first place visited was the Empire Hotel of which Mr. J. E. Moseman is the proprietor,
and that genial gentleman took particular pleasure in showing the party over his
handsome and well-managed house. Mr. Moseman extended to the entire party
refreshments after which some of the crowd wended their way to the Catholic church
while the others strolled about the city until their leave of absence had expired when there
was a hasty return to the boat which proceeded leisurely on to Lockport. But a short stop
was made at the latter place and the steamer safely began her upward trip. On reaching
Plattenville several of the young ladies got off and proceeded to Capt. Charlet's residence
and escorted him back in state to the steamer. After supper on Wednesday evening the
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tables were re-set a couple of hours later and ice cream and cakes were served by Capt.
Charlet as a special compliment to his guests. Following this came music on the piano
during which there was some promiscuous dancing enjoyed by the young ladies. It was a
late hour that evening before all had retired for their last night's sleep upon the boat.
On Thursday as the boat passed the convict camp near Paincourtville there was a
burial going on. There had been three graves dug and a body enclosed in a rough plank
box was being lowered in one of these just as the steamer passed by. A count of the graves
showed 21 had already been buried on the levee and it was said by Purser Nicolle that
there were many sick in the hospital of which the excursionists caught a good view.
The steamer was now fast approaching Donaldsonville, and the regrets were
general that the pleasures of the past two days would soon be a memory only. Capt.
Charlet was now corralled by the young ladies and each and everyone of the employees'
for the many kindnesses and courtesies that had been shown the party and assured him
that it would ever live as one of the most delightful events in their lives.
When the steamer was finally made fast to the wharf three cheers were given for
the handsome steamer, her royal commander and all employed on her." (June 12, 1896)
The excursion showed the mixing of business and pleasure. Many times the Captain
of a steamer, knowing he had freight to haul would also engage a party that wished to
take a cruise down the bayou for pleasure. He would be paid for the freight and also for
the passengers. This was a regular practice as the party was served meals and
refreshments and there were plans to give the party some time on shore for exploration.
The members of the band that took the above excursion were given in the paper.
They are: Paul Leche (Mayor and band member of Donaldsonville), J. F. Terrio, Jas.
Fortier, Paul Braud, Fred Landry, Felix Fortier, August Heime, Henry Terrio, D.
Ohlmeyer, and William A. Terrio. These men plus some ladies make it a pretty large
party, perhaps as many as 20." (June 12, 1896)
Other boats also advertised for excursionists. Capt. Campbell of the steamer Paul
Tulane notified the Donaldsonville Band about taking another excursion on his boat:
"We understand that Capt. Campbell, the jovial commander of the post and elegant
steamer Paul Tulane, has been inquiring whether the members of the Donaldsonville
Brass & Reed Band intend to make another excursion trip on his boat this season. We
have no doubt, if the Capt. makes a reasonable offer, the members of the band would be
pleased to repeat the previous delightful excursion that they have had with him." (July
16, 1896)
We read a small item of an excursion with a brass band on board:
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"A jolly steamer party, Mabel Comeaux. The Donaldsonville String Band will be on
board." (Oct. 30, 1896)
A style of boat - the tug - is visible on the rivers and bayous and pulls a number of
barges and pleasure boats for excursions. This was the practice on the Miss. River for
many of the traveling show palaces. They were also available for excursions and could
accommodate a band and a number of excursionists. We read of a tug with three
musicians on board.
"The new tug boat, Nancy, purchased by the Donaldsonville Navigation Company
arrived from Natchez. The boat brought with it 3 musicians - father, son and nephew who discoursed the sweetest kind of music during the evening at different places. They
played on violin and harp." (Feb. 12, 1897)
Many of the smaller towns conducted their own Mardi Gras celebration, having
their king arrive on board is the practice for the present day carnival krewe Zulu:
"Arrival of King Carnival parade. St. Bernard Brass Band. Another band
accompanied the arrival of Rex on the Carrie B" (March 1, 1897)
We have a correction in the next issue of the Paper as they state that "It was
Anthony's Band of Philapoint and the Germain Band (St. Bernard) as announced that
came down with Rex on the Carrie B." (March 1, 1897)
Most all excursions had a band along. Different businesses or Associations
sponsored or gave excursions for their employees or friends. We read:
"The Drayman's Association of Thibodaux will have an excursion to this City
(Don.) On July 4th they will bring the Lafourche Brass Band with them." (June 18, 1897)
From 1922 we find the steamer Capitol stopping in Donaldsonville for the benefit of
the populace of that city. We will in a later part of the book, examine these dockings
(under Miss. River Boats).

Thibodaux
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The practices of excisions are the same in all the small towns in Southern Louisiana.
They are popular throughout Louisiana; a state that is dotted with waterways and of
course the mighty Mississippi. Thibodaux is on Bayou Lafourche and is below
Donaldsonville and Napoleonville. Not having the Mississippi as Donaldsonville, their
trips are more plentiful and occur more often on the Bayou.
Our first mention in on June 9, 1866:
"Surprise party on board the steamer J. M. Sharp. After lunch the young folks
indulged in the pleasure of the dance until 2 a.m. At 12:00 after a good deal of doing, etc.
the guests were served up with a choice lunch." (June 9, 1866)
Thibodaux possessed a most talented musician in Prof. Emanuel Chol. Educated in
Paris he migrated to Thibodaux and for many years was a driving force in music and
gained a statewide reputation, with his composed music being performed in New Orleans.
He is the leader of the Lyric Brass Band. A lengthy article is included in the local paper
about an excursion to Lockport that gives us a great account of an 1867 excursion:
"On Wednesday last, upon the invitation of Uncle Silas, the agent of that fine
packet, the New Era, a large assembly composed of ladies and gentlemen of Thibodaux,
embarked on board, on the arrival of the steamer at this port for the purpose of making a
pleasure trip to Lockport. In the company was the Clerk of the Court, the Sheriff and the
'Petit Judge' of this place, and every arrangement necessary, for any thing from a law suit
to a wedding prepared. The weather was pleasant, and the party passed a day of
continued festivity and uninterrupted enjoyment, and all the participants of the social
qualities and hospitalities of Capt. Dugas and his genial clerks Delferes and Melancon,
speak in glowing terms of those well-known officers. The Lyrique Band of this place,
under charge of that excellent musician E. Chol, accompanied the party, and furnished
sweet music for the occasion. The ladies, who are supposed to be the best judges of such
things, pronounced the dinner to be perfect and all that could have been anticipated or
desired, and unanimously voted Brown to be the prince of stewards; but the
extraordinary......
The boat returned at dark to our wharf where the party debarked wishing
prosperity and good fortune may attend the New Era and all who are connected with her,
and hoping that she may prove as successful in replenishing the pockets of her officers as
she did in filling the hearts of her guests with social happiness and unalloyed pleasure."
(July 13, 1867)
There are excursions that originate in New Orleans that travel up the Bayou to
Thibodaux. We read of one such an excursion:
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"Excursion from New Orleans. On board the Nina Simess a brass band will be
furnished by the boat for the occasion." (1868) Thib.
A popular excursion was from Thibodaux to the nearby town of Lockport:
"A pleasure excursion from Donaldsonville to Lockport with concert and ball for
benefit of Christ Church at Napoleonville. A fine brass band is engaged for the occasion.
Fare $2.00." (April 1, 1871) Thib.
Another excursion is taken to Lockport as a benefit for the Catholic Church:
"Fete de Dieu - steamer Tahlquah - Leaves Thibodaux, benefit of Catholic Church
in Lockport. Yeager's Brass Band from New Orleans will be on board." (May 27, 1871)
In our accounts of the many excursions we do not always find the names of bands.
Many times a mentioningsmight put the existence of a New Orleans band back a few
years and we do learn of new bands that had been playing in the Crescent City that are
not previously known.
Still another excursion to Lockport is taken and the activity of the dance is stressed
in the item:
"Grand final excursion from Thibodaux to Lockport. An A-1 brass band will be on
board, thus affording an opportunity to the young in heart as well as in age to trip the
'light fantastic' toe to well tried music." (July 6, 1877) Thib.
The Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band accompanies an excursion to Lockport:
"Excursion from Thibodaux - To Lockport for Fire Company #1. The Thibodaux.
Silver Cornet Band accompanied their friends and furnished music as the boat moved
proudly and gayly up and down the bayou." March 22, 1879)
Napoleonville was a nearby town and is the destination of an excursion of colored
people from Donaldsonville:
"The Blue Buckets Fire Company of Donaldsonville made an excursion here
(Napoleonville) on the 4th of July. The members of this company belong to the very best
classes of the young colored men of that prosper little town, and have distinguished
themselves as prompt, and efficient firemen to several serious emergencies. The company
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was accompanied by its excellent brass band. It formed in procession and moved, like
well-drilled soldiers, along our principle streets, eliciting much attention by their martial
bearing and brilliant scarlet uniforms. At night the company terminated the celebration
with a ball and supper at the Napoleonville colored town hall. It is due to the Blue
Buckets to add that they preserved the most admirable order, discipline and decorum
throughout their whole visit." (July 10, 1880)
There is an excursion on the steamer Mabel Comeaux and again it is to Lockport:
"Tomorrow an excursion will be given on the steamer Mabel Comeaux from
Thibodaux to Lockport. The boat will leave here at 1 o'clock pm and will return about 9
pm. The fare for the round trip will be only 75 cents. The Protector Brass Band will be on
board and furnish music for the occasion. A more pleasant evening can not be obtained
than by participating in that excursion." (June 12, 1885)
We note the skip in years - from 1877 to 1885. I am sure there were excursions
during these years but we are limited to the items that make the newspapers, magazines
and other sources for our information. By covering excursions in a number of towns we
can see that excursions are an ongoing activity and remain so but with a lesser popularity
after movie houses and other activities (like roller skating and more town dances become
more popular).
Many brass bands used an excursion to earn money for their band expenses. Bands
would play many civic functions gratis and needed financial aid to pay expenses and
upkeep of a band. We read:
"In consideration of the great success, both financial and social of the excursion,
given by the Protector Brass Band, to Lockport two weeks ago, they have decided to give
another tomorrow, on the Mable Comeaux. The boat will leave Thibodaux at 2 pm. Fare
for the round trip - 75 cents. As a rule this band has never been known to omit any
requisite that tends to the successful termination of such enterprises as they have
occasions to be connected with, and this surely will not prove an exception to the rule."
(June 27, 1885)
We had previously mentioned about brass and string bands playing for excursions
as an important ingredient. One excursion is canceled because the brass band couldn't
make the trip:
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"There will be no excursion to Donaldsonville on the steamer Delgrade tomorrow as
Capt. Schneider announced. The Thibodaux Brass Band, owing to another engagement,
cannot attend and hence the excursion had to be postponed." (June 27, 1889)
The Thibodaux Band plays for an excursion to St. Mary’s:
"Excursion to the fair - St. Mary. Remember that the famous Thibodaux Brass
Band will be in the excursion and will furnish music for the fair." (June 27, 1889)
Excursions continued to be popular and we read that:
"Last Sunday there were three excursions. Two going and one coming. Two by
steamboat and one by rail. One taken to Firemen's Hall - music by the Continental
Guard's Brass Band." (July 4, 1889)
Rainy weather does not stop one excursion from leaving the wharf as the band
played music for the departure:
"As the rain poured in flooding torrents our baby uniformed Thibodaux Brass
Band played a favorite melodious air and Capt. Constantin's steamer pushed off from the
wharf." (July 4, 1889)
The excursion to Donaldsonville, previously canceled on the Delgrade is now given:
"Excursion to Donaldsonville. The Thibodaux Brass Band will go along and make
the excursion on the Delgrade steamer happy with their music." (July 18, 1889)
We read of the success of the excursion and the importance of the band music:
"Excursion a success. The boat left here immediately after lovely music with a fair
crowd including the indispensable Thibodaux Brass Band." (July 25, 1889)
The firemen of the town take an excursion to New Iberia:
"Excursion of firemen to New Iberia. Thibodaux Brass Band and the Iberia Brass
Band." (August 1, 1889)
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As is the practice today, many tourists visit New Orleans during Mardi Gras. We
read that the Thibodaux Brass Band will play for Mardi Gras and take the steamer
Whisper from Thibodaux to New Orleans:
"The Thibodaux Brass Band, under Prof. Emile Legendre, who is one of our home
musicians of high ability, has received new music which it is now endeavoring to execute
with creditable proficiency, as it intends to leave Thibodaux next Monday to take part in
the Mardi Gras Pageant of New Orleans. The beautiful steamer Whisper will take the
band and other excursionists who may wish to go." (Feb. 13, 1890)
There is an excursion beginning in Donaldsonville to Thibodaux with the “Phoenix
Brass Band of Donaldsonville in attendance." (April 3, 1890)
We read of an excursion sponsored by the local brass band of Thibodaux:
"If you wish to spend a pleasant evening wait until Saturday, April 26. On that day
the Thibodaux Brass Band, one of the finest musical organization in the State will give its
3rd annual excursion to Lockport." (April 9, 1891)
We read a follow-up story about the planned excursion of the Thibodaux Brass
Band:
"The Thibodaux. Brass Band completed all the arrangements for the excursion they
propose giving to Lockport on the 26th. No one should fail to be on the steamer St. John
on that day. The fare has been fixed at the moderate price of 75 cents which anyone can
disburse for a day’s pleasure, especially such a one as will be afforded on Sunday the
26th." (April 15, 1891)
An excursion by the Thibodaux Brass Band is scheduled on a Sunday:
"Next Sunday is the day on which the excursion under the auspices of the
Thibodaux Brass Band will take place. All young folks and the young ones too should not
miss this trip." (April 25, 1891)
This excursion is reviewed in the next issue of the paper:
"The excursion to Lockport. Everything seemed to contribute toward making a
success of the excursion last Sunday to Lockport, given by the Thibodaux Brass Band, one
of the best musical organizations in the State. The boat was here on time: the day was
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fair, pleasant and alluring; the music of the band was seductively sweet and a large
number of ladies and gentlemen started from this point to enjoy the day's pleasures. All
along the way small crowds were taken on board until the number increased to about 250
persons when Lockport was reached.
The excursionists, headed by the band, marched to the Public School House, where
they were received by Dr. John Gazzo, in a neat and cordial address.
In Lockport, the excursionists passed the few hours that were granted them by
visiting friends, buggy-riding, skiff-riding on Lake Fields, which is a beautiful body of
water, and by visiting the church.
On its return, the boat left Lockport at 7 P.M. The young people aboard enjoyed
themselves by dancing, singing and piano-playing. Some recitations, in Negro, German
and Irish dialects by Mr. Jos. Trone helped to enliven the rosie trip. Thibodaux was
reached at about 1 o'clock am
The members of the Band are well pleased with the outcome of their excursion."
(April 30, 1891)
The band plays for the Catholic Knights of America excursion:
"Accompanied by that excellent and delightful organization the Thibodaux Brass
Band, the members of the St. Charles Branch, 336, Catholic Knights of America and their
guests left Thibodaux on board the popular steamer St John. The trip home was enlivened
with songs and comical speeches from Mr. Jos. A. Trone, Pres. of the Thibodaux Band
and songs by Mr. E. J. Legendre, leader of the band." (May 14, 1891)
Another excursion goes to Lockport:
"The steamer Lafourche took the Thibodaux Brass Band and a goodly number of
excursionists down to the Lockport Fair last Sunday. The trip proved an enjoyable one."
(May 28, 1891)
There is a fair at Harany's Canal and an excursion is planned to go there:
"There will be a fair next Sunday at Harany's Canal and an excursion on the
steamer Alexander will be given from Thibodaux to take part. The Thibodaux Brass Band
will be on hand and, as the band leaves here between 6 and 7 am, Mass will be defined at
Harnay's Canal until the excursionists arrive." (June 11, 1891)
There is an excursion and concert given by the Pelican Brass Band:
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"There will be a grand musicale concert tomorrow evening in which over 100
musicians will participate.
The excursion will be given by the Pelican Brass Band and we hope their friends
will show their appreciation of the band by attending the excursion and making it a
success both socially and financially. The fare for the round trip will be only $1.50." (July
9, 1893)
There is a follow-up article on the excursion:
"The excursion on the 'New Mattie' last Sunday to Plaquemine given by the Pelican
Brass Band although attended by a much smaller crowd than expected was a very
pleasant and successful affair. The excursionists report having been royally entertained,
both at the Fair and Concert, not only by the committee of reception, but by the citizens
of Plaquemine, who did everything in their power for the enjoyment of our young men
and for which they are extremely thankful." (July 16, 1893)
There is still another article about another excursion on the New Mattie:
"Do you want a day and night of uninterrupted pleasure? If you do, board the 'New
Mattie' tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock, bound for Plaquemine. You will have an
opportunity of seeing the sugar country in the State, both on the Bayou and river. You
will also get a fine view of those thriving business towns, Donaldsonville and Bayou
Goula, and early in the afternoon you will land in Plaquemine one of the most progressing
towns in this section. There will be a grand musicale concert tomorrow evening in which
over 100 musicians will participate...... The fare for the round trip will be only $1.50."
(July 9, 1893)
An Excursion from Donaldsonville visits Thibodaux:
"An excursion party from Donaldsonville vicinity came down on the steamer
Lafourche on Tuesday night accompanied by the well known and popular Donaldsonville
Reed Band." (June 28, 1894)
There is an excursion from New Orleans that visits Thibodaux:
"Louisiana Excursion Club from New Orleans to Thibodaux. They propose, we
understand, to bring the West End Brass Band with them. As this is a superb band the
people of Thibodaux can prepare for a feast of choice music. (Sic: This band is lead by
Prof. Paoletti)" (May 2, 1895)
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Another item speaks of this excursion and writes of the famous band coming with
them:
"Excursion - Louisiana Excursion Club. The fact that Paoletti's West End Military
Band of 35 musicians will come with the excursion, is a guarantee and an assurance that
the balance of the program which will be rendered at Tetureau Park, will be of a superior
kind." (June 13, 1895)
We have a small item about the success of the excursion:
"Results of Excursion. The presence of Paoletti's West End Band was an adjunct
that added greatly to the excursion." (June 22, 1895)
There is an excursion to Donaldsonville for a baseball game and other activities:
"The excursion to Donaldsonville. Our citizens had ample opportunity last Sunday
to visit Donaldsonville. Two steamboats, the New Mattie and the Louisiana - both left our
wharf destined for the town at the head of the Bayou. Although the departure from
Thibodaux was made quite early, Donaldsonville was not reached until evening, allowing
the excursionists but a few hours to see the town, but from what we can understand the
excursionists found sufficient time to go around the town, view the horse-races and
witness the base ball game.
In the base ball game the Olympics, composed of members from Assumption and
Lafourche, added another feather to their hat. They won the game easily over the Bayou
Goulas. There were but five innings played but the Olympics scored 9 runs against 0 for
their opponents.
The Thibodaux Band regaled the excursionists with splendid music." (August 22,
1895)
The next article about an excursion on the steamer Lafourche, does not mention to
where it was going, but there is a good description of the affairs on the steamer
Lafourche:
"A Pleasant Trip. A notable gathering - The mimic and impersonator, the tragedian
and dramatic, the vocalist and orator, the fumigator, liquidate in substance, an assembly
possessed of requirements to do most "anything" - is the one that was bade take
possession of the steamer Lafourche, whose doors had been open to them by the genial
captain, Capt. Charlet.
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The Thibodaux Brass Band, under the guiding master hand of Col. E. J. Legendre,
contributed the music for the benefit of the merry makers tripping the light fantastic.
The spacious hall or parlor had been converted into a most beautiful and fragrant
garden-branches of mistletoe, holley berries, evergreens, buntings and flags, hanging
from every available hook in the large boat. The effect outside was magical; Japanese
lanterns of various colors lay strung about on the deck and cabins.
The fun and frolic over, the speaker of the occasion, in befitting language, thanked
Capt. Charlet for the reception given his guests aboard, and departed with only the
memory of a most delightful trip.
Personnel of the Thibodaux Band include: E. J. Legendre, leader, A. J. Trone, L.
Trone, N. Roch, Dr. P. J. Aucoin, K. J. Braud, L. J. Daannis, A. Tetreau, Dr. E. N.
Burton, C. J. Legendre, A. Robichaux and T. Gwong." (Feb. 23, 1896)
Another Band, the "Hellier Brass Band" sponsors a 'grand excursion':
"The Hellier Brass Band, an organization that seems to be the pride of Houma, La.,
will give a grand excursion from Houma to New Orleans on Sunday, July 26, 1896. The
fare for the round trip has been placed at the moderate price of $1.50; this is quite an
inducement and should prove to be a good drawing card. The Comet (Thibodaux
newspaper) return thanks to the band for a complimentary ticket." (July 9, 1896)
The Hellier Band takes part in another excursion, this time to Thibodaux:
"On Wednesday night an excursion came from Houma bringing about 125 people
and the Hellier Brass Band of that town. The band which is under the able direction of
Prof. Adolph Heichelheim proved to be an entertaining and valuable adjunct to the fair,
for it dispensed in a superb manner, a program of 12 beautiful selections and drew forth
from the crowd the unanimous conclusion that the Hellier Band of our sister city is
rapidly forging to the front and will, ere long, be ranked among the best country bands of
the State." (Sept. 20, 1896)
There is another excursion to New Orleans:
"Lockport Dots Excursion to New Orleans. Two members of the Union, and Savior
Bands joined the St. Charles Band while on the excursion." (Sept. 24, 1896)
There is an excursion from New Orleans that brings a rather small crowd with it. It
is mentioned that the excursion seemed like a cheerless affair without music:
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"The excursion to Thibodaux last Sunday from New Orleans brought a very small
crowd. It was thought that as this was the first and last excursion from the Crescent City
to this town this year would be a large crowd aboard, but such was not the case, and there
being no band along, the excursion seemed like a cheerless affair." (Oct. 22, 1896)
There is an excursion to Cut-Off, La for a fair:
"A fair will be given at the Cut-Off on Sunday, July 9, for the benefit of the schools
in that section. The Lockport Brass Band will furnish music for the occasion and a boat
excursion will be run from Lockport leaving there at 8:00." (July 1, 1899)
The Thibodaux Band had been non-existent for a while and reorganizes and plays
for an excursion:
"The members of the Pelican Club are congratulating themselves upon having
closed a bargain with the Thibodaux Brass Band which has recently re-organized, to
furnish music for the excursion that will be given to New Roads on August the 8ths. The
Club has also been notified that the large new dancing pavilion of False River has just
been completed. In order that the excursionists may have a delightful time dancing the
pavilion has been secured and a first class string band has been employed to furnish
music." (July 18, 1901)
The Thibodaux Band plays for an excursion to New Road, La.:
"The Pelican Excursion Club's excursion to New Roads last Tuesday left here with
a large crowd on board. The Thibodaux Band furnished the music for the occasion and
the gang enlivened the excursion with their harmonies strains both going and coming."
(August 10, 1901)
The Thibodaux Band plays for another excursion, this time to Baton Rouge:
"Excursion to Baton Rouge by Thibodaux Fire Co. #1. The Thibodaux Band
furnished their usual excellent music for the occasion." (Sept. 7, 1901)
There are two excursions from the town of Raceland on the Steamer Robbie
"Excursion from Raceland on the Steamer Robbie leaving at 6 a.m. The Steamer
Pevina will leave Grand Isle at 4 a.m. and Leeville at 7 a.m., returning the same night.
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Music will be furnished by the 20th Century Uniformed Band and Orchestra." (July 19,
1902)
There is an excursion, no destination given but "The Thibodaux Band was aboard
and its sweet music brought forth many charming compliments." (May 11, 1905)
We read of another excursion with the Thibodaux Band:
"Excursion by Young Men's Benevolent Association. The Thibodaux Band was
aboard and its sweet music brought forth many charming compliments." (May 11, 1905)
The Royal Brass Band, a new brass band plays for an excursion to Labadieville,
La.:
"Posters are out announcing an excursion from this town to Labadieville Sunday,
April 18, on account of the baseball game. The excursion will be given on the handsome
new boat of the Messrs. Blanchard Bros. and fare of 50 cents for the round trip for
gentlemen and 25 cents for ladies. Music will be furnished during the trip by the Royal
Brass Band and Orchestra." (April 24, 1909)
Another nearby band gives an excursion. It is the Bowie Brass Band:
"Bowie Band - The excursion given from Lockport here last Sunday was delayed
due to the fact that the crowd was larger than anticipated and arrangements had to be
made for extra boats. The delay put these excursionists here late, after two o'clock in the
afternoon. There was a large and orderly crowd. The Hiawatha Concert Band, under
whose auspices the excursion was given, can indeed flatter itself on the success. We did
not get a chance to hear the band, although we were very anxious, but understand that
the class of music they put up was a revelation to all who heard its several selections were
played at the Steamer's Hotel and much appreciated by all who heard them. This band is
a young band barely two months out, and the music handed out, we understand is worthy
of an organization of trained musicians several years old. We congratulate Bowie, and
congratulate Bro. F. H. Lyman who we did not have the opportunity to congratulate in
person. When our people give fairs, picnics, mass outings, and whenever music is needed,
they should remember the Bowie Band and address Mr. Lyman at Bowie, who is an
enthusiastic Redman, as well as the majority of the members of the band who are also
Indians. There was music and dancing on board going and coming." (April 24, 1910)
We read of an excursion from Thibodaux to Raceland:
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"Excursion to Raceland - Posters are out announcing a grand boat excursion from
this town to Raceland on Sunday, April 30th on account of the fraternal day which will be
held in Raceland. The excursion will be given on the Bas Boat Columbus and Barge, and
will be under the management of the Redmen and Woodmen of Labadieville. Music will
be furnished on the boat by the Labadieville Brass Band and Orchestra." (April 22, 1911)
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Baton Rouge
Most of the excursions from Baton Rouge are on the Mississippi River. There is an
active musical scene across the river on the West Bank as well as a very active cultural life
in Baton Rouge that included Louisiana State University activities.
Our first item mentions the Floating Palace "Banjo”, as it is to come and dock in
Baton Rouge:
"The Banjo is coming. Just before to press, we had the pleasure of learning that the
magnificent Floating Theater "Banjo" having on board Ned Davis Band of the Ohio
Minstrels, is to be in Baton Rouge on Friday and Saturday next. The New Orleans
Company states that the troupe is the best that ever appeared in that city, and a rare treat
of music and fun may be anticipated." (May 10, 1856)
The Banjo is still plying the rivers in 1869. In an article in the "Nation," in July of
1869, we read:
"As good luck would have it, the little steamer Banjo, a show-boat belonging to Dr.
Spading, the manager of the Floating Palace, was advertised to be at Cape Girardeau the
week in which I purposed to lever there. Seeing the names of some of my old comrades on
the bills, I waited to meet them. They generously made me bring my trunk on board, and
have a free ride to St. Louis, or if I chose, to Alton, where I was to take the cars for
Chicago."
There is an excursion on the ferryboat Sunny South for a barbecue:
"The 4th at Grosse Tete - Barbecue - At 10 o'clock the ferry boat, Sunny South,
landed at the depot with between three and four hundred person on board, who march
ashore to the enlivening music of the Baton Rouge Brass Band who were among the
guests." (July 10, 1858)
The steamer Cotton is host to an excursion:
"Departure of the East Baton Rouge Fencibles on the 3rd of June, preceded by a
fine band of music. Strains of martial music as the steamer Cotton steamed slowly away."
(June 4, 1861)
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Another steamer the Wagoner takes a large crowd to the State Convention
accompanied by two brass bands:
"The Wagoner Monday night was crowded with delegates to the State Convention.
Many from this parish joined the crowd, and the boat left with a full compliment. The
Natchez and Baton Rouge Bands were aboard and the steamer departed amid a medley of
musical strains and cheers of the delegates." (March 4, 1868)
There is a barbecue that the tug Tyler is the host boat bringing the people to their
destination:
"Barbecue at Lodbell's Store. The Tug Tyler at ferry landing. Free conveyance to
the barbecue. Capt. Johnson's Artillery and a small field band, steaming up river." (Oct.
17, 1868)
An excursion, headed to Alexandria, La. passes up Baton Rouge, bound for Red
River:
"The Frolic passed up bound for Red River yesterday with passengers from below
for Alexandria to attend the commencement exercises of the State Seminary of that place.
A fine band of music was on board and played stirring music as the steamer passed the
landing." (June 28, 1869)
We find a large article about the excursion to Bayou Sara that includes the
Independent Silver Cornet Band of Baton Rouge:
"THE PYTHIAS FESTIVAL AT BAYOU SARA - A number of other excursionists,
and the crack Independent Silver Cornet Band, we took passage for Bayou Sara, on last
Monday morning, aboard the fleet steamer Cannon. The day being bright and breezy, as
the boat glided swiftly toward her destination, the excursionists enlivened by "music by
the band," and by the pleasing spectacle afforded by the green fields doing the banks of
the great river, dull care was superseded by the genuine enjoyment of the occasion. No
wonder that the voyage seemed short duration; but when the band gave its notes of
warning that disembarkation was in order, the party moved out briskly to meet their
hospitable. At Bayou Sara friends were awaiting them on the wharf boat. There was a
ripple of activity and in a few minutes all were comfortable located, here and there, some
trying to keep cool by remaining quietly in quarters, and other - well, by drinking "an
occasional glass of ice water."
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This reporter, whose past experience has taught him whom it is best to escort on
such occasions, kept around the Excellency. The result was that he became a privileged
character, as all well regulated newspaper men should be, notably by Judge Powell, Capt.
Robert Montgomery, Drs. Stocking, Mumford and Brooks, the Messrs. Leake and other
gentlemen, who were pleased to see him among the visitors.
To make what might to be a long story a short one, we will go on to mention that at
two o'clock, in the spacious Firemen's Hall, a splendid repast was served, consisting of
viands and delicacies exquisitely prepared which were relished by all, and for which the
chef de cuisine and masters of ceremony deserve great praise. We also complimented
them for having suppressed the customary boring of such occasions - the toasts - that
frequently serve no better purpose than to spoil the appetite of the unfortunates who are
kept rummaging their craniums for appropriate after dinner speeches.
At 6:30 p.m., the parade was formed, headed by a carriage containing Gov.
McEnery, Senator Leake and Vice Grand Chancellor Leon Jasstremski; next came the
Independent Silver Cornet Band, the delegations from other lodges and Bayou Sara
Lodge, Knights of Pythias, marshaled by Past Grand Chancellor Mumford, Past
Chancellors Irvine and Leake, and Chancellor Commander Wash Hands, numbering in
all about one hundred persons. The line of march was taken up all the way from the
Lodge room through the town of Bayou Sara and St. Francisville, the display being
witnessed by numerous people, notably, the ladies, whose lovely faces had the effect of
inciting the Knights to maintain throughout a martial step, made lighter by the enlivening
strains of the excellent band, who were dressed in their showy gray uniforms. On nearing
the end of the route, the beautiful residence and spacious park of that public spirited and
hospitable citizen, Dr. Stocking, appeared to the view, resplendent with hundreds of lights
from wide-awake lamps and Chinese lanterns, artistically set at every hand. Already the
grounds were filled with people, and as the pageant marched in, the band playing a lovely
tune, the scene became one that the famed Spanish Fort or West End could not present,
for nowhere can be found nobler oaks and other forest kings, lining a gently sloping and
extensive park which had for a back ground a noble mansion girded with rose of
multicolored lights of every design. Under the elevated limbs of the heavily leafed trees,
innumerable tables and stands laden with every delicacy could be seen. At each were
stationed bevys of charming ladies, whose smiles of continence seemed like glittering
jewels amid the foliage.
Further on, stood the well-lighted platform for the dancers, with an elevated stand
for the musicians, above which floated numberless flags and streamers.
This in brief was the spectacle that met the gaze of the visitors." (July 27, 1883)
One of the most popular string bands in Baton Rouge was Pages' String Band. His
band plays for excursionists:
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"Excursion from New Orleans visited Baton Rouge. The music for the dancing was
furnished by Pages' Band." (August 11, 1883)
The Independent Silver Cornet Band plays for an excursion to Vicksburg:
"Independent Silver Cornet Band resolved to accompany the excursion to
Vicksburg, organized by Washington #1 and Independent #2 of our fire department; add
another attractive feature to the affair and the young folks can now rest assured they will
be afforded a lovely time. We understand quite a party of young ladies and gentlemen
have resolved to join the excursion since the band have announced their intention to make
the trip." (Sept. 4, 1884)
An excursion by an unnamed fire company of another town makes an excursion to
Baton Rouge:
"Firemen excursion to Baton Rouge. They also express their high appreciation of
the services of the Independent Silver Cornet Band on that occasion, which added to the
success and pleasure of the excursion." (Sept. 4, 1884)
The Independent Silver Cornet Band plays for two excursions that appear as very
short mentioning in the paper:
"Excursion on board the "John Brown" boat with music by the Independent Silver
Cornet Band." (May 21, 1884)
"The Independent Silver Cornet Band again plays on the ferry boat John Brown on
a Sunday evening." (June 18, 1884)
There is an excursion to False River, a body of water that was at one time part of
the Mississippi River:
"Excursion on False River. The Hermitage Brass Band on the Wiltz and the New
Roads Band on the Alto, alternately discoursed music to those who were inclined to trip
the light fantastic to the barge being fitted up for the occasion. The Hermitage Brass Band
discoursed sweet music to the assembly crowd along the banks as well as to the large
number of excursionists." (Sept. 27, 1889)
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Often an excursion is connected to various social and athletic activities. We read an
excursion in conjunction with a baseball game. The Brusly Brass Band plays for an
excursion to a baseball game:
"Tendered a Reception. The C. A. Bursly Brass Band that accompanied the Wilbert
Baseball Club of Plaquemine to this city last Sunday on the New Mattie, was tendered a
reception by the Independent Silver Cornet Band. A line of march was formed near the
riverbank and the boat and guests marched up the street to the strain of inspiring music
by the visiting band. On the route the different newspaper officer were favored with a
special air apiece. The entire party soon reached the hall of the Independent Silver Cornet
Band, where refreshing, delightful and invigorating beverages awaited all. The large
windows which had been thrown open previous to the arrival made the hall a cool and
pleasant retreat. The C. A. Brusly boys divested themselves of hats and coats and enjoyed
themselves over the friendly bowl, which seemed to lend greater enchantment to the rare
and well-rendered musical selections, which they favored their friends and the locality
with. The officers of the C. A. Brusly Band are: Jos. M. Keating, president; L. A.
Marioneaux, vice-president and treasurer; Aston Tourres, secretary; A. Marshalle,
leader: J. R. Lagiaize, assistant leader." (July 28, 1891)
There is an excursion to New Orleans for Mardi Gras:
"Mardi Gras by boat. Steamer Docotch - with a string band on board." (Feb. 10,
1893)
There is an excursion to a crevasse on the Mississippi River. A crevasse is when the
river tunnels its way to a new channel and over flows and destroys a bank and tons of
water flow to a new direction. It is why levees were built. These excursion travels to the
crevasse to have a first hand look:
"On next Sunday Ward's Military Band will give a river excursion to Rescue
Crevasse for the benefit of the band fund. Music, dancing and refreshments on board."
(June 28, 1893)
There is a colored excursion to the small town of Grosse Tete, La.:
"Excursion to Grosse Tete - The colored Brass Band was on hand, and as they had
cleaned their instruments and got in trim. Generally they furnished lots of music for the
occasion." (April 11, 1894)
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There is another item about a colored excursion. I mention this historically to show
that both white and black bands were active in the same activities and both are evolving
into jazz bands in the near future:
"Excursion - colored friends. The famous Southern University Brass Band has been
engaged to furnish music for the excursion." (June 24, 1896)
It seems when one type of activity is successful others imitate it and schedule their
own affair. With two previous excursions by the colored citizens we read still of another
such activity:
"Excursion - There was a brass band, yesterday morning at the river and ere long a
host of colored people. They did not come just to listen to the band, but to take in the
excursion which left at 8:00 for up the river." (July 22, 1897)
There is a military band in Baton Rouge called the Fencibles. They make plans for
an excursion:
"Moonlight excursion. The members of the Fencibles Military Band are making
elaborate preparations for an excursion to Cinclair Plantation on Tuesday night next, on
the steamer Istrouma. During the pleasant trip on the water the band will render some of
their newest selections. All of our citizens who feel kindly towards this famous band of
musicians for the enjoyable concerts given by them free of charge last summer should
give them a helping hand. It will be a pleasant affair. Attend it, and help a worthy cause.
Only 50 cents for the round trip." (Nov. 27, 1897)
The excursion is a success as we read of the results:
"Moonlight excursion. The moonlight excursion given by the Fencibles Military
Band to Cinclair Refinery last night was a delightful affair. The attendance was quite
large and when the steamer Istrouma left the wharf at this city with the gay excursionists
on board at 8 o'clock, they all seemed bent on having a good time. Music was rendered
during the entire trip.
The managers of the Cinclair Refinery had made preparations for the occasion, and
a beautiful dance hall was in readiness upon the boat's arrival
The affair was one of the fairest of the season and the members of the popular
organization under whose auspices it was given are to be congratulated on its success.
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A string band was taken along, and it was but a few minutes after the arrival of the
party before a beautiful waltz was played, and many a couple showed their appreciation
by getting out on the smooth floor and danced.
Everybody who attended are loud in their praise of the affair." (Dec. 1, 1897)
The Istrouma Band plans an excursion:
"Istrouma Band prepared for moonlight excursion on April 25th. The ferry boat
Istrouma has been chartered, as the very best music will be furnished by the band. Prof.
Chas. Kellogg-director." (April 21, 1898)
A few months later the band plans another excursion and is now lead by Dr. C.
Bourgeois:
"Excursion. Moonlight excursion to be given by the Istrouma Band on Sept. 7th
and the concert at Brusly Landing the same evening. Dr. C. Bourgeois, leader of the band,
is making every effort for the success of the affair. The Istrouma Band will assume all
expenses and will donate 1/3 of the proceeds to the orphans, giving all refreshments
privileges to the Sisters for the Orphans." (August 31, 1898)
Another article appears speaking of the excursion:
"The moonlight excursion to be given by the Istrouma Band on Sept. 7th, and the
concert at Brusly Landing the same evening, is pleasurably anticipated, and quite a large
party of our citizens will make the trip. Dr. C. Bourgeois, leader of the band, is making
every effort for the success of the affair." (August 31, 1898)
A New Orleans band accompanies an excursion from that city:
"A band from New Orleans came on the colored excursion Sunday; played in front
of the Verandah Hotel throughout the afternoon and caused a large crowd to congregate
at that point." (March 27, 1900)
There is an advertisement in the paper of Oct. 28, 1903, about a Grand River
Excursion:
DON'T FORGET THE

GRAND RIVER EXCURSION
Given by BATON ROUGE LODGE 490 B.P.O. Elks
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Given on the Palace Excursion Steamer "J.S."

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28, 1903
____________________________
FINE ORCHESTRA. DANCING
BOAT LEAVES FOOT OF FLORIDA ST. 8 P.M. RETURNING 12 P.M.
POSITIVELY NO GAMBLING OR INTERICATING LIQUORS ALLOWED ON
BOARD AND A DELIGHTFUL RIDE PROMISED TO ALL.

TICKETS 50 CENTS

CHILDREN 25 CENTS

The 'big boats' will be covered after we look at the smaller local boat excursions.
We give the above advertisement as it gives us the first mentioning of a 'big boat' coming
to Baton Rouge.
There is a boat trip from Baton Rouge to Morgan City, La.:
"Boat ride 'Brookhill' arrives in Baton Rouge to Morgan City. A band of music
aboard - everybody was happy. They danced, they sang, everything from "Don't Take Me
Have To," and "I Love My Wife, But O You Kid." (July 2, 1909)
There is another excursion on the steamer "Arthur" with the most popular band in
Baton Rouge - Toots Johnson: and "River Breeze"
"Moonlight excursion for white people. Steamer Arthur, Barge, and River Breeze,
Wednesday evening, July 20th. Dancing. Toots Johnson's Band. Boat leaves wharf
landing 7 PM. Fare-25 cents." (July 17, 1910)
There are other excursions on board the "River Breeze":
Excursion on "River Breeze." Good music for dancing, Tuesday and Friday." (Sept.
1, 1910)
The "Arthur" also is available for another excursion:
"Excursion and dance on the 'Arthur' - Tuesday and Friday." (Sept. 1, 1910)
The steamer Istrouma is the boat for an excursion for teachers:
"Excursion for teachers on steamer Istrouma. Music will be rendered by the Baton
Rouge Band. - 'City of Baton Rouge' steamer." (July 30, 1913)
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The Band from Zachary, La. furnishes music for a ride on the City of Baton Rouge:
"ZACHARY BAND WILL FURNISH MUSIC FOR BOAT RIDE TONIGHT.
Chamber of Commerce has entertainment in store for visitors.
The Zachary Band, composed of 12 pieces, has offered its services for the concert to
be given on the boat ride Friday night for the benefit of the boys and girls attending the
fourth annual short course at Louisiana State University.
The boat ride is given by the Baton Rouge Chamber of Commerce, and since the
accommodations of the Steamer City of Baton Rouge are limited to 500, only the boys and
girls and the L.S.U. faculty can be invited. In addition to the concert by the band,
refreshment will be served.
The Zachary Band was organized about 15 months ago, and under the
supervisorship and the directorship at various times of Charles Comfort and J. B.
Smullin, it has flourished and developed into a fine organization. It is practically selfsupporting giving concerts in the nearby towns to pay its expenses. In accordance with
this plan it gave a concert at Baker last Tuesday night and one at Zachary on Wednesday.
Some talk of establishing a similar band for the Baton Rouge High School has been
circulated, and it is thought by all that this would be a splendid move.
The Zachary Band will give a short concert in front of Garig Hall at 1:30." (August
17, 1917)
The City of Baton Rouge is the boat for another excursion:
"First excursion on the beautiful new steamer City of Baton Rouge by WOW special dance floor, Wednesday, May 16. Music by Toots Johnson's Band. Fare is 50
cents." (May 14, 1917)
There is a steamer from Baton Rouge the "City of Baton Rouge" that is the boat for
an excursion:
"Delightful boat ride enjoyed by Farenbacher's employees on "City of Baton
Rouge" Burnett's Band furnished excellent music." (July 18, 1918)
It is wartime and the Red Cross sponsors an excursion again using the Johnson
Band for music:
"Steamer City of Baton Rouge Thursday night. Red Cross benefit. Toots Johnson's
Band furnished lively music throughout the evening and the entire lower deck was filled
with dancers." (July 22, 1917)
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A steamer the 'Helen Blair,' leaves Davenport, Iowa and comes to Baton Rouge:
"The steamer, "Helen Blair," which left Davenport, Iowa Thursday October 5th,
with 93 passengers aboard, including eight or ten millionaires and three couples of newlyweds on their honeymoon all of whom are on a pleasure trip, arrived at Baton Rouge
Friday night at 7 o'clock and spent three hours looking over the city. They left at 10
o'clock.
As the distinguished party arrived here unexpectedly, no arrangements had been
made for their entertainment. The party divided up and visited various sections of the
city, some going to picture shows and others to the capital.
All the Capital lights were turned on, and a number of the party, headed by Master
W. A. Blair, of the steamer, surveyed every nook and corner of the historic buildings and
scenery the city affords.
Mrs. N. B. Bushnell and two daughters, Misses Margaret and Natalie, were
members of the party as far as Baton Rouge. They boarded the "Helen Blair" at
Davenport, Iowa.
The three couples of newly-weds taking the cruise are: Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Oeirich, of Davenport, La, Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Stone of Potsville, La, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Fields of Tipton, La.
Next Wednesday morning, on their way back up the river, the party will stop over
here for another tour of the city, it being too dark to visit the university campus and other
places some of them want to see.
For the purpose of bearing the boat down to a desired point in the water, the
"Helen Blair" brought down 100 tons of baking powder, one car being consigned for
Baton Rouge, one of Plaquemine, and for Donaldsonville, and two for New Orleans.
This is the first party of northerners to visit the South along the Mississippi since
the cruise of the "Morning Star" brought down 135 passengers from various points in the
North and Middle West.
The "Helen Blair" is a small passenger steamer, 30 x 90, but is lavishly fitted up,
and carries an orchestra aboard. Stops were made at Plaquemine Friday night and at
Donaldsonville Saturday morning. They arrive in New Orleans Saturday night, where
they expect to lay over until Tuesday night, at which time they leave for the return trip,
arriving here Wednesday morning.
A stop was made at Vicksburg, Miss., where the National Park there was explored.
At Greenville, Miss., demonstrations in cotton-picking, and cotton ginning were made,
which added much pleasure to their stay there. The larger portion of the party had never
seen a lock of cotton. Stops were also made at St. Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Helena, Ark.,
between here and Davenport.
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A. W. Blair, owner of the boat, is acting as captain, with H. E. Swanson, as purser.
"The entire party is highly pleased with southern hospitality," said William Keeth,
a member of the crew, who left the city by rail Saturday morning for New Orleans, to
arrange for the arrival of the party." (Oct. 14, 1919)
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Towns North of Baton Rouge
Lake Providence is one of the most northern Louisiana towns on the Mississippi
River. They have an active social scene that includes some excursions. While it was not
big enough (population wise) for the big boats to stop there, there were local boats that
held excursions. In 1900 we read:
"Steamer Dewey first trip up from New Orleans and will give a reception and dance
to the people of Providence and surrounding country. The Dewey will have on board a
fine string band." (Sept. 8, 1900)
An article speaking of the Dewey's trip appears in the Sept. 15th paper:
"Officers of the Steamer Dewey will give a reception and dance to our citizens on
board of this magnificent boat next Friday evening. A fine string band will be on board
and every one who will be present will be assured of a pleasant time." (Sept. 15, 1900)
New Roads, La., was a small town West of Baton Rouge that was situated on "False
River," a body of water left behind as the Miss. River changed its course. There are
excursions on this Crescent shaped nature lake. The excursionist's 'skiff' down the river
in a small version of the bigger Boats River cruises:
"A goodly number of the members of the New Roads Brass Band were out in a skiff
serenading on False River last Thursday night and so interested were they, that they did
not observe the course of the boat, and the consequence was that the boat ran on a snag
not far from the middle of the river and there they had to remain for hours. Poor fellows!
We pity them. The 'Banner' was not along to keep them straight." (July 14, 1883)
Also in New Roads, we read of another river boat, the 'Wiltz':
"Excursion on the "Governor Wiltz," with the Hermitage Brass Band and New
Roads Brass Band" (Oct. 6, 1883)
In 1884 we read of another excursion on the 'Wiltz':
"Steamboat Governor Wiltz - pleasure trip and ball by the Hermitage Brass Band."
(July 5, 1884)
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We read the name of still another steamer called the "Morning Star":
"The New Roads Brass Band departed for Port Allen on Thursday, 20th, per
gallant little steamer Morning Star accompanied by several of our citizens, to partake in
the festivities at that place." (May 22, 1886)
There is a moonlight excursion on the steamer 'P. V. Rougon':
"Moonlight excursion. Steamer P. V. Rougon from Hermitage to Al of H Hall.
Splendid music by the Eureka Band of Lakeland, leadership of Prof. Dubuclet, which had
furnished music to the excursionists on their voyage, having mounted the stage, a ball
none the less delightful because of its impromptu character formed a fitting climax to the
pleasures of the moonlight trip better." (August 29, 1896)
There is an excursion that begins in the city of Natchez and crosses the Miss. River
to an inlet connected to Waterproof, La.:
"July 4th celebration/barbecue - in Waterproof, Boat from Natchez to Waterproof.
They will have a band of music on board and although the party made up on temperance
principles, music, dancing and the social pleasures will not be excluded from the gay &
beautiful concourse." (June 28, 1851)
We read in the Louisville Courier of the history of early steamboats:
"The first steamboat 'New Orleans' - Louisville Courier - sketch of trip from
Pittsburgh to Natchez. First boat built on Western Waters, first to make trip down the
Mississippi, left Pittsburgh Oct. 1811, was in the vicinity of New Madrid at the time of the
earthquake and reached Natchez, in Jan. 1812. Little over 3 months. Sunk after 2 months
sunk by a snag." March 1, 1856)
The showboat Banjo brings a minstrel troupe to New Roads:
"Minstrels coming - on steamer Banjo Thursday night. The concert room of the
little steamer will be crowded with the lovers of fun and fine music." (April 19, 1856)
Many times the destination and final activity of an excursion would vary;
sometimes a baseball game, a dance, a picnic or just cruising on a body of water. This
time it is a picnic as the destination activity:
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"Picnic last Saturday. Gleaner & Bishler's Brass Band was also along, and as we
steamed along down the dark Bayou, inhaling the healthful breeze of a delightful
morning, the music of those skillful musicians, mingling with the musical notes of the
mocking bird and the Red Breast...and altogether presented a scene that would have
stirred the feeling of a stoic. At 4 o'clock the stream and the music struck up
simultaneously with each other, and upward we steamed against the swift current of the
bayou on our way home, everyone apparently delighted with the day's sport." June 18,
1859)
Most of Louisiana's larger cities are on bodies of water and all of them have
excursions as part of their social activity. Shreveport, La. is the location of an excursion
with the usual brass band along for the trip:
"The Shreveport Band in charge of Prof. Rettig left this morning to play for the
Hornbeck excursionists." (June 7, 1897)
We read of another excursion - this one by a colored group using the famous John
Robichaux Band of New Orleans (although it is spelt incorrectly):
"A colored excursion arrived last night from New Orleans, accompanied by the J.
P. Robichaux Band and a colored baseball team." (August 24, 1897)
In 1900 there is an excursion from Monroe, La. that visits Shreveport:
"Monroe excursion. The Monroe Firemen's excursion accompanied by the Monroe
Brass Band. A baseball club - arrived about 1 pm." (August 17, 1900)
All the small towns along the Mississippi River have excursion boats used on the
Mississippi River and the other waterways found near the river.
In 1872, in the Feb. 17 issue of the North La. Journal, we read:
"The steamer James Howard with the Drical party on board, reached Carrollton at
9 o'clock on Sunday last, where they tied up for the night. A police force was stationed on
the wharf to present the vulgar crowd from the shore young aboard to interrupt the
Royal Sabbath night quadrille which was in full blast at the time." (Feb. 17, 1872)
On Feb. 24, we read that: "Dan Rice's magnificent Paris Pavilion Cercas has
commenced it caress up the river." (Feb. 24, 1872)
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A booklet from Meynier Jr., Publishers, at 102 Charles St. in New Orleans,
publishes material on the pleasure resorts of the South:
"A. Meynier Jr. (Publishers) 102 Charles St., New Orleans - Country Visitor's
Summer Magazine to appear May 1, 1881. Its contents will consist of descriptions of lake
and seaside resorts, namely: Ocean Springs, Pass Christian, Bay St. Louis, Mandeville,
Covington, Abita Springs, West End, Spanish Fort and Milneburg. Time schedule of
railroads and steamboats, with table of distance to key stations and summer resorts."
(April 16, 1881
In Sept. 30 of 1882 the steamer 'Robert E. Lee' arrives at the landing in St. Joseph:
"The people's favorite, the beautiful Robert E. Lee, came to our landing on
Thursday looking as handsome as a picture. She had undergone a thorough repairing and
repainted since her retirement, and now with her ever popular commander Capt. William
Campbell, on the roof to receive the patronage of the public all along the river, and may
her success the present season be paramount to those of the past." (Sept. 30, 1882)
One of the dangers of steamships is that they are usually made of wood and fire was
one of the things that concerned captains. The other is the blowing up of the ship from
steam pressure. This famous steamboat meets its end after it catches fire and burns in
Oct. of 1882:
"The Burning of the Lee. That marvel of marine architecture, the magnificent
steamer Robert E. Lee, has at last succumbed, a victim to the foul fire bend. When she
last passed our landing (Sic: St. Joseph, La.) on her last trip of the season, bright with
new paint and gilding, walking the water like a thing of life, seeming as "though she had
the speed of thought in her limbs," appearing like a vision of beauty and a joy forever,
none dreamed of the sad fate so soon to overtake her.
Her gallant officers were powerless to avert the terrible calamity, and of her terrorstricken passengers many have passed to the dark valley, and numbers of their charred
and swollen corpses are now being gathered up on the edges of our swiftly flowing Inland
Sea. What woe and misery have been carried to many happy households we can well
imagine, but our pen is powerless to depict. The destruction of material values is great, we
know, and the loss of this fine steamer of the Vicksburg Packet Company must be almost
irreparable.
For her gallant Captain, who has been so long connected with this trade, we can
find words of sympathy and praise, coupled with the hope that the great misfortune
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which has fallen upon him will not be the means of severing his business connection with
an admiring and appreciative public.
He was always a favorite in this trade, in every capacity, which he has filled, and to
the ladies particularly, he has always commended himself, by his courteous and obliging
manners.
He has never veered our patient soul with outlet theories, or any other theories, but
has always run his steamboat in a practical and business-like way, and solely with a view
to the best interests of the public, and we commend his style to others who might profit by
his example.
The noble old Lee has gone down in a mass of flames, but we sincerely trust that a
new Lee may arise Phoenix-like from her ashes, to soon gladden our breasts with her gay
presence.
There is a small article in the Tensas Gazette about an excursion to Vicksburg:
"Excursion to Vicksburg - steamer Betsy Ann, Natchez, Knights of Columbus. Bud
Scott's orchestra has been retained for the occasion." (April 8 1921)
There is an excursion from St. Joseph on the "George Prince":
"George Prince - Moonlight excursion out of St. Joe Monday night, Sept. 3, leaving
at 8:00, returning at 12:00 a string band will be on board to furnish music for dancing.
$1.00." (August 31, 1923)
The excursion was a success as we read in a follow issue of the paper:
"Excursion was delightful and enjoyed. A string band was in attendance and
dancing was indulged in by the young people during the entire trip." (Sept. 7, 1923)
While St. Joseph was a good distance from New Orleans, citizens of this town take
an excursion to New Orleans for Mardi Gras:
"New Orleans Mardi Gras via George Prince - March 3, & 4. Leave Vicksburg
touching St. Joseph and Goldman, other places, night in Natchez, Donaldsonville for
church services. Return after midnight of Mardi Gras day. Bud Scott's popular string
band will be in attendance for round trip." (Feb. 15, 1924)
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Across the Mississippi River from the small towns of Vidalia, Ferriday, Waterproof
and St. Joseph, lies the larger Town of Natchez. The larger riverboats as the Capitol
stopped in Natchez and also made side trips to small towns like Vidalia:
"The big excursion steamer Capitol gave a most delightful moonlight trip out of
Natchez and Vidalia on Thursday of last week. We understand the boat was so crowded
that dancing was indulged in with difficulty." (Sept. 25, 1925)
(The big boats will be examined in this study later in the book.)
New Iberia
In the New Iberia area there are also excursions. We first read of one in 1885:
"Steamer U.S. Mercer, J.R. Jolley sank in Bayou Jessie. Excursion comes to New
Iberia to visit salt mines. Sister town St. Martinsville." (April 18, 1885)
There is an excursion on the Bayou Teche:
"Excursion on Teche. Then the band played industriously, sometimes just as triffle
out of tune, but in excellent time." (May 19, 1894)
We read of another excursion on Bayou Teche:
"Moonlight excursion on the Teche, with steamer Bing on next Friday, August 26.
Music and dancing is part of the program." (August 20, 1904)
Monroe, La. also has bayous and rivers running through its town. We read of an
excursion in that city:
"Firemen's Picnic - basket picnic at Pargoud Mounds on Thursday July 26th. The
steamboat Acme has been chartered for the day...The Monroe Silver Cornet Band will
play on the boat and a string band will play on the grounds for dancing." (July 20, 1877)
There is another excursion from Monroe on the steamer "Blanks":
"River News - Steamboat Blanks - Monroe to Baton Rouge on to New Orleans. The
Euterpean Brass and String Band which went to Mardi Gras on the blanks are deserving
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of special mention for the agreeable manner in which they entertained her passengers."
(Feb. 20, 1880)
NATCHEZ
Natchez was a city situated on the Mississippi River that was similar to Baton
Rouge as to the popularity of excursions, not only on the Mississippi River but also on the
many small rivers found nearby.
There is a moonlight excursion but the item does not give the name of the boat it is
on:
"Moonlight Excursion, up and down river to White Hall-dancing at Pavilion."
(August 1, 1890)
We read of a band accompanying excursionist to New Orleans:
"Prof. Blowe's Cornet Band of Vicksburg will accompany today's excursion to New
Orleans." (June 18, 1891)
No band is named on the next excursion given:
"Mason's excursion to Carroll's Lake. Music." (June 20, 1891)
An excursion arrives from New Orleans:
"Excursion of several 100, mostly colored came in from New Orleans 6:30 p.m.
There was a dance provided for their edification at the Opera House last night and there
will be an excursion and picnic today at the Park." (July 7, 1891)
We read of another excursion on the tug Viola Parke.
"Tug Viola Parker on Sunday morning carried large load of excursionists with a
brass band attachment to Gibson's landing." (August 18, 1891)
There is an excursion that arrives in Vidalia from Peoria, Illinois:
"Illinois excursionists - Peoria Ill. to Vidalia on the steamer City of Cairo, hoping to
come through to Natchez. Among the excursionists was Prof. L. H. Wiley, who was the
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leader of Col. Wagner's Minstrel Band when the troupe first visited Natchez and who is a
famous cornetist." (May 18 1892)
The Orchestra Club of Natchez has an excursion:
"Orchestral Club excursion - to Lake Concordia on Wednesday." (July 23, 1892)
An excursion carries two brass bands aboard their boat:
"The excursionists from New Orleans returned yesterday morning. There was
rather a slim crowd of them, but they carried two brass bands." (Sept. 22, 1892)
A string band accompanies a river excursion:
"River Excursion of Trinity Sunday School. A string band will accompany the
excursion." (April 29, 1894)
There is a combined excursion and fish fry on the J.B. O'Brien:
"Fish fry and excursion on the J.B. O'Brien and barge next Friday. A string band
will accompany the excursionists." (May 2, 1894)
A Prof. Gloria's Orchestra plays for an excursion:
"Excursion - dancing to the beautiful strains of Prof. Gloria's orchestral band from
Alchafalaya and Bayou des Giaizes." (May 13, 1894)
There is an excursion for the 4th of July celebration:
"4th of July excursion on steamer Lulu Prince between Natchez and Bayou Sara.
There will be a fine band of music on board." (June 29, 1894)
An interesting article appears in the paper about the band that is on an excursion
from New Orleans. Could this be an early type band that was to evolve into jazz?
"Excursion from New Orleans. There is one suggestion that we would like to make
to the next excursion party that comes up here, and that is that they let the band they had
with them this time say at home. Of all the discordant sounds that we have ever heard
that was intended for music this band made, and it required a great deal of forbearance
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on the part of the police to keep from arresting the members of it on the charge of
disturbing the peace." (Sept. 6, 1894)
In June of 1993 there was an exhibition in London, a showing of the steamboats of
Natchez. There were a number of boats that had Natchez as their homeport and of the
Steamboat Company of the Anchor Line:
J. M White
James Howard (This boat took the Grand Duke Alexis of Russia to Mardi Gras in
1872)
Rebstock (1880's)
Memphis (1881)
Carneal Goldman (1885-1892)
City of Monroe (1888)
Minnie (1880's)
J. B. O'Brien (1880's)
Liberty (1889)
G. W. Lyon (1890)
Lula Prince (1890)
St. Joseph (1890)
Betsy Ann (1890)
Little Rufus (early 1900's)

LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN
North of New Orleans (about 12 miles) is Lake Pontchartrain. The lake was the
resort area for New Orleans and was the site of weekend vacations, many times the
patrons spending their time riding on the many lake steamers plying the water. It was the
On its shores we find the location of Spanish Fort, the resort of West End and of the
quaint small town of Milneburg. Steamers left these locations and made their way to the
north shore of the lake to the towns of Mandeville, Madisonville and Covington. Steamers
stationed on the north shore would take passages to the resorts on the south shore. A
Capt. Miller, a veteran navigator, informs us that the first steamer on the lake was the
Black Hawk and the Corsair followed by the Mazeppa and the Walker. They were earlier
than the Jacque Dupre a popular steamer of a later year. Also there was the steamer
Neptune that plied the lake that is said to have been even earlier than those mentioned
previously in this paragraph.
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In later years we read the names of the New Camelia, the Neptune (a new boat, not
the earlier one mentioned), the St. Tammany and others.
The "Susquehanna" went from West End to Mandeville and Madisonville.
Beginning in 1885 the "Camelia went from Milneburg to Madisonville. The boat had a
wreck when it and the "Grover Cleveland" collided at Madisonville wharf. In 1915 it was
damaged by a hurricane. In 1920 it sank in Tchefuncta River. Two other boats lay on the
bottom of that river: the "Minnie B." and the "Pleasure Bay." Other boats plying the lake
included: "Little Laura," "Daydream," "Southland," "Ozone," "Black Hawk,"
"Leonora," "Ophelia," "Heroine," "Cape Charles," "Pineland," "Margaret," "Josie."
"Ella May," and the "Madisonville."
Crossing on the "Little Laura" (leaving New Orleans at 2 pm) arrived at nightfall.
On board the "Ella May" in Madisonville you would leave New Orleans at 5 pm and
arrive at 9 pm. In 1906 the 103-foot yacht "Pineland" crossed the lake in one hour. We
should add that there were many private boats on the lake that made the trip bringing the
total tourists to the North Shore at over 3000 on some weekends.
In 1879 we have an article listing some of the boats on the Lake:
"Next Sunday six steamers will cross the lake with excursions for Mandeville,
Madisonville and Covington, being the New Camelia, Abita, Alice, Georgia Muncy,
Heroine and Henry Wright - Thought that these steamers will bring over no less than 2000
persons." (July 5, 1879)
J. Buchanan Blitch in his book "The Story of the Long Branch" writes "Thirty
steamships plied Lake Pontchartrain between Madisonville, Mandeville and New
Orleans, with stops at Milneburg, Spanish Fort and West End. In 1910, for a round trip
fare of $1.00, a visitor could board a steamer at West End, disembark at Mandeville and
board the new railroad 'motor car' for a trip through the pine woods to Abita Springs."
We further read of other steamers on the lake:
"In 1896 the newest steamer Cape Charles (new steamer of the East Louisiana
Railroad) between Spanish Fort and Mandeville. The New Camelia - daily trips to
Mandeville, Lewisburg, Madisonville - Wednesday and Sunday excursions up the
beautiful Tchefuncta River to Old Landing." (May 9, 1896)
One of landing places was at the Madisonville wharf where they would attend
dances at the Central Pavilion:
"Grand Masquerade soiree in Madisonville at J. W. Badeaux's Central pavilion.
Music was furnished by the Madisonville String Band. Central Pavilion is a new
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enterprise added to the town, and is getting quite popular, balls being given there all
summer." (Sept. 19, 1896)
The steamer Louis Dolive was another lake steamer that brought the socialists of
New Orleans to Jackson Park in Mandeville. The steamers would arrive on the north
shore at 11:00 Sunday mornings at which time refreshments and dancing were enjoyed.
Jackson Park was about a block and a half from the lakefront in Mandeville and
was a popular park. They were daily trips to Mandeville, Lewisburg and Madisonville
with Wednesday and Sunday excursions up the beautiful Tchefuncta River to Old
Landing. (May 9, 1896) Excursionists were for both Black and White tourists. Another
steamer the Josie had difficulty on the lake during a storm. It lay in fifteen feet of water
about five miles from West End. It was saved and returned to its normal schedule on the
lake.
There are some early accounts of steamers and boats on the lake. Mrs. Pauline
Fuhrmann in an interview in "Covington History" describes life around Covington
during the turn of the 20th century:
"During this period, transportation to Covington was by schooner. In the early
1900's Mrs. Fuhrmann's Uncle, Capt. Henry Weaver, built a steamboat named "Josie"
after his wife. It was launched from the shipyard in Madisonville, and was the first
steamer here. In addition, the first paddle wheeler was named the "Camelia" and was the
passenger boat from New Orleans.
The wharf was at the foot of Columbia Street and these boats would come at least
one a week and tie up to it.
My father's sister was married to Capt. Weaver and he had the schooner since the
only exit was from the Bogue Falaya or Tchefuncta and the steamer Camelia came up
only as far as Old Landing." (Covington Public Library, Covington, La.)
One early article states that there is a "Dance for the launching of another steamer
"St. Joseph." (March 21, 1883)
The waterfront of Lake Pontchartrain at Mandeville provides a very popular
entertainment location and is frequented by many of the lake steamers that dock there
with excursionists. It has been written that as many as two thousand guests would
disembark from the docked steamers at the two Mandeville piers and the Lewisburg Pier:
"The Cap Charles was the new steamer of East Louisiana Railroad and was in use
between Spanish Fort and Mandeville."
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"The New Camelia - daily trips to Mandeville, Lewisburg and Madisonville Wednesday and Sunday excursions up the beautiful Tchefuncta River to Old Landing."
(May 9, 1896)
We find a steamer called the Sarah making trips from New Orleans to the North
Shore:
"A new lake steamer Sarah was put into use between New Orleans, Mandeville,
Lewisburg, Madisonville and Covington." (Jan. 6, 1906)
There is an excursion given by the Covington Jr. Baseball Club:
"Excursion to Mandeville - 3rd annual Sunday June 3, Dancing, bathing, fishing.
Music by a string band given by Covington Jr. Baseball Club." (June 3, 1906)
In 1909 the big steamers could proceed to the town of Covington where there was a
dock at Bogue Falaya Park. Covington needed to continue its growth and improvement to
keep up with Mandeville, where there were wharves (two in Mandeville, one in
Lewisburg) including pavilions, and Abita Springs, where the railroad brought the
excursionists from the North Shore of Lake Pontchartrain to enjoy the big new pavilion.
The securing of a new pavilion was reported in the April 3, 1909, issue of the paper:
"Park Pavilion - erected by Jenkins Brothers for $500. The first part of May will
place Covington in a position to give excursionists the accommodations to which they are
entitled and which will be the means of largely increasing the number that will visit
Covington this summer. Covington has always been a favorite resort for pleasure seekers
from New Orleans and the lack of accompanying quarters has been a drawback much
spoken of and very hurtful to outside interest." (April 3, 1909)
The steamer Josie hosts two excursions: one is August, the other in Oct.:
"Excursion to Madisonville on steamer Josie. The Covington Band will furnish the
music free of charge." (August 1, 1916)
"Covington Brass Band, directed by Prof. Giraulat play for an excursion to
Madisonville on board the steamer Josie for which it played gratis." (Oct. 28, 1916)
The Steamer "Josie" sails from Madisonville for an excursion:
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"Madisonville Boat Ride. Steamer Josie. There will be music aboard with
swimming in Lake Ponchartrain to be the chief attraction, a big dance will follow in the
river pavilion at 8:30." (May 27, 1922)
Another Madisonville steamer the "Reverie" gives an excursion:
"Madisonville boat steamer Reverie of New Orleans to Madisonville. Dance at
Riverside Pavilion with the famous New York Novelty Orchestra with Arthur Berlin at
the piano, will furnish the very best of music." (June 24, 1922)
In 1923 the lake had a new steamer the "Susquehanna, which joins the Reverie and
Paul operating between West End, Mandeville and Madisonville. Joining the 'fleet' was
the Ozone ferry boat that operated between Madisonville and West End. The
Susquehanna began moonlight rides with dancing. A good article about the
"Susquehanna is found in the Jan. 27th 1923 issue of the paper:
"MADISONVILLE TO HAVE BIG STEAMER IN SERVICE:
Susquehanna Formerly In Excursion business on the Chesapeake Bay (Maryland);
Reverie and Paul also to operate.
The Susquehann,a a colossal excursion steamer recently purchased from Baltimore
Md. by the Lake Transit Company, of New Orleans, represented by Mr. Victor Camors,
largest stockholder, and Mr. Breedlove, general manager, both of New Orleans is on her
way here under the careful piloting of Captain L. F. Young, of Madisonville.
The Susquehanna is a beautiful boat of huge dimensions, having three large decks,
one of which is reserved exclusively for dancing, and has a carry capacity of 1000
passengers. The steamer is of the excursion type and was engaged in the pleasure business
on the waters of Chesapeake Bay when purchased.
Mr. Camors will put the huge steamer in operation to ply between Madisonville and
West End, touching at Mandeville, at the beginning of the season. The Susquehanna is
expected to arrive in New Orleans about Wednesday." (Jan. 27, 1923)
There is another announcement of the Susquehanna being new on the lake:
"Madisonville to have big steamer.Susquehanna. Reverie and Paul also to operate
between West End, Mandeville and Madisonville." (Jan. 27, 1923)
There is a ferry boat the Ozone on the Lake:
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"Ozone ferry boat operational - March 8 between Madisonville and West End."
(March 10, 1923)
The Susquehanna is put into service and begins plying the lake:
"Moonlight ride and dance on Steamer Susquehanna, Monday, August 31st. Leave
Madisonville 8:30, leaves Mandeville 9:30, return at 11:30." (August 11, 1923)
At the same time Mr. Camors, who owns both the Reverie and the Paul announces
that he will put both smaller crafts in operation across the lake, the latter to continue
throughout the season as a ferrage and automobile transfer.
The traffic was heavy on the lake. One account says there were as many as thirty
boats on the lake running between the South and North shores. The ferries "were forced
to run night and day for auto traffic." was the way one account in the paper put it."
(Sept. 8, 1923)
We also read that the:
"Excursions are constantly running from New Orleans to Mandeville and
Madisonville, the Lake Transit Company's boats being frequently crowded. The steamer
Josie is also carrying passengers and automobiles, and the new steamer of Howze &
Comfort, the St. Tammany is also entering the trade from the Mandeville Harbor. (July 5,
1924)
The steamers that cross the lake often have bands on board:
"Thursday the steamer Susquehanna brought over the employees of the PanAmerican Life Insurance Co. of New Orleans. There were about 750 in the party and they
made things hum while they were in Madisonville. They had 2 fine bands with them."
(July 26, 1924)
The steamer St. Tammany, was stationed in Mandeville. The steamer is the location
for a Friday night dance with 'excellent music':
"Big dance every Friday evening on Steamer St. Tammany. Excellent music,
unsurpassed dance floor. Boat leaves Mandeville Harbor at 8:00 for a delightful cruise on
Lake Pontchartrain. 50 cents." (August 9, 1924)
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A local North Shore band, the Spike Ragan Band, plays on board the Susquehanna
for a Mardi Gras excursion to New Orleans, leaving from Madisonville:
"Ragans' play on Susquehanna, Monday. Local boys make good on Mardi Gras
steamer. Ragan's Happy Six has a contract to play on the Steamer Susquehanna Monday
night at Madisonville, Tuesday morning and Susquehanna leaves Madisonville for New
Orleans. Ragan's lads are further engaged to play on the steamer to New Orleans, also
during the day in New Orleans and on return trip to Madisonville, Tuesday night.
Ragan's band is rapidly working up a fine reputation for itself, and one of these bright
mornings we predict it will awake and find itself famous." (Feb. 20, 1925)
There is another article telling of the above excursion:
"The Steamer Susquehanna will stage a big Carnival Dance Monday evening at
Madisonville on board the steamer. Ragan's Happy Six have been engaged for the
evening and for the days following when the steamer will play daily, between
Madisonville and New Orleans during the Carnival." (Feb. 20, 1925)
One of the legends of early jazz music, Buddy Petit, plays on the St. Tammany:
"Big dance and lake cruise - steamer St. Tammany every Friday night, leaving
Mandeville Harbor 8:30 pm sharp - Music by Petit's famed jazz band. 50 cents." (June
27, 1925)
Towns North of Lake Ponchartrain
Mandeville was on the North shore of Lake Ponchartrain. Other towns that were
involved in water traffic were: Madisonville, Covington, and in a lesser way, Abita
Springs.
Boat excursions would go between towns in small distance excursions more
described as river cruises but nonetheless excursions. There is an excursion from
Madisonville to Covington:
"Boat excursion to Madisonville last Sunday well attended. M. F. Jahnche tug Meta
pulled big barge. Music furnished by the Covington Brass Band." (August 23, 1902)
The Pavilion at Madisonville becomes a popular place for excursionists. We read:
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"Dancing is being instituted on Sunday afternoon at the Riverside Pavilion as an
attraction to the numerous excursionists out of New Orleans and the many other visitors
to Madisonville. Also on Sunday evenings." (April 23, 1923)
The steamer Susquehanna gives a moonlight ride:
"Moonlight ride and dance on steamer Susquehanna Monday, August 31st. Leave
Madisonville 8:30, leave Mandeville 9:30 Return 11:30." (August 11, 1923)
Covington
The New Camelia is operating on Lake Pontchartrain:
"Excursion on New Camelia - Crescent Hall and Hotel. The band of music that
came with them was ever ready to respond to the call for another 'hop.' (June 7, 1890)
The New Camelia is the host of an excursion:
"Last Sunday Phoenix conclave #1 'seven wise men' arrived on New Camelia. The
Italian Band accompanied them and on their arrival they proceeded to Paul's Exchange
where the dancing platform had been beautifully decorated and enjoyed themselves
dancing." (August 9, 1890)
Covington’s population, like Mandeville and Madisonville increases during the
summer months with visitors:
"Our town and summer resorts are well filled with visitors, and all appear enjoying
themselves. Judging from the numerous hay rides, dances, picnics, etc. they have shown
their good judgment by coming to St. Tammany and we hope they will all return to the
city with renewed health and vigor, after their summer sojourn among the pines."
(August 13, 1890)
There is another article about summer visitors to the North Shore:
"Our city sojourners appear to be enjoying themselves, and hayrides, tally-ho, and
horse back excursions, picnics, boating and fishing parties are of daily occurrences and all
night the air resounds with vocal and instrumental music." (July 29, 1893)
Another boat the Minnie holds an excursion:
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"Excursion Sunday from Ponchatoula on Steamer Minnie - After dinner they
repaired to the UFBA Hall and spent the evening in dancing." (July 6, 1901)
The New Camelia leaves from the head of Elysian Fields and comes to locations on
the North Shore:
"New Camelia from head of Elysian Fields to Mandeville, Madisonville and Old
Landing." (July 6, 1901)
The Josie Weaver ('Josie') leaves for the North Shore:
"Jose Weaver leaves head of New Basin Canal." (July 6, 1901)
The Josie is the host of another excursion:
"Capt. Weaver of Josie Weaver surprise party - The Covington Brass Band." (July
13, 1901)
While there is no name of the boat on the next excursion it does contain music:
"Boat excursion to the lake Sunday July 6 -entertainment - orchestra. To witness a
ballgame from Covington to Madisonville, between Covington and Ponchatoula Clubs."
(July 5, 1902)
It was also the custom for a tug boat to pull a barge with the excursionists:
"Boat excursion to Madisonville and Lake Sunday well attended. Tug Meta pulled
big barge - music furnished by the Covington Band." (August 23, 1902)
We read of another steamer the Sarah:
"New lake steamer Sarah between New Orleans, Mandeville, Lewisburg,
Madisonville and Covington." (Jan. 6, 1906)
The Josie goes down in Lake Pontchartrain:
"The Josie goes down in lake - 15 feet of water, 5 miles off West End." (Nov. 9,
1912)
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The Camelia is no longer in service and a new boat the Hanover is now running the
lake:
"Camelia gone. Hanover now running on excursion, people took advantage of the
fine dancing saloon and music to 'TTLF' both to and from New Orleans." (August 15,
1914)
The Josie is again running the lake and holds an excursion:
"Excursion boat ride - steamer Josie. Covington Municipal Band will furnish the
music free of charge." (August 1, 1916)
The boat hosts a boat ride:
"Madisonville boat ride - steamer Josie. There will be music aboard with swimming
in Lake Pontchartrain to be the chief attraction - a big dance will follow in the Riverside
Pavilion at 8:30." (May 27, 1922)
The Reverie hosts an excursion from New Orleans:
"Madisonville boat steamer Reverie of New Orleans to Madisonville. Dance at
Riverside Pavilion with the famous New York Novelty Orchestra with Arthur Berlin at
the piano will furnish the very best of music." (June 24, 1922)
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Southern Towns
Miss. River
Point a la Hache is in Plaquemines Parish near the mouth of the Miss. River. Towns
lower than Pt. a la Hache includes Buras, Venice and Pt. Eads at the mouth of the
Mississippi River.
The citizens of the lower Miss. River take an excursion to a local Mardi Gras
celebration in a town across the Miss. River:
"Mardi Gras. It is estimated that 300 or more persons participated at Neptune Hall
on Tuesday, and the only incident that marred the perfect enjoyment of the evening was
the difficulty of terriage. Unfortunately Capt. Bassett, of the steamer Neptune (the
staunch craft in which dependence is always placed on such an occasion) had not been
notified by the managers, and in addition the boat needed the repairs she is now
undergoing, and the river was so filled with driftwood that the extra landings were hard
to make. She also came down earlier than was expected, so that only those who were
ready could avoid themselves of this means of crossing, but, notwithstanding, all were in
earnest, found a way to get over, and the labors of the Mardi Gras Ball were rewarded by
splendid success. Indisposition prevented the attendance of S. M. LeRoi d'Yvetot, but son
Altesse M. le Prince was there, attended by six Swiss body guards, the equerries of the
palace, the Lord High execution and the Gold Stick in waiting, all attired in immaculate
regalia from his highness wardrobe in the Crescent City. Nearly 100 of the guests wore
masks and costumes and defied identification, until they chose to reveal their secret. The
Eureka Brass Band contributed vastly to the pleasure of the audience by it admirable
rendition of popular airs and presented a fine appearance. Its leader, Mr. Emanuel
Buras, is dressed in a rich costume de toreador. Mr. John Wise, President of the band, by
his intelligent management and forethought, earned everybody's gratitude and his favors
to the Protector representative merit our sincere thanks - Dancing was incessant until
morn’, for there was no scarcity of pretty partners or gallant cavaliers...altogether the
Eureka Brass Band have a right to feel proud of their ball." (Feb. 26, 1887)
Across the Miss. River from Point a la Hache is Home Place, La. We read that the
Capt. of a logger gives a sail on the Miss. River:
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"Personnel experience of the doing of Home Place on the occasion of the celebration
of Easter Sunday - relating to the pleasant incidents which took place in the evening at the
residence of Mr. Pat Lyons - Capt. Toney Slivich of the logger William Weaver proposed a
sail on the river. Numbering 56, we hoisted sail amidst the delightful strains of music
from the Tri Color Brass Band. We hoisted up sail again on our way back to Home Place,
where a ground ball was in preparation." (April 16, 1887)
There is an excursion at Buras, La. on the Alvin:
At Buras Post Office the Eureka Brass Band came aboard and it, in turn,
discoursed sweet music perfect order reigned and the 6 or 7 hundred were distributed all
over the boat. After the game, the Alvin crossed the jump to the Custom House where
through the courtesy of Capt. Spori, those so inclined enjoyed themselves dancing." (June
11, 1887)
There is a fair in Buras and is the destination of excursions:
"The Buras Fair opened yesterday. The Pioneer Orchestra of Point a la Hache, who
will furnish the music for the fair, will leave today on the Grace Pitt. They will play on the
fair grounds this afternoon, tonight and tomorrow. The excursion was accompanied by
the Pioneer Orchestra which discoursed delightful music from time to time." (June 11,
1887)
Two bands from Point a la Hache play for a local fair:
"Sweet Sixteen Brass Band and the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra were allowed free
passage on the railroad and the steamer Generosity to and from the fair." (Sept. 29, 1888)
A boat is used to ferry passengers down river to a fair:
"The Maud M. Fish will transport all persons residing below Point a la Hache who
desire to attend the fair this evening. Rates will be reduced for this occasion. We have also
procured the services of Capt. Trevizani, who will be on hand with the Dexter to take the
visitors down on the following day." (May 5, 1888)
Often, in the lower Mississippi Delta, both a boat and a train excursion are
necessary to get to a destination:
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"Sweet Sixteen Brass Band and the Sweet Sixteen Orchestra were allowed free
passage on the railroad and the steamer Generosity to and from the fair." (Sept. 29, 1888)
There were numerous 'excursions' on small boats to small 'camps' on bayous and
the smaller rivers and lakes. Our next item seems to be one of these:
"Jolly party passed through Doullute's Canal enroute to Cazegu's Camp in Cyprian
Bay - Misses Lenes Madrecina, Vivian and Regina Pecot and Mr. Holmes contributed
largely to enliven the crowd with sweet music." (June 19, 1909)
In the small town of Pt. Pleasant we read of a moonlight ride:
"Point Pleasant Spasm Band out in full force. Nichols moonlight ride." (July 31,
1909)
There is an excursion from New Orleans that arrive for a dance at Oscar Buras
Hall:
"Grand Masquerade Ball - Oscar Buras Hall. The launch Standard will leave New
Orleans at 6 am on Tuesday with string band music (5) on board. The Standard will leave
Venice Wednesday am. New Orleans to Venice $22.00 for Buras and returns to Pt. Eads
on her regular scheduled trip." (Feb. 5, 1910)
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Donaldsonville
The city of Donaldsonville was one of the principle stops for the river boats. While
the bigger boats of the river will be covered with lengthy articles from the newspaper,
there were smaller accounts that give us a chronological history from 1924 to 1939, often
just a listing of an excursion without a write-up. The First appearance appears in the
Sept. 8th. 1923 paper:
1923 - Sept. 8 - The pleasure boat, the 'Capital' makes an appearance in
Donaldsonville. The boat usually stayed a few days and nights in Donaldsonville on its
way to New Orleans for the winter season. On a moonlight excursion on Sept. 19th, the
band that is playing on the boat is "Tony's Famous Iowan Band.
Below we will list chronologically the articles about excursion from Donaldsonville"
1924 Sept. 27 Steamer Capitol excursion, music furnished by a jazz band.
1925 - August 29 - "Steamer Capitol at Donaldsonville. Engaged the BurkeThurston's Melody Kings, the orchestra, that was so popular in Northern waters
this summer."
1926 - Sept. 25 - "Dance by Elks on Steamer Capitol - leave wharf to White Castle."
1928 - May 5 - "Elks excursion on Steamer Capitol May 8th. There will be dancing
to the strains of that wonderful aggregation of colored musicians that have been aboard
the Steamer Capitol all winter, the famous Cotton Pickers."
1928 - Sept. 15 - "Steamer America - carries its own orchestra."
1928 - Sept. 15 - "Elks excursion on Capitol. Aboard the deluxe steamer will be the
famous Southland Orchestra, the Cotton Pickers proclaimed the best dance band in St.
Louis during the summer and the best at New Orleans last winter. Some record it a rare
musical treat! They play arrangements that sizzle with rhythm and melody. From the
first irresistible blue note of the moaning trombone, to the final wail of the shivery
saxophone, you'll have a real time this night on the steamer Capitol deluxe."
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1929 - April 6 - "K of C river excursion on Steamer America - one of the features of
the excursion will be dancing, for which music will be furnished by the boat's own
splendid orchestra."
1929 - April 6 - Elks excursion on Capitol May 8th, carries own orchestra, which
just simply can't be beat. As usual the orchestra is coming supplied with all the latest and
favorite dance 'hits.'
1930 - Sept. 6 - "Sidney's Southern Syncopators, the same orchestra that played
aboard the steamer Capitol last spring is coming again on the steamer Capitol this fall, a
better band than ever, for they have played together all summer aboard this steamer and
are ready to render all of the latest dance lists.
1930- Sept. 6 - Local Elks excursion on Capitol Sept. 17. The Capitol offers you
dancing that nifty colored orchestra, which played aboard.
1930 - Oct. 11 - Steamer Island Queen Thursday night, K of C excursion. Famous
Deluxe Orchestra. Super Syncopators which is enough said, for all those who know the
latest as regards splendid musicians of the modern day. Oct. 16.
1931 - May 2 - Moonlight excursion on steamer Capitol Tuesday night. Music for
dancing in the newly decorated 'Ballroom Room' will be furnished by Sidney's Southern
Syncopators a 10 piece orchestra, which was enthusiastically received on the Capitol last
season.
1932 - April 2 - Moonlight excursion Elks on J. S. Tony Catalano and his
Commanders, an 8-piece orchestra. The ultra modern band with an enviable reputation.
1932 - April 23 - Capitol Steamer article, largest sternwheeler existing today on the
Mississippi River.
1932 - Sept. 17 - Big sternwheeler coming to Donaldsonville Sept. 28th after
traveling the entire length of the Mississippi from New Orleans to St. Paul. The Streckfus
line is famed along the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers for its marvelous dance orchestras
and patrons are always assured a snappy dance program, which includes all of the latest
popular numbers. Near the end of the season, Capt. Joseph Streckfus, general manager
of the Streckfus line, gives the orchestra of each steamer an audition and then selects the
best one for the New Orleans season. This year the award went to Lankford's Synco High
Hatters, who have been playing on the steamer St. Paul at St. Louis under the direction of
Charles Creath. This prize-winning band will be aboard the Capitol to play for the dancelovers of this community on Wednesday, Sept. 28th for the Elks excursion.
1932 - Sept. 24 - Adv. for steamer Capitol - Lankford Syncopators, 11 pieces
orchestra.
1933 - April 22 - Capitol only trip to Donaldsonville, May 9. The steamer Capitol is
not negotiating with an orchestra for dancing that is the last word in music, Capt.
Streckfus states and if we are successful in contracting with them we will bring an
orchestra whose music will be talked about long after this visit of the Capitol.
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1933 - April 29 - Steamer Capitol is bringing the 'Plantation Cotton Pickers' an 11piece orchestra from Detroit to play for dancing in the gorgeous balloon room of this
steamer. Benny Sampson, the director of the Cotton Pickers, a singer, dancer, saxophone
player, with his snappy music has much to do with the success of this orchestra. The
Capitol management assures the Elks that this band is one of the best. (An adv. appears in
the paper)
1933 - Sept. 9 - New excursion boat "President" will stop at Donaldsonville on way
to New Orleans.
1933 - Sept. 9 - Elks moonlight excursion on "J.S." by Elks. This time music will be
furnished by Earl Dantin and his Mississippians, a 10-piece orchestra of great music.
1933 - Sept. 16 - New Orleans orchestra on excursion steamer "J.S." a talented
white aggregation of 10 young men from New Orleans under the name of Earl Dantin and
his Mississippians. These boys have the New Orleans rhythm.
1933 - Sept. 23 - Picture of Steamer President in paper. Makes voyage July 1.
1933 - Sept. 23 - Picture of Steamer President. Fate Marable and Cotton Pickers in
adv. in paper.
1933 - Sept. 30 - Copy on Elks excursion on J.S. Earl Danlin & Mississippians
furnish music.
1933 - Sept. 30 - Article on President: Fate Marable is known all along the
Mississippi as the wings of ivories, and he has been playing on different steamers of the
Streckfus Line for more than 20 years.
1933 - Oct. 7 - Picture of Steamer President's dance floor and an article.
1933 - Oct. 7 - Excursion a success by Elks on President. Enjoy the splendid music of
Fate Marable and his dusky orchestra.
1934 - March 24 - Capitol coming April 17. After a very successful winter season at
New Orleans, the big sternwheeler is starting the annual cruise up to St. Paul at the head
of navigation.
1934 - April 14 - Advertisement for Capitol- Sidney's Miss. Serenaders.
1934 - April 14 - Captain Streckfus has a fine band on the Capitol - Sidney's Miss
Serenaders.
1934 - May 5 - Advertisement for Steamer President. Marable famous Cotton
Pickers May 15th.
1934 - Article on Steamer President
1934 - May 19 - River excursion on Steamer President, attended by 1100, Fate
Marable and the Cotton Pickers.
1934 - July 28 - Adv. for "J.S." Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers
1934 - July 28 - Excursion on "J.S." sponsored by Elks. Piron's Dixie Cotton
Pickers.
1934 - August 4 - Article on Piron and "J.S."
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1934 - Sept. 15. - Steamer President October 10th, headed toward New Orleans will
stop at Donaldsonville.
1934 - Sept. 22 - Article on Steamer President. Charles Creath and his 11 Clouds of
Joy. This aggregation includes the well-known musician Fate Marable - wizard of the
ivory.
1934 - Oct. 13 - Steamer Capitol here Oct. 31. Sidney Miss. Serenaders 11 piece
novelty dance band.
1934 - Oct. 20 - Article about Streckfus. Sidney Desvigne's 11 piece orchestra.
1934 - Capitol excursion article
1934 - Nov. 3 - Article about Capitol excursion and dance.
1935 - March 23 - Steamer Capitol here April 23.
April 13 - Article on Capitol Sidney Band - adv.
April 27 - Excursion on "J.S." Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers
May 11 - Article on "J.S." excursion
May 18 - Article on President
May 25 - Article on President
June 1 - Article about an excursion on the President.
August 24 - "J.S." here Sept. 11, Piron's 12 piece Dixie Cotton Pickers
Sept. 2 - Article on "J.S." and adv.
Sept. 14 - Excursion on "J.S." Wednesday night, draw large crowd. Piron's
Dixie Cotton Pickers
Sept. 21 - President enroute down from St. Louis. Ralph Williams and his
sensational orchestra.
1936
March 21 - Capital here April 14
April 4 - Article on Capital. Adv. Sidney's 11 Mississippi Serenaders novelty
band
April 25 - 2nd moonlight excursion on "J.S." Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers,
12-piece orchestra May 5
April 25 - "J.S." here Tuesday May 5
May 2 - Article on "J.S."
May 5 - Adv. for President
May 5 - Piron Dixie Cotton Pickers article
August 29 - Adv. "J.S." Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers Sept. 3
August 29 - Piron's Band article
Sept. 12 - Elks excursion on President-Creath and Marable's Band
Sept. 19 - Article on President, Sept. 20. Creath & Marable, picture of
ballroom
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Sept. 26 - President here next Wednesday. In accordance with its custom of
furnishing 'big time' dance music, the President is carrying aboard on it's down trip the
widely known Charles Creath's and Fate Marable's Steamboat Syncopators, featuring
Fate Marable at the piano, and the versatile troupe of outstanding rhythm makers.
Oct. 3 - Capital here Oct. 28, Sidney's Mississippi Serenaders.
Oct. 17 - Elks excursion on Capital
Oct. 24 - Last excursion here Wednesday Oct. 28. Sidney's 11 piece Novelty
Band
1937
April 10 - Steamer Capital here April 27 - Dixie Cotton Pickers
April 17 - Steamer Capital begins 200-mile cruise from New Orleans to St.
Paul.
April 24 - Article on Steamer Capital
May 8 - Steamer President here April 25. Tommy Triggs Streamliners Band
May 8 - Steamer "J.S." coming, Piron's Miss. Serenaders-12 pieces
Sept. 4 - "J.S." here on Sept. 15. Miss. Serenaders enroute to New Orleans
Sept. 8 - President here Sept. 29. All star Streckfus steamer 14-piece dance
band-Tommy Trigg-leader
Sept. 18 - "J.S." Steamer Wednesday. Piron's 12 piece novelty dance bandMiss. Serenaders
Sept. 25 - Steamer President has splendid orchestra-Triggs
Oct. 30 - Excursion Steamer Capital Nov. 10 visit Plaquemine
Nov. 6 - Article on Steamer Capital. Adv.
1938
March 30 - Steamer "J.S." Plaquemine, May 10. Moonlight dance cruise. Piron's
12-piece swing band. The Miss Serenaders coming North with a new repertoire of dance
rhythms.
May 28 - Excursion-Elks. President. Sidney's 11 piece Dixie Cotton Pickers.
1939
April 8 - Capital at Plaquemine April 19, Piron's Miss. Serenaders. This big-time
troupe of colored entertainers are said to be one of the hottest bands of swing makers on
the river, with an extensive repertory of novelty numbers of their own arrangements.
May 13 - President here May 25. New dance band, Louisiana Swing Masters-13
dusky kings of swing with a varied repertory of the latest and catchiest dance music.
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THE BIG BOATS
MISSISSIPPI STEAMERS
THE STRECKFUS FAMILY
In more modern times there were about 5 big riverboats that plied the lower
Mississippi River: "Sidney," "J.S.," "Island Queen," "Capitol," and the "President."
According to our research the dates that were in the articles of cities on the river
are as follows:
1909 - J.S. to 1910 (burned)
1919 - J. S. Deluxe to 1938 (dismantled in 1936)
1912 - Sidney to 1922 (remodeled, named Washington) Dismantled in 1939.
1920 - Capitol to 1941 (demolished in 1945) (called Pittsburgh to 1896, remodeled
Dubuque-1911) (Capitol-1919)
1922 - Island Queen to 1930 (called the Albatross) remodeled in 1922.
1933 - President to 1941 (Existed until 1980) (called the Cincinnati-1932, rebuilt
1933)
1940 - Admiral (called the Albatross built in 1903)
The Streckfus Family
John Streckfus Sr. was involved in the wagon making business. He was the son of
German immigrants. They settled near Edgington, Illinois and eventually had his own
company with a shop at Ninth Street and Third Avenue in Rock Island. It was his son
John, who watching the boats on the Mississippi decided to go into the boat hauling
business. After trying a grocery store and a flour and feed mill he decided to go into a new
type business. He sold the grocery store and founded the Acme Packet Company, hauling
cargo and passengers plying the Miss. River around the quad cities of Rock Island,
Moline, Davenport and Bettendorf, sailing mostly between Rock Island and Andalusia, a
distance of about 8 miles. This first boat was named the Freddie. He was successful
enough that in four years he bought a second steamer the Verne Swain. This was followed
by the purchase of the Winona. The boats hauled both cargo and passengers. It was this
passenger trade that made John consider it as a possible idea in river entertainment. This
thinking was brought about because of the problem of trains becoming more in use to
haul cargo. It was quicker and the train lines went to almost every city, not just river
towns.
He converted the boat City of Winona into an excursion boat and renamed it the W.
W. Soon the capacity of this boat (600) for cruising was reached; they began pulling a
barge with an additional 400 passengers. This success encouraged Capt. John in 1901 to
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purchase a 2,000 passenger into an excursion vessel and he named it the J.S. It is said that
this was the first boat built exclusively for excursion. We have seen how popular
excursions were for the river and bayou towns. There were excursion boats on the upper
Miss. River in the summer but Capt. John decided to also tour in the winter to New
Orleans. This decision was a very important one in the history of New Orleans music and
musicians. It brought about the careers of many famous jazz musicians and brought
together the spirit and energy of the New Orleans sound with that of the legitimate sounds
of the society orchestras such as Art Hickman of San Francisco. The combining of these
two styles furthered the approach of the swing era of jazz.
It was then, in 1901 that he built the J.S. (his initials) that he was said to have built
especially for the excursion trade. It has been written that the boat sailed from Little
Rock, Ark. with a black string band from Des Moines, Iowa furnishing the music.
A disaster hit in the form of a fire on the J.S. in 1910. John and his sons and
daughters decided to purchase other boats and secured from the Diamond Jo Line four
boats: The St. Paul, Quincy, Dubuque and the Sidney. The purchasing price was said to be
$100,000. The four sons: Joseph, Roy, John Jr. and Verne; the daughters: Lily, Anna and
May all worked on the boats. The daughters acted as pursers on the J.S. and the sons,
while starting as deck hands, eventually all became pilots of their family boats. The father
died in 1925 and the eldest son, Joseph took over the leadership of the business.
Another disaster, the loss of the boats of the Eagle Packet Company of St. Louis, a
leading excursion of the city, when their boats got caught in an ice jam and destroyed the
entire Eagle fleet. (1918) This put the Streckfus family in the excursion business in a big
way, according to Captain C. W. Stoll. The Streckfus then concentrated on the St. Louis
trade. They began to stress entertainment and service on their boats. They added food
service gradually until the boats contained full dining rooms and cafeterias. They also
added activities for children so an excursion became a full family affair as well as those
people that came for dancing. They even distributed booklets on the history of the
Mississippi River. The kids were treated to a guided tour of the ship, were entertained by
magic shows and also presented were organized games and an amateur hour for young
talented children. Their advance publicity and the organizing of organizing in the town
that were visited insured that the boat would have a good large group for their excursions
in the many cities the boat stopped at on their way up and down the river. But even
though there were these activities on board by the middle twenties the dances orchestras
were the main attraction and the popularity of the dance insured future success. The
Streckfus Family understood the dance was popular as a main source of social
entertainment and they made sure that their orchestras played the music that was
currently popular. As the trend of music changed their orchestras were up to date in their
selections and styles of performance. It was always geared to the dancers and not the
musicians.
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The Streckfus Family had 4 main large boats, all possessing an orchestra of about
10 pieces. The "J.S." (until 1910), and the J.S. Deluxe which took the place of the burned
first J.S. in 1919 The "Sidney," (from 1910 to 1920), the "Capitol” (from 1920 to 1933),
and the "President," From 1933 to the present).
Among the well-known musicians who played on Streckfus boats were: Bix
Beiderbecke, Paul Mares, Leon Roppolo, Irving Fazola, and A. J. Piron - besides those in
the picture of Marable's Orchestra. The boat orchestras were reading orchestras, playing
stock arrangements. It was the Streckfus' opinion that the people still want pretty music
with good rhythm. Verne Streckfus remarked that they hired a white orchestra leader to
rehearse Fate's Band. He taught them how to tune up. Improvement was seen, especially
on the waltz.
Most of the musicians who worked with some of the New Orleans bandsmen on the
Streckfus boats discounted any incendiary New Orleans influence on the music played. It
was, thanks to the regulations originally laid down by Captain John, and added to by his
son, Captain Joe, pretty music played by the book very often popular tunes and old
favorites with a certain bounce, and designed strictly for dancing. But certainly hot
musicians, whether from New Orleans, St. Louis, Davenport or Peoria, could be expected
to add their own flavoring to the stew.
Fate Marable was well suited to assume the duties of the leader of the music on the
boat. He was a no-nonsense leader and functioned well under the conditions set up by
Capt. Joe with the musical restraints demanded by the family which were deeded
necessary to keep their patrons happy and pleased. When New Orleans musicians were
hired he saw to it that they played by his rules.
Verne Streckfus in his interview at Tulane Jazz Archives in New Orleans speaks of
the Streckfus family and their involvement with riverboats and music.
"The J.S. was built in 1903. After operating riverboats on the upper Miss. River we
came south and operated in the lower portion of the Miss. River and its tributaries. There
was always music on the boats. The first musical group consisted of a trio - Charlie Mills
piano (and calliope), Charlie Hergog on violin and a man named Little on drums. After 4
or 5 years Mills broke in a pianist from Paducah, Kentucky named Fate Marable on the
calliope. Marable later lead the famous riverboats popular orchestra the "Cotton
Pickers." The band's hey-day was in the 20's. Marable was the first to employ Louis
Armstrong and Louis remarked that when he first played on the riverboat it was his first
time playing for white people."
The Streckfus family had a number of boats operating, a fleet that was to include
smaller boats ("Quincy," "St. Paul," and "Dubuque" - all wooden, and the larger boats
("J.S.” - 1903-1910, “Sidney”-1910-1920, "Capitol - 1920-1933, and the "President” - 1933
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to 19...) The smaller boats had smaller bands on them. The season for the bands was for 4
or 5 months during the summer.
Streckfus continued:
"The dancers on the boats (like the "Sidney") liked 'straight" music (fox-trots,
waltzes and one-steps. The bands played stock arrangements - like it was when published,
not distorted by spontaneous arrangements of some of the early jazz bands. The dancers
on the Capitol liked the same kind of music; the bands would play some rumbas and other
special rhythms, but the floor wouldn't fill until the 'pretty' music was played again.
Most of the musicians on the boats played by ear. Louis Armstrong couldn't read at
all when he first joined the band. However, he could learn a piece by hearing it played
through once. Armstrong was rather bashful at first; he had never played to whites
before he played on the Capitol. His first solo was in Caruthersville, Missouri. He did
learn to read but was never a good sight-reader. The Streckfus family heard of
Armstrong and got permission to hear Armstrong play at Economy Hall and signed him
to play on the Capitol.
The white band of Tony Catalano of Davenport, Iowa had the best band on the
upper part of the river. Jess Stacy and Bix Beiderbecke played in his band. Paul Mares
and Leon Rappolo joined the band in Evansville, Indiana."
The Streckfus' hired a Russian musician who rehearsed the bands. Many of the
musicians had to be taught how to play in tune and how to tune up.
Streckfus remarked that: "Jules Buffano had the white band which played on the
deluxe boat the "J.S." in the summer. Ralph Williams also had a band, which played
some summers on the deluxe boat, while a colored band worked summer on the cheaper
boats. The deluxe price were $1.25 and up.
Fate Marable hired another pianist and was the only orchestra on the river to use
two pianos. This at times freed Marable to act as conductor. Charlie Creath was also one
of the bands that played on the river. Creath was popular as the leader and cornet soloist
until his lip gave out. His band played on the 'St. Paul' in St. Louis."
The Streckfus summer excursion boats operated in the upper Miss. River as far as
St. Paul, Minnesota and on the upper Ohio River as far as Pittsburgh, Pa. They would
move from town to town, remaining a day or two at each stop. When they reached the
terminus (e.g., St. Paul, Minnesota) they would remain about 10 days. They would move
up and down the river all summer long, covering the same territory. The towns where
they stopped were about 30 miles apart and they would run a day excursion and a night
excursion, then move on to the next town. The excursions were advertised by newspapers
and mostly in schools. The day trip with such groups aboard would go from one town to
another. The night trips didn't stop anywhere.
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In winter, the boat would dock in New Orleans. During this time Fate Marable's
band would often play for other gigs after the dance sets were finished. He played at
places like the Roof Gardens and Pelican Hall in New Orleans.
Streckfus also states that: "There had been a boat in New Orleans during the
winter for the past 57 years." (1903 to 1960, the date of his interview).
Years ago the boats would leave New Orleans during the summer, as there was little
business then. Tourists didn't come to New Orleans during the summer until Huey Long
had good roads built in the state. Summer business is now equal to winter business. The
reason for not leaving New Orleans in the first place came during World War II - when
the company experienced difficulty in getting fuel oil. They found that business was good
enough to warrant their staying the year around, which they have done since 1944. Before
1944, the winter season was considered from Sept. until May. The boat would be gone
from New Orleans only about three and a half months.

THE CAPITOL
The steamer Capitol maiden voyage was on May 30, 1920; it became one of the most
popular of the riverboats of the Streckfus Fleet and had a long life.
Our first newspaper entry is on Oct. 3, 1920 in the Baton Rouge newspaper:
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"Steamer Capitol Oct. 5th excursion. The music was rendered by the "Palmetto
Jazzerites” which is said to be the finest Jazz Band in the South." (Oct. 3, 1920)
We read of a large article telling about the Capitol and its band:
"Steamer Capitol has a wonderful dance orchestra. The dance fans of this
community will be given a real treat on Tuesday, Oct. 5th. When the new Steamer Capitol
comes to Baton Rouge for a moonlight dancing excursion under the auspices of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy. All of the Streckfus Line steamers are noted for excellent
music and at the close of the summer season at St. Louis the best orchestra is selected and
sent to New Orleans for the winter season. This year the 10 piece Palmetto Jazzerites,
under the direction of Prof. Fate Marable, is the lucky orchestra to go south to outshine
the crack New Orleans orchestras - and that is the aggregation that will render a special
program of popular dance numbers on the night that the big excursion takes place and
plays Baton Rouge. For rhythm and melody, the Palmetto Jazzerites are beyond compare,
for they are in a class by themselves and everybody that hears them...is loud in acclaiming
it the best bunch of syncopators in the business. Real jazz music is often imitated by white
musicians who think that sloppy, noisy music is jazz, but that is a mistaken idea - for real
jazz originated in the Southland with the strumming of the banjo on the plantation and it
is a peculiar sort of melody by real artists. It is next to impossible to keep your feet quiet
when you hear the Palmetto Jazzerites play the popular dance numbers." (Sept. 29, 1920)
We read of this excursion on the Capitol as it arrives in Baton Rouge:
"Moonlight Excursion. There will be a record-breaking crowd on the excursion
Tuesday...palatial steamer Capitol.....This will be the first opportunity of seeing this
wonderful boat and of enjoying a trip on it. The lovers of dancing will be entranced by the
music rendered by the Palmetto Jazzerites, which is said to be the finest jazz band in the
South. People who do not dance can enjoy the music. It is lovely to sit on the decks as the
boat glides up the river. No one can afford to miss this opportunity and the Daughters of
the Confederacy promise a rare treat to all who attend. A number of prominent ladies
and gentlemen will act as patronesses." (Oct. 4, 1920)
1921
We find advertisements in the paper for river cruises. We read of a subscription
dance on the steamer Capitol on Sept. 21, 1921 with music by the "Toddle Kings" of the
Mississippi.
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There are a number of excursions and moonlight excursions in Sept. of 1921 and we
read of the announcement of the excursion and the review after it takes place:
Sept. 16 - "Capitol excursion of Daughter of the Confederacy, Tuesday, Sept. 29.
The Burk-Lewis 10 famous Toddie Kings, who were chosen from a field of a score of
orchestras to play on the huge steamer." (1921)
Sept. 17 - "Excursion on Capitol by Renaissance Club of Baton Rouge. This year
Burk-Lewis famous Toddle Kings are featured and those attending are assured they will
hear the best of dance music." (1921)
Sept. 30 - "Steamer Capitol moonlight boat ride of UDC, Sept. 20th. Enjoyed
dancing, the music and delightful ride on this wonderful steamer." (1921)
The Le Renaissance Club of LSU gives a dance on board the Capitol:
"Renaissance Block Dance on Steamer Capitol. A special band was chartered and
the dance helped open the University with pep." (Sept. 30, 1921)
1922
An advertisement appears in the Baton Rouge paper of a May 16th, 1922 excursion
on the Capitol.
On Tuesday, Sept. 29, 1922 we find an advertisement of an excursion on the Capitol
sponsored by the Daughters of the Confederacy. The music is provided by the
Burke/Thurston Melody Kings.
The Daughters of the Confederacy sponsored excursion on the Capitol is reviewed:
"U.D.C. Boat Ride. The moonlight excursion on the steamer Capitol on Saturday
evening under the auspices of the Daughters of the Confederacy was a great success in
every way. Eight hundred people enjoyed the delightful affair, a greater number being
the students of L.S.U. and the coeds, the latter being chaperoned by Mrs. A. M. Herget,
dean of women.
It was truly a "college night," with "yells," etc. The dancing was thoroughly
enjoyed to the entrancing music of Allen's syncopated orchestra, one of the best musical
organizations in St. Louis.
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The Daughters of the Confederacy are very much satisfied by its success, which was
not only an enjoyable but a financial undertaking." (Oct. 10, 1922)
The Elks Club sponsors a boat ride on the Capitol:
"Elks Boat Ride and Dance. An Event of the Season. One of the loveliest and most
enjoyable social affairs ever given by the local lodge of Elks was the boat ride and dance
given on Monday evening aboard the steamer Capitol
Over three hundred couples were present for the occasion and it was utmost
impossible for anyone to resist the tempting music rendered by the Capitol fine ten piece
orchestra." (Oct. 10, 1922)
There is a lengthy write-up about a moonlight excursion on the Capitol that speaks
of the excursion and a description of the boat:
"Mazy on Moonlight Excursion. A large number of people assembled at the wharf
last Wednesday evening to see the magnificent and palatial steamer Capitol, which gave a
river excursion from this point that night. The handsomely bedecked and brilliantly
illuminated craft presented a picture of great beauty and elegance, which was pleasing to
behold and the sweet music dispensed by the band was a treat to all those who had the
good fortune to come within reach of its inspiring strains. The boat pulled out at 8 o'clock
with over 200 people aboard. The majority being dancing couples, while many went to
enjoy the music. The steamer went up stream as far as the Iberville Parish line and
returned to the wharf at midnight. The dance fans of this city and vicinity tripped the
light fantastic toe to their hearts' content, while those who did not dance enjoyed
themselves by walking along the promenade deck and listening to the sweet music, which
they say was the best they had ever heard. It is said of the hand that of all the good bands
that have played on the big excursion steamer Capitol, none equal the aggregation of
harmony syncopators that are now under contract for the winter social season at New
Orleans. This wonderful ten-piece colored band is composed of ten selected artists, the
best talent picked from the best bands that played on the excursion steamers Saint Paul,
J. S. and Washington this summer. This band is so peppery that the management of the
boat is offering a grand prize to any human being that can remain absolutely quiet while
listening to this mesmerizing music. The Capitol left shortly after midnight....as you board
the steamer, you enter the Japanese garden with inviting palms, lanterns, parasols and
furniture and floral decorations, reproductive of far-off Japan in this garden. Japanese of
American dishes will be served you. You may relax in the easy chairs and enjoy the ride.
Ascending the stairs, you enter a lobby gaily decorated and furnished with wicker
furniture, and there you get the first glimpse of a beautiful Jungle ballroom, while sitters
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in the light of the moon is decorated with pictures. On a most handsome jungle scene and
shiny clusters of grapes among a russet leaves cover the entire ceiling. In it, Sidney's
Southern Syncopators, one of the best orchestras of the Southland, will play the dancing
program. This organization recently formed, renders _____of music which pleases
patrons of all tastes.
The decks of the "Capitol" have been completely refitted with gaily-colored wicker
furniture of ever type that you can think of, flower baskets and steamer chairs.
The Steamer Capitol and J. S. noted for their high-class service, equipment
and a good time. You will be surprised when you see the marvelous transformation of the
new Steamer Capitol De Luxe, on Wednesday, May 7, when it comes to Donaldsonville
for a moonlight excursion, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 o'clock p.m. and returning at 12
midnight. See for yourself (Oct. 14, 1922) Don.
A new orchestra is on board in 1922 as they play for an excursion:
"Moonlight ride on steamer Capitol, Nov. 15th. Ushers, Society of Our Lady of
Good Counsel. Music will be furnished by the "Ten Toodle Kings of St. Louis." (Nov. 2,
1922)
We read that in 1922 the Capitol, in January and November makes New Orleans its
winter home.
1923
While in New Orleans in 1923, the Allen Band plays on the Capitol:
"Steamer Capitol ride by Knights of Columbus. Dancing starts at 8:00. Music will
be furnished by Allen's famous 10 piece band, which has arranged special numbers for
the occasion." (Jan. 4, 1923)
In May of 1923 the Capitol has a new band on board for an excursion:
"Steamer Capitol May 15th excursion. For those who dance, Tony's famous Iowian
Band, with its irresistible jazz will furnish the most entrancing music. The dancing
Pavilion is without an equal with its beautiful rainbow lighting effect with colored
changing every dance. If you don't care to dance you will surely enjoy listening to the
band." (May 8, 1923)
We find no advertisements in 1924.
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1925
The Capitol again comes to Donaldsonville in the spring and we read of their fine
band the Cotton Pickers:
"Elks to Give Ride on Big Steamer Capitol May 8th. Spring brings the Steamer
Capitol to Donaldsonville for a moonlight excursion on Wednesday, May 8, under the
auspices of the Donaldsonville Lodge, B.P.O. Elks, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 o'clock
p.m. and returning to Donaldsonville at 11:30 o'clock p.m., (but dancing will continue
until midnight). On it's Spring cruise the palatial Steamer Capitol will only stop at the
principal river towns enroute to St. Louis, and this summer it will ply the waters of the
northern Mississippi river.
The Steamer Capitol is bringing that same wonderful orchestra that was aboard
her last spring and fall - The Cotton Pickers. This combination of musical artists will have
completed their third winter engagement at New Orleans aboard the Steamer Capitol
when the Steamer Capitol leaves New Orleans this spring, and they have again been
proclaimed the best dance orchestra in the city of New Orleans. You will love the music
they play, from the old Minstrel melodies inspired by the ....They play in the beautiful
dancing salon of the high-class Steamer Capitol, which is only living up to its reputation,
"Everything first-class," deluxe steamer, service, syncopation, by bringing this orchestra
on this up-river cruise of the Steamer Capitol of the Streckfus Steamers. (April 20, 1925)
Don.
We find an article mentioning that the boat always had wonderful orchestra on
board:
“GREAT ORCHESTRA ON STEAMER CAPITOL The de luxe excursion steamer
"Capitol of the Streckfus Steamboat Line has always been noted for the wonderful
orchestras that have played on the boat, and on this cruise down the Mississippi en route
to new Orleans for the winter season, they are presenting a wonderful New York
orchestra, the Burke-Thurston's Melody Kings. This combination has been playing
during the summer on the "Capitol" as it toured the cities of the northern Mississippi, and
the tremendous receptions that they received at the different cities where the "Capitol"
stopped, lead the management to select them from the orchestras upon their steamers'
J.S., St. Paul, Capitol and Washington to play for the southern cruise to New Orleans.
Before coming to the Capitol this orchestra was playing in vaudeville on the Keith's
Circuit on Broadway, and in the East under the direction of Paul Specht, also at the
Waldorf-Astoria Roof Garden and the McAlphin Hotel. While under the direction of Ray
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Miller they were featured at the Brooklyn Auto show held at the Twenty-Third Street
Armory, and at the famous Paris Gardens.
Raymond Thurston, the trombonist, is now the director and arranger, J. W.
Walker, the cornetist, and Edward Martin, who was with the steamer Leviathan
Orchestra, plays the tuba. The saxophone section consists of Harry Duke, formerly in
vaudeville with the original "Chicago Five," Arnold Hiernhaum and R. B. Amidon;
Lester Russel plays the banjo; Martin Homes the piano and Polk Burke with the drums
completes the personnel of the best orchestra that the Capitol has ever had.
After the cruise to New Orleans this orchestra will return direct to New York City
to play an extended engagement at the famous Broadway Cabaret, "The Silver Slipper."
They will play on the de lube steamer Capitol Monday, September 28, and this will be the
only opportunity to hear this wonderful New York orchestra." (Sept. 5, 1925)
An advertisement announces a moonlight excursion on
There is an adv. in the Baton Rouge paper of an excursion on the Capitol on Sept.
18, 1925, the music rendered by the Burke/Thurston Melody Kings. (Sic: see adv. page -in appendix)
The Peacock Band plays for a Dec. 1st. Dance at Elks Home while the Capitol is
being redecorated:
"Peacock Band to be Here December 1
In response to numerous requests, the management of the big excursion Steamer
Capitol, is going to send its wonderful Peacock Charleston Band on a special tour during
the early part of December while the steamer is being redecorated.
Donaldsonville is included in the itinerary of the Peacock Band, and Tuesday,
December first, is the date scheduled for a dance under the auspices of Donaldsonville
Lodge of Elks to be given in their handsome home in Railroad Avenue and tickets May be
secured from any of the members
The St. Louis Peacock Charleston Band is featuring Dewey Jackson, the CornetWizard and the originator of the Wah Wah cornet. Tom Lovingood is the King of the
ivories and Roy Johnson performs on the Saxophone, while Will Foster's big stunt is
picking the bass violin strings. Charles Bailey is the Saxophone wonder and the other
members of the band are all musical stars.
This band is composed of colored musicians from all parts of the Untied States that
were assembled by the chief musical director of the Streckfus Line, and have played all
summer on an excursion out of St. Louis, and are now engaged for the winter season to
play on the Steamer Capitol at New Orleans.
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The date of Tuesday, December 1, is the only date assigned to Donaldsonville and
that will be the only opportunity for the people of this community to hear and dance to
the snappy musical numbers that took New Orleans off its feet and created a sensation
among the dance fans of that city." (Nov. 21)
1926
Another advertisement appears in the April 28, 1926, paper that tells of an
excursion on May 6, 1926 that features the St. Louis Peacock Charleston Band. (Sic: see
adv. page-- in appendix)
The Capitol comes to Natchez and plans an excursion on May 8, 1926:
"Steamer Capitol To Be Here (Natchez) On May 8th. Every spring, after the close
of the winter season at New Orleans, the De Luxe Excursion Steamer Capitol starts on its
way up the Mississippi en route to St. Louis and northern river cities for the summer, and
the announcement of an excursion from Natchez is one of the big events of the season.
An item of special interest, particularly to the dance fans, is that the St. Louis
Peacock Charleston Band that snappy colored orchestra that made such an tremendous
hit on the tour of southern cities last winter and which has been the sensation of New
Orleans during the Steamer Capitol's stay there, will play on the spacious ball room deck.
Amplifiers, which have been installed on the Capitol, make it possible for the
dancers on any part of the floor or those who are resting in the comfortable rockers at
either end of the deck, to hear the softest, sweetest strains of the most dreamy waltz as
clearly as though they were seated directly by the orchestra.
This will be the only opportunity to ride this de luxe steamer, as it will not return
until next fall. The Capitol will give two excursions here on Saturday afternoon and night,
May 8th." (April 30, 1926)
There is an article in the Donaldsonville paper that gives the date of an excursion on
May 4th:
"Elks' Moonlight ride Next Tuesday May 4.
Next Tuesday night will be 'Elks' Night' on the steamer Capitol, when the
Donaldsonville Elks and their friends will board the steamer for a moonlight trip on the
Mississippi.
The evening of the Capitol has been looked forward to for many weeks, and
indications are that a large crowd will take in the excursion, It will be the only
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opportunity to ride on this wonderful excursion steamer until next fall, as the boat is on
its way up the river to St. Louis.
Coming on the Capitol is that wonderful colored band that made such a hit here
last winter on their tour of Southern cities. This band was on the Capital during its entire
winter season at New Orleans and instantly became the sensation of the city. Dancers
proclaiming them the best dance orchestra ever in the Crescent City. They will play for
dancing in the Capitol's fairy dance palace..." (May 4, 1925)
The Capitol will give an excursion on Sept. 27th for the local Elks:
"Finest Excursion Steamer Coming Monday, Sept. 27.
Romance, beauty and historical lore combine to make the Mississippi River a
steamer of great charm. The present day excursion steamers of the Streckfus line give you
an opportunity to enjoy a ride on the father of waters, the grand old Mississippi, while
enjoying every comfort and convenience. The hospitality of the steamer Capital has never
been taxed, and its capacity to entertain is well known, and will be proven to the patrons
of the steamer in this vicinity when the Capitol will take an excursion out of
Donaldsonville Monday, September 27, under auspices of the local Elks. Streckfus
steamers have always been noted for their good music, and as usual in the ballroom ten
snappy syncopating artists will render the dancing program. Amplifiers that have been
installed on this steamer broadcast the softest notes of the dreamy waltz to the farthest
end of the deck, where rockers and comfortable lounging chairs have been placed so one
can rest and listen to the music as the steamer glides over the water. Arrangements are
under way to make this visit of the Capitol the most enjoyable, and all are cordially
invited." (Sept. 11, 1926)
The Capitol comes to Donaldsonville for two excursions on Sept. 16, 1926 with the
Cotton Pickers orchestra. (Sic: see adv. page -- in appendix)
There is also a picture of the Cotton Pickers Band in the Sept. 18, 1926 issue of the
paper as well as the following write-up:
Excursion and Dance on Steamer Capital by Local Lodge Elks
The young people of this city and vicinity look forward with much
pleasurable anticipation to the coming of the steamer Capital, which is due here on
Monday, September 27. A grand moonlight excursion and dance will be given on this
palatial steamer, under the auspices of the local lodge of Elks. The boat will leave from
the ferry landing at 8 o'clock and will return at 11:00. Dancing music will the dispensed
by the celebrated Cotton Pickers Orchestra, said to be the best ...dispensers of music in
the country. There are large promenade decks on the boat and nooks with comfortable
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chairs for those who do not dance but who can appreciate a delightful river ride to the
strains of entrancing music. A very enjoyable time is assured to all those who "take in"
this excursion.
Tickets are now on sale by members of the local lodge of Elks, at 75 cents. On the
day of the excursion the price will be raised to $1. The advance sales of tickets indicate
that a large number of people will avail themselves of the pleasures offered by this river
excursion and dance. Those who intend going on this wonderful trip should buy their
tickets now and save on the price." (Sept., 18)
The Capitol returns in the fall for another excursion:
"FINEST EXCURSION STEAMER IS COMING TO NATCHEZ SEPT. 16.
Romance, beauty and historical lore combine to make the Mississippi River a stream of
great charm. The present day excursion steamers of the Streckfus Line give one an
opportunity to enjoy a ride on the Father of Waters, the grand old Mississippi, while
enjoying every comfort, and convenience. The hospitality of the Steamer Capitol has
never been taxed and its capacity to entertain is well known, and will be proven to the
patrons of the steamer in this vicinity when the Capitol will take an excursion out of
Natchez, Thursday, Sept. 16th, under the auspices of the Shrine Club. Streckfus steamers
have always been noted for their good music, and as usual in the ballroom ten snappy
syncopating artists will render the dancing program. Amplifiers that have been installed
on this steamer broadcast the softest notes of the dreamy waltz to the farthest end of the
decks, where rockers and comfortable lounging chairs have been placed so one can rest
and listen to the music as the steamer glides over the water. Arrangements are under way
to make this visit of the Capitol the most enjoyable, and all are cordially invited." (Sept.
31, 1926)
The excursion given by the Elks is deemed a success as we read about it in the Oct.
2, paper:
"River Excursion on Steamer Capitol Success
The river excursion and dance given under the auspices of the local lodge of
Elks. On the palatial steamer Capitol of the Streckfus line, Tuesday night, was a grand
success.
The steamer bedecked with flags and brilliantly illuminated with hundreds of
electric light and with over 650 people aboard, departed at 8:15 and steamed up the river
for a distance of about six miles and returned to its landing at about 11 o'clock. A large
crowd of people gathered on the levee to witness the departure of the boat.
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The famous Cotton Pickers' orchestra discoursed the very latest jazz music and all
dancers had a most delightful time.
The excursion netted $80 for the Elks under whose auspices it was given." (Oct. 2)
1927
The Capitol returns to given a dance and excursion in the city of Donaldsonville:
"Famous Dance Orchestra on Steamer Capitol
The New Orleans Cotton Pickers Band is coming on the steamer Capitol.
Eleven musical artists of jazz under the leadership of Professor Fate Marable, the piano
wizard. Costumed and grouped in the beautiful setting of the blue fields of Virginia, they
play the music of all music. Streckfus steamers in the past have always given the people
the best in steamer service and music, and the success of past rides bespeaks for their
popularity, and we again welcome the big whistle of the good steamer Capitol coming to
Donaldsonville, Tuesday, May 3. This excursion will be conducted under the auspices of
the local lodges of Elks. Their past rides have always been very successful, and judging
from the advance sale of tickets, the coming trip will carry the banner for attendance."
(April 23)
The Capitol docks for excursion cruises in Natchez and Vidalia and we find two
articles in the papers of the area, the Natchez and St. Joseph papers. First the St. Joseph
city newspaper, then the Natchez Democrat:
"MOONLIGHT EXCURSION ON THE STEAMER CAPITOL MONDAY, SEPT.
19. The Capitol, steamer de luxe, that is to say steamer of luxury, will give a moonlight
excursion out of Natchez and Vidalia on the evening of September 19m leaving the
Natchez wharf at 8:15 and Vidalia at 8:45. A delightful trip of several hours up and down
the river will be enjoyed by all participants. An afternoon excursion will be given, leaving
respectively at 2:30 and 2:45, when adults will be carried for 50 cents and children for 25
cents. On the night trip dancing will be enjoyed, the music furnished by the famous
Cotton Pickers band, heard so often from WSMB, New Orleans. The steamer Capitol is
truly a floating palace and a house of pleasure. She has four decks and is beautiful within
and without. She is a regular annual visitor to this section and her trips here are always
received with acclaim by those who have had the great pleasure of taking in one of her
excursions. The Tensas delegation attending heretofore has always been large and we are
sure a big crowd will go down to see her this time. (Sept. 9, 1927)
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"STEAMER CAPITOL AT NATCHEZ AND VIDALIA NEXT MONDAY, 19TH.
The de luxe steamer Capitol is scheduled to take a moonlight excursion out of Natchez
and Vidalia on its semi-annual visit to the lower Mississippi on Monday next, Sept. 19.
The steamer will also make an afternoon trip from Natchez and Vidalia at 2:30 and 2:45
respectively. On this trip the charges will be 50 and 25 cents for adults and children. At
night the charge will be $1.00 when the boat leaves at 8:15 and 8:45. The excursion is
being given under auspices of the Natchez Shrine Club and the committee on
arrangements expects a banner trip. A number of parties are being formed at Newellton,
St. Joseph, Waterproof and Ferriday, who will motor to Vidalia to take in the excursion,
ample parking accommodations being arranged there. The steamer Capitol has the finest
floating dance floor to be found on western waters, and in this beautiful ballroom the
Cotton Pickers, 11 artists, under the leadership of Prof. Fate Marable, the piano wizard,
costumed and grouped in a beautiful setting, will play music that has melody, rhythm and
pep. All are invited to ride on the grandest steamer that plies from St. Louis to New
Orleans." (Sept. 16, 1927)
An advertisement tells us that the Capitol in coming to Baton Rouge for a Sept. 20,
1927 excursion with music by the Cotton Pickers. (Sic: see page -- in appendix)
1928
The Capitol makes its 1928 appearance in Donaldsonville for an excursion on Sept.
29:
"Cotton Pickers Orchestra on Steamer Capitol Excursion. The famous southland
orchestra, the Cotton Pickers, will again be aboard the deluxe steamer Capitol when it
comes to Donaldsonville and Darrow on Thursday, September 27th, for the Elks'
moonlight excursion. Last winter it was considered the best orchestra in New Orleans,
having played a limited engagement aboard the steamer Capitol and at several of the
Mardi Gras balls, and Streckfus steamers were indeed fortunate to secure its services for
the summer at St. Louis. It has taken St. Louis by storm this summer and here it is again.
A rare musical treat! The choice of New Orleans and St. Louis dance fans will play for
you the arrangements that sizzle with rhythm and melody. From the first irresistible blue
note of the moaning trombone, to the final wail of the shivery saxophone, you'll have a
real time aboard the Capitol Thursday, September 27th." (Sept. 20, 1928)"
"The famous Southland orchestra, the Cotton Pickers, will again be aboard the de
luxe steamer Capitol when it comes to Donaldsonville and Darrow on Thursday,
September 27, for the Elks' moonlight excursion. Last winter it was considered the best
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orchestra in New Orleans, having played a limited engagement aboard the steamer
Capitol and at several of the Mardi Gras balls, and Streckfus steamers were indeed
fortunate to secure its services for the summer at St. Louis. It has taken St. Louis by
storm this summer and here it is again. A rare musical treat! The choice of New Orleans
and St. Louis dance fans will play for you the arrangements that sizzle with rhythm and
melody. From the first irresistible blue note of the moaning trombone, to the final wail of
the shivery saxophone, you'll have a real time aboard the Capitol Thursday, September
27." (Sept. 29, 1928)
1929
With the return of the Capitol to Donaldsonville in 1929, the local Elks Club gives
an excursion aboard the boat:
"ELKS TO GIVE RIDE ON BIG STEAMER CAPITOL, MAY 8th. Spring brings
the steamer Capitol to Donaldsonville for a moonlight excursion on Wednesday, May 8,
under the auspices of the Donaldsonville Lodge, B.P.O. Elks, leaving Donaldsonville at
8:30 o'clock p.m., (but dancing will continue until midnight). On its spring cruise this
palatial Steamer Capitol will only stop at the principle river towns enroute to St. Louis,
and this summer it will ply the waters of the northern Mississippi River.
The Steamer Capitol is bringing that same wonderful orchestra that was aboard
her last spring and fall - The Cotton Pickers. This combination of musical artists will have
completed their third winter engagement at New Orleans aboard the Steamer Capitol
when the Steamer Capitol leaves New Orleans this spring, and they have again been
proclaimed the best dance orchestra in the city of New Orleans. You will love the music as
they play from the old Mississippi melodies inspired by the mighty river to the ...(Six: text
unreadable for a few lines)...They play in the beautiful dancing salon of the high-class
Steamer Capitol, which is only living up to its reputation, "Everything first-class," deluxe
steamer, service, syncopation, by bringing this orchestra on this up-river cruise of the
Steamer Capitol of the Streckfus Steamers." (April 20, 27, 1929)
The paper gives a description of the dance orchestra on board the Capitol, the
Cotton Pickers:
"Famous Dance Orchestra on Steamer Capitol
The New Orleans Cotton Pickers Band is coming on the steamer Capitol. Eleven
musical artists of jazz under the leadership of Professor Fate Marable, the piano wizard.
Costumed and grouped in the beautiful setting of the blue fields of Virginia, they play the
music of all music. Streckfus steamers in the past have always given the people the best in
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steamer service and music, and the success of past rides bespeaks for their popularity,
and we again welcome the big whistle of the good steamer Capitol coming to
Donaldsonville, Tuesday, May 3. This excursion will be conducted under the auspices of
the local lodges of Elks. Their past rides have always been very successful, and judging
from the advance sale of tickets, the coming trip will carry the banner for attendance."
(April 23)
Also in the April 27th paper we again read about the Cotton Pickers:
"Rivers are the blood vessels of the world. Every country has its river, and nearly
all of them have received fame in song and poem. Our own Mississippi has been sung and
written about. The love for the river is natural; it is hereditary. Mississippi melodies are
played throughout the world and the delightful music speaks for the beauty of the
Mississippi. It has inspired such melodies as '"Muddy Waters," "Mississippi Mud," "Oh
Dem Golden Slippers," "Ol' Man River," the song hit of the musical comedy, "Show
Boat," which is making a big hit in New York City today. The Cotton Pickers play all
these tunes to the most popular music, jazz, which originated from these old melodies,
aboard the Steamer Capitol, the de luxe steamer of the Streckfus fleet, which is coming to
Donaldsonville Wednesday, May 8, for a moonlight excursion party and dance de luxe
under the auspices of the Donaldsonville Elks. The hospitality of the Steamer Capitol has
never been taxed and its capacity to entertain is well known. Its uniformed crews await
you at every call. The new floral decorations, new wicker furniture, floor coverings, new
rainbow dancing salon, in which the lights changed color..." (April 27, 1929)
1930
In 1930 the Capitol makes its yearly stop-over in Donaldsonville:
"Steamer Capitol Here on Wednesday, May 7th. Everyone remembers the beautiful
Steamer "J.S." which stopped at Donaldsonville for a moonlight river excursion just
recently, and many were amazed at the furnishings and service rendered by this beautiful
craft.
Her sister Ship, the "Capitol Steamer Deluxe," is coming again after an absence of
a year, during which time she has been transformed into a beautiful floating palace - with
an entrancing Japanese garden, a ballroom representing Jungleland, and a romantic roof
garden.
As you board the steamer, you enter the Japanese garden with its waving palms,
lanterns, parasols, reed furniture and floral decorations, reproductive of far-off Japan. In
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this garden, Japanese or American dishes will be served you, and you may relax in the
easy chairs and enjoy the ride.
Ascending the stairs, you enter a lobby gaily decorated and furnished with wicker
furniture, and there you get the first glimpse of the beautiful Jungle ballroom, which
glitters in the light of the moon and is decorated with pictures of the most handsome
jungle scenery and shinny clusters of grapes among the russet leaves cover the entire
ceiling. In it, Sidney's Southern Syncopators, (Sic: Sidney Desvigne of New Orleans) one
of the best orchestras of the Southland, will play the dancing program. This organization
only recently formed, renders a brand of music which pleases patrons of all tastes. The
Steamers Capitol and J.S. are noted for their high-class service, equipment and a good
time. You will be surprised when you see the marvelous transformation on the new
Steamer Capitol Deluxe on Wednesday, May 7, when it comes to Donaldsonville for a
moonlight excursion." (April 19, 1930.
We read of Sidney Desvigne's Band playing on board the Capitol in 1930 in
separate articles in the paper of April 19th, and April 26. Many of these write-ups are
similar in their description of the boats but each seems to have a little more about the
bands playing on these boats:
"Steamer Capitol Here on Wednesday, May 7th. Everyone remembers the beautiful
Steamer "J.S." which stopped at Donaldsonville for a moonlight river excursion just
recently, and many were amazed at the furnishings and service rendered by this beautiful
craft.
Her sister ship, the "Capitol" Steamer Deluxe, is coming again after an absence of a
year, during which time she has been transformed into a beautiful floating palace - with
an entrancing Japanese garden, a ballroom representing Jungleland, and a romantic roof
garden.
As you board the steamer, you enter the Japanese garden with its swaying palms,
lanterns, parasols, reed furniture and floral decorations, reproductive of far-off Japan. In
this garden, Japanese or American dishes will be served you, or you may relax in the easy
chairs and enjoy the ride. Ascending the stairs, you enter a lobby gaily decorated and
furnished with wicker furniture, and there you get the first glimpse of the beautiful jungle
ballroom, which glitters in the light of the moon and is decorated with pictures of the
most handsome jungle scenes and shinny clusters of grapes among the russet leaves cover
the entire ceiling. Sidney's Southern Syncopators, one of the best orchestras of the
Southland, will play the dancing program. This organization, only recently formed,
renders a brand of music which pleases patrons of all tastes." (April 19, 1930)
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The third article:
"Fine orchestra on Steamer Capitol Here May 7th. One of the South's best
orchestras is Sidney's "Firecrackers," the musical aggregation playing aboard the
"Capitol" Steamer Deluxe now. This organization, only recently formed, renders a brand
of music that pleases patrons of all tastes. Sidney has proven himself to be a master at
arranging pleasing melodies of popular ballads, classics and red-hot jazz, giving a liberal
sprinkling of all these types of music on every program.
This unit is composed of ten of the finest musicians in the South. An especially
attractive feature is the singing, which, by the use of microphone amplifiers, is brought
out so that every word can be clearly and distinctly understood by every dancer and the
audience. No effort has been spared on the part of the Capitol's management to present
the best musical entertainment available, and judging from the reception, which these
boys get at New Orleans, the patrons are well pleased.
As for Sidney himself, critics generally agree that he is one of the directorial finds of
the decade. It's worth a trip to the "Capitol" just to hear this band which performs in the
Jungle Ballroom, which glitters in the light of the moon and is decorated with pictures of
the most handsome jungle scenes, and shinny clusters of grapes among the russet leaves
cover the entire ceiling." (April 26, 1930)
There are no written articles about the Capitols appearance in Donaldsonville but
there are big advertisements in the paper from 1934 to 1940. Below is given the body of
information as to dates and if the band is named. These advertisements can be seen in the
appendix under Capitol and the dates of its publication in the Donaldsonville paper.
Oct. 20, 1934: "Moonlight Excursion, Oct. 31, 1934. Sidney's 11-piece "Mississippi
Serenaders"
April 6, 1935:' Moonlight Excursion, April 14, 1935. Sidney's 11-piece "Mississippi
Serenaders."
April 13, 1935: 'Moonlight Excursion, April 23, 1935, Sidney's 11-piece "Mississippi
Serenaders."
Nov. 6, 1937: 'Moonlight Excursion and dance, Nov. 10, 1937, Fate Marable and his
Clouds of Joy, 11 piece novelty swing band.”
April 9, 1938: "Moonlight Excursion, April 19, 1938, Pichon's Pepper-Uppers."
Sept. 28, 1940: "Moonlight Dance Excursion, Oct. 10, 1940, Pichon's 12-piece
Louisiana Swing Masters.”
April 5, 1941: "First Excursion, April 15, 1941, "Fats" Pichon's famous band."
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Island Queen
We find an advertisement in the Baton Rouge paper about the steamer Island
Queen coming on Oct. 3, 1926. The orchestra is the Coney Island Orchestra.
Another one of the big riverboats is the Island Queen, not as famous as the Capitol
but nonetheless a beautiful boat. It comes to Donaldsonville on Oct. of 1926:
"Steamer Island Queen Sunday, Fine orchestra. Dancing." (Oct. 4, 1926)
The Baton Rouge newspaper prints an advertisement for the Island Queens arrival
for an excursion on March 6th, 1927. (Sic: see adv. page-- of appendix) The orchestra is
the Coney Island Serenaders.
The Island Queen returns in 1927 and on March 23, gives an excursion:
"Island Queen to give river excursion here. America's largest inland water pleasure
steamer, and in fact the longest in the world, will stop off at Donaldsonville, Thursday,
March 23 enroute from New Orleans, where it has wintered to its home port at
Cincinnati, and will give an excursion under the auspices of the local tribe of Redmen and
Naponee Council, Daughters of Pocahontas, for the benefit of the Boy Scouts of this city.
Here is a great palatial river steamer built at a cost of over $400,000, of solid steel
construction and with features that surpass those of the greatest ocean liners. It is nonsinkable, smokeless and as clean as a pin from bow to stern.
The people of Donaldsonville will witness a salon that is the largest and finest on
any ship in the world, 250 feet long and 53 feet wide with a wonderful polished maple
wood floor. The salon is beautifully decorated and immediately charms. The Island Queen
is bringing its own orchestra, an exceptionally superb collection of colored musicians.
This particular orchestra is the pride of New Orleans society, having been selected as the
principle orchestra for many of the society debut parties and the Carnival balls that the
Crescent City is famous for the world over.
The Island Queen is the newest and safest pleasure excursion steamer plying the
inland waters. Its hull is made up of 34 transverse water-tight compartments, not
connected, and in case of injury would suffer only the flooding of the punctured
compartment. The oil-burning is a feature of particular interest, for there is no cinders,
no dust and no room lost in the storage of fuel.
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The Island Queen is handsomely equipped are spacious decks with large roomy
rocking chairs for those who wish to view the river scenery or listen to the music in the
salon, a cafeteria restaurant with the finest cooking and most delectable and savory
dishes; hundreds of tables for those who wish to bring their own lunches, hundreds of
comfortable chairs for everyone and plenty of room for the largest crowds for the Island
Queen has a capacity of 5500 people.
The boat is beautifully illuminated at nighttime with a solid mass of brilliant white
lights over the exterior and with soft, colored dome lights in the interior. Three power
engines furnish the electricity for these 4000 electric bulbs. On the upper deck is a
powerful search light that throws a white stream of light for many hundreds of yards and
can be seen for a mile away." (Feb. 26, 1927)
The Island Queen is in Baton Rouge on March 6th:
"Island Queen to Visit This City on Sunday Night. America's largest inland water
pleasure steamer, The Island Queen, said to be the largest in the world will stop off at
Baton Rouge Sunday, March 6, enroute from New Orleans, where it has wintered, to its
home port at Cincinnati. Here is a great palatial river steamer built at a cost of over
$400,000, of solid steel construction and with features that surpass those of the greatest
ocean liners. It is non-sinkable, smokeless and as clean as a pin from bow to stern.
The steamer has a dancing salon that is one of the largest and finest on any ship in
the world - 250 feet that lets the dancers' feet glide as if they were dancing on glass.
The salon is beautifully decorated and immediately charms. The Island Queen is
bringing its own orchestra, an exceptionally superb collection of colored musicians versed
in all the newest dance music. This particular dance orchestra is the pride of New
Orleans, having been selected as the principle orchestra for many of the society debut
parties and the Carnival balls that the Crescent City is famous for the world over.
The Island Queen is handsomely equipped. There are spacious decks with large
roomy rocking chairs for those who wish to view the river scenery or listen to the dance
music of the dancing salon, a cafeteria restaurant with the finest cooking and most
delectable and savory dishes, hundreds of tables for those who wish to bring their own
lunches, hundreds of comfortable chairs for everyone and plenty of room for the largest
crowds, for the Island Queen has a capacity of 5,5000 people." (March 4, 1927)
1928
The Island Queen returns in 1928 for a visit to Donaldsonville:
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"River Boat Excursion Benefit Local K. of C. A grand moonlight river excursion
will be given on the palatial steamer Island Queen, on Friday night, October 19, for the
benefit of Ascension Council Knights of Columbus.
It matters not whether it rains on the night of the boat ride, because the Island
Queen is enclosed in glass, and can be heated immediately in case the night is cool. There
are spacious decks on which pleasure seekers of all ages can enjoy a genuine treat, and
surrounding the beautiful dance hall there is a balcony with comfortable rocking chairs
for those who take delight in watching the dancers.
This great river steamer was built at a cost of over $400,000. It is of steel
construction and with features that surpass those of the greatest ocean liners. It is nonsinkable, smokeless and as clean as a pin from bow to stern.
The dancing salon is the largest and finest on any ship in the world, being 250 feet
long and 63 feet wide, with a wonderful polished maple wood floor that lets the dancers'
feet glide as if they were dancing on glass. The salon is beautifully decorated and
immediately charms everyone. The Island Queen is bringing its own orchestra, an
exceptionally superb collection of Negro musicians versed in all the newest dance music.
This particular orchestra is the pride of New Orleans society, having been selected as the
principle orchestra for many of the society debut parties and the Carnival balls that the
Crescent City is famous for the world over.
The young people of this city are looking forward to the coming of the Island Queen
with pleasurable anticipation and the indications are that a very large number will board
the splendid boat for the delightful ride." (Oct. 13, 1928)
1929
The Island Queen returns in 1929:
"The Island Queen comes to Donaldsonville for an excursion and dance on Nov. 18,
with the Queen's aboard band, the "Royal Palm Band." (Nov. 16, 1929)
An adv. appears in the Nov. 16, 1929 paper telling of the coming of the Island
Queen. Queen's Royal Palm Band.
There is another article in the Nov. 18th paper about the success of the excursion:
"K. of C. River Excursion on Island Queen Success. The Island Queen, one of the
most beautiful pleasure steamers plying along the Mississippi River stopped at
Donaldsonville last Monday night in order that the people of this city and the vicinity
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might enjoy a moonlight excursion trip under the auspices of Ascension Council, Knights
of Columbus.
More than three hundred people went on the excursion trip, which started from
Donaldsonville at about 9 o'clock and ended here about midnight, and the affair was a
splendid success for both the public and the Knights of Columbus.
The Island Queen is equipped to rank with the most palatial ocean liners, with a
large and beautiful dancing salon, and the trip was made doubly delightful by the lovely
music rendered by the steamer's own orchestra, the Royal Palms, which has been the
pride of many exclusive social functions.
The people of Donaldsonville and the surrounding country will undoubtedly be
very glad to learn that the Island Queen will come to our city again next year for a
moonlight excursion under the auspices of Ascension council, Knights of Columbus."
(Nov. 18, 1929)
1930
The American Legion sponsors an excursion on the Island Queen on Oct. 27th:
"The regular monthly meeting of Bennett Rabin Post No. 98, American Legion, of
this city was held that night instead of next Monday, because of the South Louisiana State
Fair. At the meeting, plans for Legion Day of the fair (tomorrow) were discussed. Plans
were also discussed for a moonlight excursion on the Steamer Island Queen, which is
coming here Oct. 27 under the auspices of Bennett Babin Post." (Sept. 27, 1930)
In 1930 both the Island Queen and the J.S. Deluxe Steamers are in Donaldsonville.
In the March issue of the paper we read of the Island Queen's excursion:
"Knights of Columbus River Excursion on Island Queen Success. The Island
Queen, one of the most beautiful pleasure steamers plying along the Mississippi River
stopped at Donaldsonville last Monday night in order that the people of this city and the
vicinity might enjoy a moonlight excursion trip under the auspices of Ascension Council,
Knights of Columbus."
More than three hundred people went on the excursion trip, which started from
Donaldsonville at about 9 o'clock and ended here about midnight, and the affair was a
splendid success for both the public and the Knights of Columbus.
The Island Queen is equipped in rank with the most palatial ocean liners, with a
large and beautiful dancing salon, and the trip was made doubly delightful by the lovely
music rendered by the steamer's own orchestra, the Royal Palms, which has been the
pride of many exclusive social functions.
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The people of Donaldsonville and the surrounding country will undoubtedly be
very glad to learn that the Island Queen will come to our city again next year for a
moonlight excursion under the auspices of the Ascension Council, Knights of Columbus."
(March 29, 1930)
The Island Queen returns to Donaldsonville in Nov. of 1930:
"Legion's River Excursion on Steamer Island Queen. About 150 people "took in"
the moonlight river excursion on the palatial steamer Island Queen, given under the
auspices of Bennett Babin Post, No. 998, American Legion, last Monday night. The boat
left its landing near the wharf at 8:30 o'clock and crossed over to Darrow, where it was
boarded by a number of people from that place and then steamed up the river for some
distance. One of the pleasant features of the excursion was dancing, for which music was
furnished by the Super Syncopators Orchestra. The boat returned at about midnight.
The regular monthly meeting of the local Legion Post was held on the boat. This
excursion did not draw the large crowd that such events usually do, due to the fact that
the weather was band and many people are away for grinding sugar cane.
From here the steamer, Island Queen went to Plaquemine, where an excursion was
given Tuesday night, and then to Baton Rouge, where an excursion was staged
Wednesday night." (Nov. 1, 1930)

"J.S"
Our earliest mention of the steamer J.S. is on Oct. 28, 1903. It is an advertisement in
the Baton Rouge newspaper about the arrival of the J.S. on Oct. 28, 1903 for an
excursion. It does not mention the name of the band furnishing the music.
We have no mention of the steamer J.S. until April 26, 1909:
"The steamer "J.S." arrives in Baton Rouge for an excursion on May 5th for the
citizens of Baton Rouge." (April 26, 1909)
We next hear of the "J.S." in 1913:
"Big midnight excursion Wednesday night April 23. Dancing music by the J. S.
Orchestra." (April 26, 1909)
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The "J.S." returns to Baton Rouge in 1913 for an excursion:
"Big midnight excursion Wednesday night April 23. Dancing music by the J.S.
Orchestra." (April 18, 1913)
There is an adv. for an excursion on the J.S. in the Sept. 18, 1925 paper. music by
Harney Lankford and his Synco-High Hatters.
Our next article on the J.S. is not until April 21, 1929:
"J.S. Steamer De Luxe Coming Next Thursday. The Steamer J.S. De Luxe will soon
be here. This steamer is called the Steamer Capitol's sister ship, although she is larger
and finer equipped than the Capitol.
The Steamer J.S. is carrying the Steamer Capitol's regular orchestra - Fate
Marable and his famous Cotton Pickers - who are making a tremendous hit everywhere.
This combination of the largest and finest De Luxe Steamer and this wonderful orchestra
assures the Donaldsonville Lodge of Elks, under whose auspices the Steamer J.S. is
coming to our city, that their excursion on Thursday, September 26, will be a big success.
Everyone is invited to this moonlight excursion, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30
o'clock p.m. and returning at 11:30 o'clock that same night, with dancing continuing until
midnight." (April 21, 1929)
We hear of the "J.S." returning in 1929 to Donaldsonville for an excursion:
"Excursion - Steamer "J.S." to Come Here this fall. The "J.S." Steamer Deluxe, the
flagship of the Streckfus fleet, is scheduled for a cruise of the waters of the southern
Mississippi River this coming fall. It will be the first time that palatial steamer is
scheduled south of St. Louis, where it is classed with St. Louis' finest roof gardens and
proclaimed the most beautifully decorated steamer on western rivers, catering only to the
select class of people of St. Louis, giving high class service and limiting the attendance to
one thousand, which is one-third of its capacity, in order to insure its patrons that it will
give them this high class service.
The J.S. Steamer Deluxe will maintain this limited attendance policy on its cruise
south in September, in order to give its patrons high class service, the same that is given
in St. Louis, so that everyone may enjoy its hospitality. This, combined with its
magnificent decorations - a water-spraying fountain to greet you at the entrance, steamer
chairs, not a single folding chair being on the steamer, wicker furniture with gay colored
cushions, gorgeous floor coverings, flower baskets hanging from the green and white
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canopied ceilings - will leave an indelible impression on the mind of everyone who rides
this steamer.
Besides the unequaled decorations the J. S. Steamer Deluxe has an open-air dining
room on the first deck and a cafeteria in the third deck serving delicious luncheons to
satisfy the appetite of the most discriminating. And in the Venetian ballroom, with the
colored lights and gay colored swinging lanterns, the Cotton Pickers, with Fate Marable,
the wizard of the ivories, at the piano and directing, play all of the popular dance music.
It is the same combination of musical artists that was aboard the Steamer Capitol last
spring and fall, and which will have just completed a summer engagement on the J. S.
Steamer Deluxe at St. Louis, where it had been proclaimed the best orchestra in the city
of St. Louis, when it starts on its cruise down the Mississippi.
The J.S. Steamer Deluxe is preceding the Steamer Capitol, which is another steamer
of the Streckfus fleet and very familiar to the southern people, by six weeks. At present
the Steamer Capitol is being entirely redecorated and refurbished and about six weeks
after the J.S. excursion it will start its down-river cruise to New Orleans, where it has
played for ten consecutive winters." (August 10, 1929)
The J.S. gives an excursion on Sept. 26, 1929. Music by the Cotton Pickers
Orchestra.
The J. S. returns to Donaldsonville on Sept. 26, 1929:
"J.S." Steamer Deluxe Coming Next Thursday. The Steamer J.S. Deluxe will soon
be here. This steamer is called the Steamer Capitol's sister ship, although she is large and
finer equipped than the Capitol
The Steamer J.S. is carrying the Steamer Capitol's regular orchestra - Fate
Marable and his famous Cotton Pickers - who are making a tremendous hit everywhere.
This combination of the largest and finest Deluxe Steamer and this wonderful orchestra
assures the Donaldsonville Lodge of Elks, under whose auspices the Steamer J.S. is
coming to our city, that their excursion on Thursday, September 26, will be a big success.
Everyone is invited to this moonlight excursion, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30
o'clock p.m. and returning at 11:30 o'clock that same night, with dancing continuing until
midnight." (Sept. 21, 1929)
1930
The J.S. returns for an excursion on March 31, 1930, and both an adv. and an
article appear in the paper (Sic. See adv. page of appendix) Music is by the Cotton Pickers
Orchestra.
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In 1930 the J.S. returns to Donaldsonville from New Orleans:
"Palatial Steamer "J.S." to be Here Monday, March 31st. The palatial Steamer
"J.S." which made its initial cruise south last fall, will return on its cruise up the
Mississippi River and will be here for a delightful moonlight excursion on Monday,
March 31, under the auspices of Donaldsonville Lodge, B.P.O. Elks.
Many of the people here were amazed at this beautiful boat last Fall, and when the
"J.S." comes here for its Spring excursion they will marvel yet more, for the boat has
been re-decorated and refinished and will bring many new added attractions to the
already handsomely furnished decks with its steamer chairs, wicker furniture, gaycolored cushions, gorgeous floor coverings, flower baskets, canopied ceilings, fountain,
open-air dining room and Venetian ball room with hay-colored swinging lanterns. If you
have not seen this incomparable river craft you have surely missed something.
The Cotton Pickers Orchestra under the able direction of Fate Marable, well known
to music lovers from New Orleans, La., to St. Paul, MN. on the Mississippi River, and
which is the same wonderful orchestra that played aboard the "J.S." Steamer Deluxe last
fall, is coming again aboard this steamer." (March 15, 1930)
We find another article that stresses the ability of the "Cotton Pickers Orchestra"
of the "J.S.":
"Cotton Pickers' Orchestra on Steamer Deluxe J.S.
The famous Cotton Pickers Orchestra, under the direction of Fate Marable, the
wizard of the ivories, will play the musical program in the Venetian ballroom of the J.S.
Steamer Deluxe on its spring cruise north.
This musical combination of artists plays all of the latest dance music in the rhythm
enjoyed by dancers and audiences as well, which has won for them the title "The South's
Greatest Orchestra." They enjoy the reputation of having played ten consecutive winters
a New Orleans aboard Streckfus steamers, five consecutive summer engagements at St.
Louis, and six consecutive cruises North and South on the Mississippi River from New
Orleans to St. Paul, Minnesota.
It was they who played that wonderful dance music aboard the J.S. Steamer Deluxe
last Fall when it made its initial cruise south, and now they are coming again aboard this
steamer, where the gay-colored lanterns, flower baskets, canopied ceilings, fountain,
gorgeous floor coverings, wicker furniture and steamer chairs make you feel the strains of
their sweet music more than ever." (March 22, 1930)
The “J.S.” returns to Donaldsonville for an excursion on March 31, 1930:
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"Elks' Excursion Monday on Steamer "J.S." The Steamer "J.S." De Luxe will be
here Monday.
You remember the beautiful craft which made its initial appearance at
Donaldsonville last fall-well, it is this handsome steamer, which is classed with ocean
liners, that is coming here Monday. It is the only steamer of its kind plying western rivers,
and has won for itself the title "The Pride of the Mississippi River." After you have seen it
on Monday, March 31, you will agree that it is well deserving of this title for its handsome
decorations-flower baskets, lanterns, canopied ceilings, fountain, gorgeous floor
coverings, wicker furniture and steamer chairs - make you feel very proud of it.
Donaldsonville Elks are proud of the fact that they are sponsoring a moonlight sail
aboard this steamer, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 p.m. and returning at 12 midnight. In
the Venetian ballroom the famous Cotton Pickers Orchestra, under the able direction of
Fate Marable, will play all of the latest dance music, which will please dancers and
audiences as well. It was the Cotton Pickers' who played aboard this handsome steamer
last fall and on the Capitol on many visits. Everyone is invited, so be at Donaldsonville,
Monday, March 31, at 8:30 p.m. to see the most handsome steamer and to have a good
time." (March 29, 1930)
1931
Again we find both an adv. and an article in the Donaldsonville paper of an
excursion on Oct. 9, 1931. Music by Harvey Lankford and his Synco-High Hatters.
In 1931 the J.S. returns to Donaldsonville from the North:
"On Friday, Oct. 9, the "J.S." Steamer Deluxe, largest and most beautifully
decorated steamer plying island waters, and which made its initial visit to Donaldsonville
in 1930 and was the subject of widespread and admiring comment, is coming again to
Donaldsonville.
Making a moonlight excursion leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 p.m., the “J.S.”
returns at 12 midnight, but dancing continues until 12:30 a.m. Donaldsonville Lodge No.
1153, B. P. O. Elks, are sponsoring this excursion.
The "J.S." is the big ship of the Streckfus fleet, the pride of St. Louis, and a sister
ship of the steamer Capitol. It is the only steamer on western rivers that is so beautifully
decorated and so gorgeously furnished - steamer chairs, wicker furniture, floor coverings,
open-air dining room, Venetian type ballroom, illuminated fountain.
Harvey Lankford and his syncopating-High Hatters play for dancing. This colored
band, under the direction of Charles Creath, is now enjoying the greatest popularity in
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the history of the American dancing public. Their variety of music, from the stereotyped
tempo and mood to the polished rhythm, has been the outstanding factor of their success.
The High-Hatters' novelties, entertainment, their new type rhythm, their dancing
numbers, their unique trios and flashy duos, aside from featuring Charles Creath, the
flashy trumpeter, has gained for him the popularity they now enjoy. Everyone can dance
to their rhythm." (Oct. 3, 1931)
We find no newspaper advertisements in 1932. I have not found the reason that no
adv. appear in the newspapers. Perhaps the boats are being remodeled.
1933
The J.S. is coming back to Donaldsonville on August 8, 1933, with Piron's "Dixie
Cotton Pickers."
The J.S. comes to Donaldsonville on Sept. 27, 1933 with the Earl Dantin's
Mississippians
The famous A. J. Piron Orchestra of New Orleans is the band on board the J.S. in
1933:
"Captain Verne Streckfus, master of the "J. S." Steamer De Luxe, selected Piron's
Dixie Cotton Pickers, a 12-piece orchestra from New Orleans, for the cruise of the "J. S."
up the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, but this orchestra has been so very popular on the "J.
S.," Captain Streckfus states, that he has extended their engagements, and Piron's Dixie
Cotton Pickers will play on the "J. S." when it returns to Donaldsonville Wednesday,
August 8.
A. J. Piron is personally conducting this orchestra. Piron was the first colored
leader to play an engagement at the Roseland Ballroom in New York City. He and his
band also played at the De Luxe Club, now the Cotton Club, in the Harlem Belt in New
York. At New Orleans he has played the leading hotels and clubs; namely, St. Charles and
Roosevelt hotels, New Orleans Country Club, Tranchina's Night Club and Suburban
Gardens.
As a composer, he is well remembered by that popular number, "I Wish I Could
Shimmy Like My Sister Kate," which number brought forth a compliment from the
Prince of Wales.
Piron has recorded many popular records for the Victor, Columbia and Okeh
Companies.
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New Orleans syncopation is different. There is something distinctive about this
southern syncopation that is very hard to duplicate. Many big bands from New York and
Chicago have tried to adopt it. Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers have this southern
syncopation, and you may hear it when the "J. S," comes to this city next Wednesday,
under the auspices of the local lodge of Elks, leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 o'clock p.m."
(August 4, 1933)
The boat returns for an excursion on Oct. 10, 1933.
1934
In 1934 the J.S. again visits Donaldsonville:
"Big Crowd On Legion Ride On Steamer "J. S." A crowd of about 500 boarded the
palatial steamer "J.S." for the moonlight river excursion and dance given under the
auspices of Bennett Babin Post No. 98, of the American Legion Tuesday night. Many were
from this city and many others came from all parts of the surrounding country, while a
large number gathered on the levee at the wharf landing to view the brilliantly
illuminated boat and to enjoy the delightful music dispensed by the vessel's band. The
steamer with its big crowd of excursionists left its landing at about 9:30 o'clock and
steamed up and down the river returning to its moorings at midnight. The music for the
dance was furnished by Piron's famous "Dixie Cotton Pickers" Orchestra, and proved a
great treat to the lovers of the Terpsichorean art. The excursion was in every way a most
gratifying success and a source of much pleasant entertainment to all of the
excursionists." (May 11, 1934)

1935
The J.S. is in Donaldsonville for a Sept. 11, 1935 excursion. Piron's "Dixie Cotton
Pickers 12 piece band is featured.
The "J.S." returns in the late summer on its way down the river:
"Excursion Steamer "J.S." to be here September 11. On its final trip down the
Mississippi to New Orleans, the famous Garden Steamer "J. S." DeLuxe of the Streckfus
Line, will stop at Donaldsonville, Wednesday, September 11, according to a dispatch
released by the general offices of the Streckfus steamers Co., in St. Louis for a moonlight
excursion to be sponsored by the local Elks' Lodge. The boat will leave Donaldsonville at
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8:30 p.m. and return at midnight. This excursion is the last of the season that the "J.S."
will make out of Donaldsonville. As on its former trips, the feature orchestra will be
Piron's famous twelve piece "Dixie Cotton Pickers." (August 24, 1935)
We find another article about the J.S. on Sept. 1935:
"Elks Excursion on "J.S." Next Wednesday The moonlight river excursion on the
palatial steamer "J. S.," which will be sponsored by the local Lodge of Elks' and given
next Wednesday night, September 11, promises to be one of the most enjoyable social
events of the season and is looked forward to with much anticipation by the people of this
city and all parts of the neighboring territory. The "J.S." is one of the largest and most
beautiful excursion steamers plying on the Mississippi River today. It is equipped with all
modern conveniences for the comfort and safety of passengers; the electrical illumination
is superb and the dancing floor is very inviting to the patrons of the Terpsichorean art.
Music is furnished by Piron's "Dixie Cotton Pickers" 12-piece band, far-famed for the
excellency of its dance music, and introduced this season several new entrancing pieces,
which it is, said make the dancers feel as if they are floating on the air. Reports coming
from all parts of the surrounding country indicate that a very large crowd will be on hand
for the excursion. The boat will leave at the usual hour, 8:30 p.m., and return at 12
o'clock, midnight. The tickets will be 75 cents." (Sept. 2, 1935)
1936
The "J.S." begins its northern trip from New Orleans and visits Donaldsonville:
"J.S. To Be Here Tuesday, May 5. The steamer "J.S.," roving member of the
Streckfus Excursion fleet, is on the move northward from its winter berth at New
Orleans, and soon its familiar whistle will be heard in cities along the Mississippi and
Ohio Rivers.
With one of the largest and finest ballrooms afloat, and carrying an orchestra that
knows not only its notes but the moods of the river excursion dancing crowds, the coming
of "J.S." always brings an evening of real gaiety for river city fox-trotters and waltzers.
For those who go just for the outing, the steamer offers comforts and luxuries like those of
the ocean liner.
The "J.S.," commanded by Captain Verne Streckfus, has been re-decorated and
refurbished for the 1936 season, during which it will travel thousands of river miles and
make excursion stops at many cities. The real trouper of the big Streckfus fleet, the
"J.S.," begins its outing schedule way down south and ranges to St. Paul, Minn., on the
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Mississippi River and to Pittsburgh, Pa., on the Ohio River. It travels during the day from
one town to the next to maintain its exacting schedule.
The main lounge of the "J.S." is one of the most attractive and comfortable to be
found on any river steamer, while smaller lounges provide an abundance of upholstered
gliders, wicker chairs and rockers, giving complete realization. The garden effect
achieved by a profusion of ferns and potted plants is one of the most attractive features of
the big steamer.
The "J.S." will arrive at Donaldsonville Tuesday afternoon for a moonlight
excursion outing that evening, May 5, under the auspices of Bennett Babin Post No. 98 of
the American Legion. Arrangements for the outing and ticket sales are in charge of Dr.
Paul Thibodaux. Leaving Donaldsonville at 8:30 p.m., the "J.S." will return at 12 p.m."
(April 25, 1936)
A moonlight excursion is scheduled for May 5, 1936, with the Dixie Cotton Pickers.
The J.S. returns on May 7, 1936, for a moonlight excursion. We find an adv. in the
May 4, 1936, paper. Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers provide the music.
The "J.S." returns in August for another moonlight excursion:
"Local Elks to Sponsor Moonlight Excursion on Steamer "J. S." Sept. 3. Heading
southward on her long fall cruise to New Orleans the big sidewheel steamer "J.S.,'
traveling member of the Streckfus Excursion Fleet, will stop at Donaldsonville on
Thursday, Sept. 3, for the Deluxe Moonlight Excursion for which she is famous from Red
Wing, Minn., to New Orleans.
The popular "garden steamer," whose paddle wheels churn thousands of miles of
water in the course of her roaming itinerary, stops at many river ports on her cruise
southward, and her excursion and dance outings are long anticipated events.
The coming of the "J.S." means a gala night for dance devotees and a cook,
comfortable outing for those who like the charm and romance of "Ole Man River."
Throughout the season the big ballroom of the steamer has been a popular rendezvous for
river city dancers, and the board decks and comfortable lounges have been a Mecca for
pleasure seekers.
Piron's widely known "Dixie Cotton Pickers," popular rhythm makers from one
end of the Mississippi to the other, will remain aboard the "J.S." on its down river cruise.
These versatile "darky" troupers, offering a well-balanced repertory of the latest "hot"
dance numbers and romantic music, make a popular hit where ever the "J.S." goes.
Donaldsonville Lodge B.P.O. Elks are sponsoring the Moonlight Excursion on
Thursday, Sept. 3, and the "J.S." will leave at 8:30 p.m." (August 29, 1936)
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There are advertisements in the 1936, 1937 and 1938 papers announcing the return
of the J.S. in those years:
August 29, 1936: "Moonlight Excursion, Sept. 3, 1936. Piron's Dixie Cotton
Pickers."
May 1, 1937: "Moonlight Excursion and Dance, May 11, 1937, music by Piron's 12piece Novelty Band, the Mississippi Serenaders."
April 30, 1938: "Moonlight Excursion, May 10, 1938, Piron's Mississippi
Serenaders."

Sidney
Our first few mentionings of the steamer "Sidney" are in the year 1912. It appears
in the LSU magazine the "Reveille"
"Card Party on Steamer Sidney, Music by Sidney's Orchestra." (April 18, 1912)
"Riverboat Sidney arrives in Baton Rouge to give their excursion with dancing
available." (June 15, 1912)
In the Baton Rouge papers we read of other activities of the Sidney
"Moonlight excursion on the Sidney, April 23, Dancing, music by the James Band."
(April 14, 1912)
"Steamer Sidney comes to town (Baton Rouge). Big moonlight excursion on the
steamer "Sidney" on June 12, under the auspices of H. W. Allen chapter, UDC." (June 1,
1912)
Another article in the same issue of the paper mentions the excursion again:
"H. Wallen Chapter, UDC excursion June 12th. The boat's grand orchestra will
furnish music for dancing June 2." (June 1, 1912)
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The Sidney leaves from New Orleans bound to La Place, La. for an excursion:
"Excursion, Basket Picnic and Barbecue at La Place. The members of the John A.
Reine Camp #504 Woodmen of the World together with Palmetto Camp #2, of New
Orleans, are busy preparing an excellent program for Sunday, January 24th. The
program will begin with an excursion of the steamer Sidney, which will leave New
Orleans at 8 a.m. and arrive at La Place at about 12:30 p.m. where the excursionists will
march to the large and beautiful Woodmen Hall and then will begin the Grand Basket
Picnic and Barbecue given by the Palmetto Camp, in honor of its annual reunion. The
music during the day and night will be furnished by the DeCorte's Band of New Orleans.
At 7 p.m. there will be a grand dance under the auspices of the local camp." (Jan. 16,
1915)
The Sidney comes to Baton Rouge:
"Steamer Sidney in Baton Rouge May 12th. The boat carries its own magnificent
orchestra and the dance floor is the largest on the river." (April 29, 1915)
The Sidney has another article about the same excursion in the May 12th paper:
"Boat ride - Sidney, May 12, Wednesday. Dancing will be a feature of each trip.
The Sidney has its own magnificent orchestra and largest dance floor on river." (May 3,
1915)
The boat gives another excursion for the St. John's Social Club:
"St. John's Social Club - ride on Sidney with all its splendid dancing floor and
exceptionally good orchestra are so well-known that they need but little mention." (Feb.
18, 1916)
We read that the boat is back in the month of May and gives an excursion:
"The steamer Sidney is back and there is a moonlight excursion on May 18th."
(May 4, 1916)
In the Chicago Defender newspaper we read a small article that mentions the band
on the Sidney:
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"Streckfus Steamship Co. - Sidney - Kentucky Jazz Orchestra: Percy Suggs, Willis
Hightower-cornets, Johnny Dodds-clarinet, Billy Moore-trombone, David JonesMellophone, John Williams-drums, Prof. Fate Marable-leader." (March 9, 1918)
There is an advertisement in the Baton Rouge Newspaper for a moonlight excursion
on board the Sidney on May 13, 1918.
This band is mentioned in the Times Picayune of New Orleans:
"Streckfus Sidney - Kentucky Jazz Band - Jones Colonial Jazz Band returned to
Chicago." (Feb. 14, 1919)
There is an advertisement of an excursion on August 26, 1919 in the Baton Rouge
paper.
In the LSU "Reveille" we read:
"Knights of Columbus dance. Magnolia Jazz Band tonight. The famous band of the
steamer Sidney for many years is said to be the finest jazz orchestra in the South." (April
15, 1920)
In 1921 we read of another band playing on board the Sidney:
Maurice Durand/Earl Humphrey Band of New Orleans. This band, which was the
main attraction on the old steamer Sidney for many years is said to be the finest jazz
orchestra in the south." (August 11, 1921)
"Happy" Schilling's Band, of New Orleans is playing on the boat in April of 1922.

President - 1933-1941
Our first mentioning of the steamer President is on Sept. 30, 1933. It is an
advertisement in the Donaldsonville paper. The adv. states that: Coming to
Donaldsonville on Oct. 11, 1933 with music by Fate Marable and his famous Cotton
Pickers. (Sic. see page -- of appendix)
1934
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On Sept. 29, 1934 the president announces by an adv. in the Donaldsonville paper of
a starlight excursion on Oct. 10, 1934. Music is by Chas. Creath and his 11 Clouds of Joy.
We find no articles about the President in the 1935 papers.
1936
In 1936 we find only two advertisements in the 1936 paper:
May 9, 1936: "Moonlight Excursion, May 19, 1936, Chas. Creath & Fate Marable
and the Cotton Pickers Band."
Sept. 19, 1936: Moonlight Excursion, Sept. 30, 1936, Chas. Creath & Fate Marable
and the Cotton Pickers Band."
1937
We find an article in the May 13, 1937, paper telling of the coming of the President
to Donaldsonville:
"Excursion on Steamer President, Tuesday, May 23.”Jitterbugs," who like their
music hot, and devotees of the waltz and two-step who like it a bit more romantic, will
both be pleased when the all-steel excursion steamer S. S. President comes to town,
according to Streckfus Steamers.
On its cruise from New Orleans to St. Louis this spring, the queen of the Streckfus
fleet is carrying aboard a 13-piece dance band called "The Louisiana Swing Masters," a
versatile troupe of colored entertainers who are reported to specialize in the tunes
demanded by dancing crowds of varied taste.
The “Swing Masters" are reported to have made a sensational hit with New
Orleans dance crowds during he steamer's limited spring season there, and as a result
were signed on by the Streckfus Line for the President's annual upriver cruise. They will
play on all outings visited by the steamer until it arrives in St. Louis.
Night after night on its trip toward St. Louis, the President stops for gala night
outings which river town pleasure-lovers may enjoy only once each spring and once in the
fall. And only when the luxurious pleasure steamer comes may they have the opportunity
to dance to "big time" music in the largest and most beautiful floating ballroom on the
island waterways.
This palatial excursion steamer will run an excursion from Donaldsonville on the
night of Tuesday, May 23, under auspices of the local lodge of Elks." (May 13, 1937)
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1938
The President is in Donaldsonville on May 24th for an excursion. The adv. in the
May 14, paper announces its arrival with Sidney's 11-piece "Dixie Cotton Pickers."
There is an article and an adv. in the Oct. 1, 1938 paper announcing the return of
the president for an excursion on Oct. 5th.. The article:
"Steamer S. S. President Here Next Wednesday. The Mississippi's largest and most
luxurious excursion steamer, the S. S. President, left St. Louis Sept. 19 for its long cruise
to New Orleans, with stops for excursion outings at many cities enroute.
Once again pleasure-goers along the river will have an opportunity to dance on the
huge ballroom deck of the big all-steel pleasure boat, to music furnished by an all-star
troupe of rhythm-makers, headed by the widely known "Hot Lips" Tommy Trigg. Trigg
and his troupe were engaged for the southern cruise after a sensationally successful
season at St. Louis, where the President operates during the summer months.
The coming of the President is both a rare and festive event, and its moonlight
dance outings have become gala spring and fall occasions for pleasure-seekers all the way
from St. Louis to New Orleans. The only all-steel, oil-burning pleasure excursion boat on
the island waterways, the Streckfus steamer offers accommodations and appointments
available in no other river excursion boat and, in many cases, comparing favorably with
the facilities on ocean liners.
The steamer's ballroom, accommodating 2000 dancers at a time, is the largest
floating dance floor on the river. Two decks high, the ballroom is almost entirely
surrounded by a mezzanine deck where refreshments are served and spectators may
enjoy the carnival spirit of the dancing crowd below.
Its four gay powder rooms, "pink elephant" soda bar and refreshment and breezeswept "garden" decks the popular attractions on the steamer. For those who take a cruise
just to relax in cool comfort, and for dancers "sitting out" a number, the spacious lounges
of the big steamer, equipped with restful chairs, gliders and lounges, are favorite spots.
The top deck - the "rendezvous of romance" - is the favored place of those who like to
bask in cool and unobstructed breezes, to feel the cool breath of "Ol Man River" on their
cheek.
The President will run an excursion from this city on the night of October 5, under
auspices of the local lodge of Elks." (Oct. 1, 1938)
There is also a lengthy article on the bandleader Tommy Trigg:
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"Tommy Trigg's Tuneful Troupers to cruise south on President. Tommy Trigg's
all-star dance band, recruited from leading "name" bands throughout the entertainment
world, are playing aboard the all-steel excursion steamer President on the big pleasure
boat's visits to Mississippi River towns en route to New Orleans.
A sensational success at St. Louis this season, Trigg and his troupers were signed in
a post-season contract by Streckfus Steamers, Inc., to introduce the latest thing in
"swing" to river town dance devotees as the President cruises down river.
The band is entirely new to steamboat dance fans, playing together for the first time
this season. No less than four of its members have been featured in past seasons with Jan
Garber; Three have served under the baton of Fred Waring, one under Buddy Rogers,
one under Coon Sanders, and others with such rollicking rhythm-makers as Ben Bernie,
Paul Ash, Benny Meroff, Roscoe Ash, Phil. Harris, Horace Heidt, Meyer Davis, Joe
Richman and Red Nichols. May of them have played for the two leading national radio
networks.
There's Forest Alcorn, for instance, "The Singing Guitarist," who plays the violin,
guitar and accordion with proficiency and is a popular romantic vocalist. Charles Booth
is similarly versatile, being featured on the stringed bass, tuba, flute and trombone as well
as singing the most popular melodies in solo or ensemble.
Trigg is introducing something entirely new in dance band music this season - a
fiddle section of three, featuring Wilford Farrell, who formerly played with Ben Bernie
and Jan. Garber: Joe Marno, formerly with Bennie Meroff and Phil. Harris, and the
versatile Alcorn. The "fiddlers three" have demonstrated that such a section can be
worked into dance music with effects heretofore not expected.
Five of Trigg's entertainers have vocal as well as instrumental attainments. Pianist
Ernest Jung, Trumpeter Matt Panach and Wilford Farrell being heard frequently along
with Forest Alcorn and Charles Booth in vocal features.
Other members of the band are Buddy Fischer, saxophone, flute and clarinet; Ray
Thurston, trombonist; Olin Gerdes, saxophone and clarinet; Fred Wamser, drums and
vibra harp; Mickey Donohue, trumpeter, who has starred in past seasons with Jan.
Garber and Buddy Rogers, and John Peskulic, featured in past seasons with leading name
bands.
And finally there's Tommy Trigg himself, known in professional dance band circles
as "Hot Lips" Tommy, and acknowledged to be one of the "hottest" trumpeters in the
entertainment world. Completing his second season as a steamboat dance band
entertainer. Trigg introduced many novelties in arrangement and rendition that made
hits the most popular band that ever played for the nightly dance crowds on the
president." (Oct. 1, 1938)
1939
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The President returns to Donaldsonville in 1939 and we find both an adv. and an
article on the President. The adv. gives the necessary information on the May 23
excursion with the article elaborating on the excursion:
"Steamer S. S. President To here on May 23. The luxurious excursion steamer S. S.
President, whose northward cruise each spring brings music, dancing and the romance of
the river to cities for thousands of miles along the Mississippi, will again cruise northward
from New Orleans. The steamer will arrive here on May 23, and will give a river
excursion under the auspices of the local lodge of Elks.
It's a carnival night whenever the big all-steel Streckfus liner lays down its stage
and makes ready to welcome local fun-lovers for a cruise on the river, for there will be a
"big time" music, a large and high-spirited crowd, a grand ballroom - the largest floating
ballroom on the inland waterways.
There will be moments of rest in lazy lounges and steamer chairs, a bit of
refreshments for the "best girl" at the "Pink Elephant" soda bar, a "snack" on the
popular dining and cafeteria deck, or perhaps a stroll on the board and breeze-swept
popular top deck. Towering like a skyscraper, there are many things to see and do on the
President, and all the while "Ol Man River" weaves his strange influence into the
evening's fun.
In keeping with the tradition of the Streckfus Fleet that this music "Must be Good,"
the "Louisiana Swing Masters," a 13-piece novelty band will make the northward trip on
the steamer. This versatile band of colored rhythm-makers are described as one of the
most popular troupes ever to make the upriver cruise on the popular pleasure liner.
The coming of the President is like the visit of an old friend to many cities along the
Mississippi - a rare occasion to be enjoyed briefly in the spring as the steamer heads
north, and again in the Fall as it returns to its winter berth in New Orleans harbor.
The President is enroute from New Orleans, where it operated for a limited time
this spring, to St. Louis, where it is scheduled to go into daily operation, June 10. The visit
this spring will be the last opportunity for the fun-lovers of cities enroute to see the
steamer again until its northward cruise after Labor Day." (May 6, 1939)
We read of the return trip of the President as it arrives for a Sept. 29, 1939
excursion:
"Steamer President Coming With Ralph Wills' Band. On its way from St. Louis to
New Orleans this fall the steamer President will stop at Donaldsonville for a moonlight
excursion on Wednesday, September 27, at 9 p.m. This excursion is sponsored by the Elks
Lodge No. 1153.
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The President is bringing Ralph Williams and his "Royal Commanders," famous
12-piece hit band that has been such a sensational success at St. Louis this summer.
Composed of 12 versatile all-star entertainers formerly with such outstanding band
leaders as Buddy Rogers, Fred Waring, Ted Lewis, Pash Ash and Horace Heidt, this
noted dance orchestra offers an unsurpassed opportunity for local dancers to hear and
enjoy dance music acclaimed by many to be the most danceable in America today.
The current visit will be the last and only one of the steamer President here this
season." (Sept. 9, 1939)
1940
The May 18th, 1940, paper includes both an article and an adv. for the excursion on
May 27th, 1940
"Steamer President to be Here Monday, May 27. A moonlight excursion dance on
the steamer President to be presented by the Bennett Babin Post No. 98 of the American
Legion, has been announced for Monday, May 27, when the big, all-steel luxury steamer
stops at Donaldsonville that night on the first lap of its long spring cruise to the Upper
Mississippi where it will operate this season.
Commanded by Captain Verne Streckfus, the President is bringing an unusual
musical treat in the famous 12-piece dance band headed by Tony Catalano, nationally
known maestro who developed such outstanding stars of the musical world as Jess Stacy,
Bix Beiderbecke, Leon Rappolo and many others. Judging by the quick popularity they
achieved on the President at New Orleans this spring, Catalano's present band of
promising youngsters bids fair to develop more stars of similar brilliance.
According to Excursion Chairman Robert B. Babbett, the popular river craft will
weigh anchor for the moonlight trip at 9 o'clock, and the public is cordially invited to
attend." (May 17, 1940)
There is another write-up in the May 25th paper about the same excursion:
"Palatial Steamer President Here Monday, May 27. Tony Catalano, the versatile
musician from Rock Island, Ill., and leader of the band on the steamer President, which is
coming to Donaldsonville on Monday, May 27, has declined numerous offers to step up
the ladder with big time bands to stay on the river. And Tony's no novice at playing the
Mississippi.
Just to give you an idea of some who started with Tony's band, there is Jesse Stacey,
pianist with Bob Crosby and until his present job Benny Goodman's Ivory tickler for 10
years; the late Bix Beiderbecke, trumpet master, and the late Jimmy Cannon, star of Ray
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Noble's band in his heyday. These are only a few of those who cut their musical teeth with
the king of river musicians - Tony Catalano.
In his contract engaging Tony and his present band of 12 promising youngsters for
the current season, he's listed as the conductor, but Tony's nimble fingers itch for the feel
of a cornet and dancers on the President's spring trip at New Orleans say that, although
he does a mighty fine job of conducting, the rhythmic swing notes from his cornet and
from numerous other instruments at which he is adept are just as conscious as ever.
"Swing music is just highly refined jazz," says Tony, who, according to musicians,
was one of the first to introduce the latter type outside of New Orleans. In the jazz era,
every member of the band had to improvise-fake, we call it - in dozens of ways to keep up
the pace. Now everything is written out by the arranger - but the music is better, more
rhythmical, and more danceable than ever."
The President's moonlight dance excursion at Donaldsonville is being presented by
the Bennett Babin Post No. 98, American Legion. The steamer will leave at 9 o'clock and
return at midnight." (May 25, 1940)
There is an adv. for the Sept. 18, 1940 cruise in the Donaldsonville paper. Tony
Catalano's Band is still playing on board.
1941
The paper prints both an article and an adv. of the return visit of the President for
May 19, 1941:
"Steamer President to be Here Next Monday. The last moonlight dance excursion of
the spring season will be presented Monday, May 19, by the local lodge of Elks when the
big, all-steel steamer President stops at Donaldsonville on its way north from New
Orleans.
Under the command of Capt. Verne Streckfus, the president is bringing a brand
new orchestra of 12 youthful musicians directed by Maurie Bruckmann, who, while still a
young man in years, is a veteran in musical experience, having directed his own dance
bands since he was 16. Bruckmann describes his distinct style as '"music that moves the
sole."
The President will leave the wharf at 9 p.m., and Excursion Chairman C. A.
Blanchard of the Elks extends a cordial invitation to the public to come and enjoy the
evening outing with them. (May 17, 1941)
1942
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Our last notation of the President's activities is found in the May 9, 1942
Donaldsonville paper;
"Steamer President Will be Here on May 11. St. Louis Mo., May 4 - For more than
forty years the deep-toned whistles of the Streckfus excursion steamers have boomed over
the Mississippi and Ohio rivers, heralding the coming of a gay evening of dancing and
pleasure to delighted fun-seekers in nearly every city and town along 3000 miles of island
waterways.
"Will they come again this year?" was the question put to Capt. Jos. Streckfus,
general manager of the line founded by his father way back in the racing packet days and
now the only passenger carrier operating from New Orleans to St. Paul.
"Yes, Indeed" was his answer. Out excursions have become a summer feature in the
river cities, and this year when thousands are working in war industries, we feel we would
be remiss if we did not continue this clean, wholesome form of recreation enjoying and
approved by so many."
In announcing plans for the season, attention was called to president Roosevelt's
recent suggestion that "baseball, motion picture and outdoor activities continue as usual"
during the ware as a means of aiding home front morale. Captain Streckfus expressed the
opinion war workers especially will find moonlight excursions an ideal means of
recreation and relaxation from the nervous tension induced by production speed-up.
"Our all-steel Steamer president will leave New Orleans May 11," he continued,
"and from then on it will be on the go day and night during the long season which will see
her visit every important port on the Mississippi up to St. Paul, with a side trip up the
Ohio as far as Evansville.”
The President will be the only traveling steamer in the Streckfus fleet this season,
according to Capt. Streckfus, as the Steamer Capitol is being held at New Orleans in
response to popular demand for summer excursion service at that city. For this reason,
the number of excursions offered at each stop will not be as many as in former years but
the President is big enough to accommodate 3000 people at a time.
The Streckfus boats have always been noted for good music, and this year the
management considers itself especially fortunate. An eleven-piece band headed by Johnny
Mack has been engaged. "This is a band we have wanted for a long time," explained
Capt. Streckfus, "as Mack is a leader who knows how to get into his music that swings
and rhythm that makes for smooth dancing and at the same time to emphasize the flow of
melody in his arrangements. I feel sure our dancing patrons will like him immensely."
(May 9. 1942)

Musician's Routine While Playing on Boats
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Captain John attended rehearsals very frequently. He hired musicians personally
and also fired musicians who did not meet the standards he set or did not behave in the
prescribed manner. He would check the tempo of the band and made sure they played the
proscribed dance tempos. Lawrence Elder speaks of this and recalls the strict
musicianship Capt. Joe expected and demanded:
"Captain Joe Streckfus was very particular about music on the Streckfus excursion
boats. He would attend rehearsals, tap his feet with his watch in his hand, and if the band
failed to keep the proper tempo (70 beats a minute for fox trots and 90 for one steps)
somebody got hell. It if happened too often there were new faces on the bandstand.
Captain Joe in my opinion was the man who did most to exploit music in my day.
The men themselves of course were talented, but it was Cap. Joe who provided them the
pace to star. He personally trained some of them, always insisted on regular rehearsals,
and strove for perfection. He had an uncanny sense of values when appraising a musician,
and in audience reaction."
As to this tempo strictness, Leon King talks of Captain Joe's opinions and actions:
"On the boats we played bouncy fox trots because Captain Joe was a big fella, and
he'd get out there and bounce. That's the tempo he wanted. He'd set the tempo. He
wanted a bouncing tempo. Nothing too fast, nothing too slow. But when you saw him
bouncing and laughing you'd know you had it. He'd be at rehearsals and we'd play all at
rehearsal, he'd be there....and when you got him to bouncing, you knew you had the right
tempo."
For many New Orleans musicians getting a job on the riverboat with Fate Marable
was a learning experience. The members of the band were expected to be able to read and
to attend daily rehearsals. From this experience they became better musicians. Zutty
Singleton mentioned that: "There was a saying in New Orleans - When some musicians
would get a job on the riverboats with Fate Marable, they'd say, well you're going to the
conservatory."
Fate Marable was a musical influence in many of the lives of the musicians who
played with him. He brought to his musicians an extension of the Streckfus demand for
proper musicianship and an emphasis on reading ability. Marable was intolerant of any
musician who did not fulfill his expectations and had little feeling about firing them if
they did not live up to his standards.
The New Orleans clarinetist Will Humphrey always would emphasize that he was
hired as a musician, not a jazz player. Not all the musicians were as capable of Humphrey
was. Fate's strict standards, demands and opinion of musicianship were the musical
discipline needed and encouraged a musician's reading skills and improved their
technique, tone and musical ability. There was unanimous consensus that Marable was
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responsible for improving them as musicians. Al Morgan stated that: "Made many
musicians, and when the ability was already in a man in full force he helped form it. The
four years I spent with Fate were the most important for me musically, for during that
time, I learned the rudiments - and much more - of the bass."
Likewise Marable was an inspiration to musicians in and around St. Louis. Chick
Finney remarked:
"Marable was a great inspiration to all the young musicians here, (St. Louis)
because when you talked to Fate, you were talking to a technical man. He could play any
song in any key. We admired Fate, because in those days we could only play
orchestrations. Fate could play anything and all the boys from across the country would
come to visit his boat to hear Fate Marable."
If one of the band would make an error or mistake, Remarked David Jones stated
that:
"He had his own way of dealing with his musicians. If one of us made an error or
played part of a piece wrong, he would not say a thing about it until everyone thought it
had been forgotten. When you came to work the next day with a bad hangover from the
night before, he picked up the music you had failed with and asked you to play it before
the other members of the band. And believe me brother it was no fun being shown up
before all the other fellows if you did not play that passage right; we used to call this
experience our Waterloo."
There are a number of oral interviews of musicians that were in the bands aboard
the riverboats. The interviews tell of daily rehearsals and the routine that was lived when
you were a riverboat musician.
Usually the musicians kept to themselves and did not mix with the customers nor
the crew. Harold Dejan, the New Orleans woodwind player, relates his experiences and
mentions some of those he played with in the bands on board the steamers:
"I had played on the steamer President but I told the Captain that I quit. I began
playing on boats in the early 20's. I replaced a friend, Louis Andre, sax, who didn't like
the job. I left a job at the College Inn to go on board. The boat made excursions from
Columbia, LA to Camden, Arkansas. (Quachita River) Sometimes I would play clarinet
for the roustabouts.
Dejan, in a recent seminar in New Orleans on riverboats on August 16, 1997
remarked that
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"I played on all the riverboats. We plied the Quachita River in Arkansas on a tenday trip on the Washitow Riverboat. To play on the boat you had to be a musician, had
to read. I have to tell the truth: Louis could read music. He was not skilled at it but he
could read. With the help of others he became a good reader. We played in 2/4 and 6/8.
We would sail to the Huey Long Bridge and back on the Capitol. Every 4th number was a
waltz. We also played fox trots. The tempos were slow for dancing."
Mike Delay played trumpet in the band I had on the Dixie in 1930. The Dixie made
a round trip from New Orleans to New York every 10 days. My band made only one trip
on the Dixie in 1930. In 1936 I went back and played again on the Dixie. Kenny Jackson
played with me then.
I worked on other boats, among them the lake excursion boats Madisonville and
Susquehanna. Worked on them a long time during the period when the Bungalow was
operating. (Sic: The Bungalow was a nightclub near West End) We played on excursions
on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, these trips going to Madisonville and back
to West End. Ruben McClendon played on that boat and so did Sadie Goodson, Billie
Pierce's sister.
When I worked on the Dixie I used to be called "Duke" Dejan and his Dixieland
Serenades."
Dejan does not mention any of the Streckfus boats. The routine and the attention
that was given to music on board the Streckfus lines was what made the music aboard
their lines something special. The Streckfus Captains, all being musicians, took an active
part in selecting the music, seeing that it was played correctly, and had the leaders hold
daily rehearsal on board to continue to bring to their customers the best music possible. If
a musician or leader did not conform to their tastes and criticism, they were fired.
George Fleming played on the Capitol in 1933. Each new member was given an
audition where they had to read special arrangements that the band played. The members
of the band had to read music. (More on this later) Fleming talks about their rehearsal
schedule in his interview:
"We rehearsed during the day on our way up the Miss. to St. Paul, Minn. and on
the way up to Missouri, and Ohio and Iowa. During that time we'd rehearse during the
day and play one trip that was from 8:00 to 12:00 at night. When you got to St. Paul,
Minn. when we got up there we started (playing) at 9:00 in the morning until 5:00 in the
evening, and we came back to 8:00 that night until 12:00 that night."
Clarence Thornton, also at the seminar, recalls that:
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"I played with Pichon on the boats. We played waltzes, swing and rumbas. I must
say that we played as a band, not as individuals. We were hired to play dance music and
that is what we played." (Sic: Thornton elaborated on this fact in colorful language.)
Louis Armstrong also talked about having to rehearse:
"You had to go to rehearsals on Tuesday and Friday mornings and you got fined
more for missing a rehearsal than you did for missing a night's work. You also had to
play the music you had and a lot of guys couldn't do it."
In an interview of Vertna Saunders he states that:
"We could read music very well. . . but the reed section had more trouble with their
parts, and so of course that took a little extra practice. So the brass section could just
walk off the stand because when we're getting new piece we'd go over it the first time, it
would be perfect . . .Well the brass section would just leave the stand . . .On several
occasions Fate would come up to us and say "you know you all are really lucky that you
can read so well. You never have any trouble." But he tried all he could to find music that
would stick us . . . but it just so happened that they never did bring any music that we
couldn't play with ease."
Pete Patterson also recalls rehearsals, not only for playing the notes correctly but
also for the style of musical sound that the Streckfus wanted:
"A guy by the name of Bob Sylvester come up and rehearsed the band . . . for about
a month. He was a saxophone player and, man, he was hard on saxophone players. . He
would have us play out an arrangement . . . some guy would cut a hog or something like
that. And he'd grab their instrument out of their hands. . He was a fanatic . . . He was a
demon on arrangements. Sometimes he'd have them guys hopping up trying to do
something. He had some arrangements, I'm telling you the truth, we all just blew it just
trying to get out the introduction sometimes."
Marable standards reflected those of the Streckfus family in regard to musical
performance. Their policy was to please the crowd. The band had to perform a diversity
of musical styles with an emphasis on playing the popular songs of the day and 'playing
them well.' The band was as fluent in playing a waltz or a rag as it was with the New
Orleans music.
Others have remarked about the music on the Streckfus boats. Captain Elder
always praised the bands on the Streckfus boats and said: "None of the others had what
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was called good solid beat rhythm music with the Dixieland flavor; not even the Island
Queen, with her big orchestra and big arrangements - they all sounded stenciled. Robert
Carter also mentions this talk about rhythm:
"That was the reason why they hired Fate and those bands, because they had a
different kind of beat. I notice it even now. For the most part, the white musicians were
better trained, they might have played the notation more correctly, but they never seemed
to have the same feeling. And that's the one thing that was typical of all these kinds of
bands, they always had a good bouncy sort of feeling.
As there is what some call a New Orleans style and sound of music, there is also
what St. Louis musicians call the St. Louis sound. Carter writes that:
"St. Louis has a sound of its own, which compares with any place in the country; I
think Kansas City has a sound, too. And a beat of its own. No I don't think it was
influenced by New Orleans, not at all, as far as I could tell . . .I can't think of anyone who
patterned themselves after New Orleans."
This St. Louis sound might be actually a reference to the competency of the reading
skill developed by St. Louis musicians in comparison with New Orleans musicians. This
sound is the sound of written jazz arrangements. There were 'tons' of written
arrangements published from before the 20th century and dance bands all over the
country played these arrangements by the best arrangers in the country. These 'charts'
needed to be rehearsed and while individual musicians created different tones the result
was similar in all the reading bands playing the same arrangements. (Sic: I have a
collection of about 350 of these charts and have played them with different groups and the
result is a similar sound.)
There were some riverboat bands, at first, that were composed of all New Orleans
musicians. Fate got one together in 1918. Frank Dusen's Band was hired and soon fired as
their sound was not the one wanted by the Streckfus'. The riverboats soon contained
bands that were composed of St. Louis and other cities' musicians that could read. The
spread of jazz then was not perpetuated as much as has been written of their influence.
The sound that was spread was that of schooled musicians reading arrangements of a
dance nature - the music that the dancers wanted to dance by. As the popular music
changed so did the music on the boat but it was mostly musicians reading arrangements.
Once jazz became the music of the nation, the riverboats of the Streckfus Line presented
this music. When you have a band of more than three front liners (the Dixieland combo)
and added two or three saxophones written arrangements were necessary. These large
bands were the style of the 20's and evolved into the big swing bands of the swing era of
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big bands. What the boats did was to emphasize good dance music in dance tempos and
not glorify solo individual musicians. We see this demand for good dance music by the
statements of Joe and John Streckfus:
"Pretty music by the book, very often pop tunes and old favorites with a certain
bounce, and designed strictly for dancing."
Joe liked the New Orleans style of music and it was this music that was 'cleaned up
by the influence of Fate Marable, who, like the Streckfus' demanded the musicians play
the music correctly; that they learn to tune up and rehearse so a more tight sound can be
achieved. The musicians refereed to the boat as the conservatory as they knew if they
joined a band on the boat that they would be required to rehearse and play the music the
way that Marable expected them to. Most welcomed this and remarked how much they
had improved musically when working on the boat. Patrons expected the best of music
when they went on the boat for dancing. As the bands had all day to rehearse, the sounds
of the riverboat bands were a step up from the local bands playing some of the same
arrangements who rehearsed perhaps once a week. All the leaders of the riverboat bands
were similar. Charlie Creath was a demanding conductor as was Fate Marable. Dewey
Jackson also demanded musically correct performances. The music of the 20's demanded
good musicianship as it was the age of written jazz. While all orchestras were not as large
as Paul Whiteman's, the 100's of local bands were organized and played for regular
dances each week. This music demanded good musicians and rehearsals to perfect the
arrangements played.
We can see this demand for correct tempos in dance music that the Streckfus'
demanded:
"We were in New Orleans. In my opinion, I felt the tempo of the band was too fast
for the New Orleans patrons. With the faster tempo, the band had lost that syncopation
and the best they used to have (Sic: The band didn't swing.)
One evening we had no trip scheduled, so I went up to the Orpheum Opera House
on St. Charles Street and took in the show. Johnny Dedroit's band was in the orchestra
pit. After the show, I went over to the Gruenwald Hotel (later called the Roosevelt and
now the Fairmont) dining room to hear Detroit's band play for the dancing. I could hear
and feel that the band had the tempo, syncopation and rhythm, and played the right
pieces for dancers. The beat was so predominant that I caught myself keeping time with
my foot, so I took out my watch and counted the number of impulse beats to the minute,
and jotted down the names of the pieces played.
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The next day at the rehearsal of Fate Marable's Band, I requested they play the
same pieces just like they played them for our dancers. I marked down the tempo count,
the band members compared our tempo count with that off Dedroit's band, and found
our hand's tempo was just 20 counts faster per minute than Dedroit's Band.
We did our best trying to get the band to reduce their tempo to the New Orleans
tempo on the same pieces. I wanted Fate to try the slower tempo out on our regular dance
trip, but Fate, Louie, and the band members thought I was wrong. Finally, after two
weeks, Fate waited until the last set on an afternoon trip in play one piece at the slower
tempo.
At the time I was on the bridge, and Captain Roy, as pilot, was in the pilothouse.
One head light alongside me started to shake, the pilothouse shook, and he hears loud
hollering coming from the cabin deck. Both of us thought something had happened, and
we quickly went down to the cabin deck. The dancers were going off. I saw Louis
Armstrong coming toward me with his trumpet in hand, smiling, and Louie said, "We got
it!" "What do you mean?" I asked him, "We played it slow like you wanted it." Louie
replied, "and I put in a little swing, and did they like it.”From that time on, our band put
out the best dance music ever. St. Louis tempo was just 20 beats faster per minute than
New Orleans tempo, and it took Louie Armstrong's ability and his trumpet to play the
syncopation, which was possible at the slower tempo, but at the St. Louis fast tempo was
an impossibility. Good dance music on our steamers was a first."
I believe that with the slower tempo and the talent and style of the New Orleans
musicians, the band had the best of two worlds - the spirit of the New Orleans style and
the refinement of bands like Art Hickman of San Francisco. This can be seen in the
remarks of Joe as they began their trip to New Orleans on the St. Paul:
"I recall in the fall of one season when Fate Marable, Louie Armstrong, and their
fellow musicians in the band had completed the summer on the Streckfus steamer St. Paul
at St. Louis, and were transferred to the excursion steamer Capitol, which was going to
New Orleans for the winter season. The band was hot, the talk of St. Louis.
Personally, I believed if this band played with more variety, they could become the
best band in New Orleans. I decided to go down river on the St. Paul, and expected to
return from Cape Giradeau. It was my hope that a few pieces could be rehearsed with the
band in order to give them the idea, which they could perfect and rehearse each day on
their way down the river, for three weeks we played at all cities enroute to New Orleans.
At our first day's stop we were to play Chester, Illinois, which called for a rehearsal
on the way down. I explained to the musicians my object in making the trip was to give
them some ideas that were somewhat different from their music as played at St. Louis. I
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convinced them it was worth a trail. My efforts at the first rehearsal didn't fare so well.
The musicians just could not get the idea, although they tried hard.
Our next stop was Cape Girardeau, and my wife and I took a walk up the main
street of the Missouri town. As we passed a shop with phonograph records and Victrolas
in the window, an idea came to me. Why not inquire if they have the records we have at
home, which we can buy, and demonstrate to our orchestra what we are driving at?
Fortunately, the shop had the records, played by Art Hickman's band at the Palace Hotel
in San Francisco, the first Victor dance music records.
We purchased a record of "Avalon" which had one chorus in one key, then a few
bars of modulation and into another key, with the second chorus in that key. Then a few
bars of chord modulation and into another key, and one chorus in that key. That was the
first record of its kind. We bought a Victrola and a repeater arrangement, and some more
records such as "Love Nest," and "Young Man's Fancy," and this was all delivered to the
steamer Capitol.
We set up the Victrola and started playing the records, and soon the orchestra boys,
who were napping in the Texas, the deck above, heard a style of dance music that they
had never heard before. They all came running down, and it wasn't long before we were
in a rehearsal of these pieces, everyone playing by ear, Louie Armstrong, with his trumpet
in his hand, came over to the Victrola and would pick up on his trumpet the notes in the
several chords in the modulation, giving the saxophone section their chords, likewise the
brass their changes in chords, and by repeating over and over again, all chords were
down pat. The other records were rehearsed in the same way.
That evening we had approximately 1,200 dancers, and when the band played
"Avalon," they stopped the show. Folks crowded around the orchestra stand and
applauded and applauded. They never had heard music like that before.
At Cario, Illinois, the next night, we experienced the same grand reception of our
music, patrons just would not get off the boat. They wanted more.
After the wonderful reception the band received at Cape Girardeau and Cairo, it
was easier for the musicians to continue rehearsing and learning the music played by Art
Hickman's band. That, I believe, was the start of the success of Louie Armstrong and Fate
Marable.
The steamer Capitol opened at New Orleans two weeks later, and it was not long
before the steamer was doing capacity business, due mostly to the wonder dance music
played by Fate Marable's orchestra, and also, since it was played in the most beautiful
floating dance hall."

Daily routine
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There are differences in some of the interviews as to what the musician's daily
routines were like. We know they rehearsed some during the day and played both in
daytime and at night when the scheduled demanded. Some talk that the benefits when
playing on the boat were good in the beginning but gradually their benefits (food, lodging,
etc.) were lessened. In the New Orleans seminar Dave Bartholomew thought that they
were treated as kings. "We got food and lodging and it was a good deal, and we got paid,"
he said.
All the boats did not have the same provisions as to lodging and whether it was a
long trip or what they called a tramp excursion. (Sic: a shorter trip)
Fate Marable's first job was on the J.S. This boat was used strictly a tramp steamer
and made shorter trips. Marable was fed and lodged on the boat. The bands were smaller
bands, not more than four in the band and feeding and housing was provided.
Until around 1938 lodging and food were provided for long trips. In 1939 this policy
changed and the band was expected to find their own lodgings while in port. Musicians
now could not expect room and board as part of their employment. At the beginning
playing on the boat was a steady job, playing well plus accommodations. When the
accommodations were taken away many New Orleans musicians refused to participate in
the excursions as compared to the money they were making in New Orleans was more
than they could make on the boats with the added proposition of furnishing their own
housing and food.
Accommodation differed on each boat. On the Capitol and the Washington (Sidney)
the band was housed in a bunkhouse on the top deck. It was a small cabin with two bunks
per cabin. Leslie Swanson remarked that: "They were the smallest bedrooms in
existence."
The quarters on the St. Paul were even more crude. Swanson recalls that:
"We just had the one little area on the side there. It was closed in like a little tent
with canvas and lattice work around there, and there were bunks, they were two deep,
that's where we slept. The quarters, well they were good enough you know if you didn't
have to pay for them."
There were other boats that didn't even meet the standards of the Capitol. Singleton
Palmer remarks:
"The Streckfus boats were pretty good because they had real good bunks on them.
That Idlewild was something else. We slept out on the dance floor on army cots."
The musicians usually did not associate with the crew. There were times that some
of the band members took additional jobs on the boat. Harold Dejan recalls that:
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"Son" White (Edmund Washington) was also on the boat. He washed dishes during
the day."
Louis Armstrong also mentioned helping out, but more so to make a good
impression on the captain. He stated that:
"When we heard he (the Captain) was coming on board everybody including the
musicians would pitch in and make the boat spic and span."

Segregation
As in the rest of the U.S. there was segregation on the riverboats and this policy
reflects the common practice. There was integration in the bands, however. Fate Marable
played with Emile Flint in his early years and used Tony Catalano as part of the band as
it enlarged. Eventually there were segregated black and white bands playing on the boats.
In regard to segregation, the black patrons of St. Louis had a special day (Monday nights)
A black entrepreneur, Jesse Johnson, was usually the sponsor of these excursions for the
black population of St. Louis. He was considered the "Black Streckfus." The black
organizations of St. Louis would usually negotiate with him before anyone else.
The Streckfus line controlled most of the excursion trade in St. Louis but welcomed
the tramp steamer Avalon as it catered to the black population. Captain Clarke Hawley of
the Avalon was always welcome in St. Louis by the Streckfus Line. He remarked:
"We'd go there with the Avalon, into St. Louis and take black trips out. They (Sic:
the Streckfus') would have killed us if we hadn't of. Streckfus was just murderous 'cause
they didn't like competition, but we'd come in and take the black trips out and they loved
us. They'd come down, Captain Joe Streckfus would come down and offer to buy coal for
us and what could we do for ya, 'cause it took the pressure off them."
A problem arose in 1934 as to whether black or white bands could be hired to play
on the boats. While agreements were worked out they had to be changed when another
agreement was decided upon. Wlijah Shaw recalls this controversy and writes:
"The Streckfus people had requested, had concession price (sic) and the
employment of the musicians on the river at that time and the Local 2m (white union)
didn't see fit to grant any such concession. So Captain Joe decided that instead of using
three white men on the two boats that they ran out of here at that time, that they were
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going to use four colored bands. So Charlie Kent, Fate Marable, and Dewey Jackson
and...someone else was supposed to have a band and Lovingood. They suppose to have a
band, one on the boat in the daytime on the two boats, and each one of the leaders was
suppose to have a band on the boat at night. So before No. 2 would have this come about
they formed a special committee...to wait on Captain Joe about this crisis. So when the
final analysis came about, instead of having four colored bands on the boat, we just had
one colored band and three white bands. And that resulted with Charlie being on the boat
together with Fate, Dewey, and Lovingood. So all four of those leaders were on that boat
that year at the same time. "In the past there was fair distribution of work between black
and white bands on the Streckfus boats. By 1941 most of the bands on the Streckfus line
seemed to have been white bands. Fats Pichon was on the boat in 1940 and Fate Marable
in 1941.

Louis Armstrong
There are still some unproved facts about Louis Armstrong's as to when he began
playing on the boats and what particular boat he began. Tad Jones, who discovered
Louis' true birth date (August 4, 1901), says, in a recent conversation that Louis began
playing on the Sidney in May of 1919. He dates the picture with Marable in the center as
1919. The other picture of Marable's band (with Atkins playing violin) was on the Capitol
either in 1920 or 1921. Louis stopped playing as a regular in August of 1922. He was in
Chicago in Sept., having written letters from that location. Louis would have been about 4
months short of his 18th birthday.
There are some stories on how Louis was hired to play on the Streckfus Line and
who recommended him for the job.
Chilton writes:
"Although Pops Foster tells us that it was Johnny Dodds who was involved with
Peter Bocage in getting Armstrong into Marable's Band; it sounds as if Baby Dodds had
not a little it, too - which is not surprising, when we remember that Baby was the Dodds
brother who was actually in the band, although it is possible that Johnny Dodds replaced
Sam Dutrey for the trip north, because Pops Foster names him in an anecdote he tells
about that trip."
Pops has more to say on this matter:
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"Johnny Dodds and Peter Bocage got Louis the job. The band must have known
that they were to go up river the next May. Some of the guys like Peter Bocage didn't
want to go to St. Luis, so they quit."
Bocage seems to have had the professionalism to try and get a good man to take his
place. In an interview with Capt. Verne Streckfus we read:
"It was Fate who told the Captain he had heard the best trumpeter in the world and
he wanted the Captain to hear him too. Captain Verne secured a police permit to be able
to go to the establishing where the trumpeter was playing. It was a band with King Oliver
and Kid Ory in the front line and a bashful young chap named Louis Armstrong, playing
in the balcony of the Economy Hall. Captain Verne listened to the young trumpeter, hired
him for the Marable Cotton Pickers."
Armstrong writes that he:
"Remembered that a red haired band leader named Fate Marable came to see him
and offered him the job."
Fate Marable remembered the first time he saw Louis. His time of the hiring was
probably mistaken as he remarks:
"He was just out of the Waif home and I remember the first time I laid eyes on him.
He was eating a sweet-potato pie and I asked him if he'd like to play in my band. He said
he would, so I hired him."
On another occasion Marable stated:
"Then I heard Louis playing with Kid Ory at Co-operators Hall in New Orleans. I
knew right away I wanted him in my band."
Still another account Louis (in his Swing That Music, 1936) he says:
"Kid Ory's band (on a truck advertising some big dance in New Orleans), and
another hot outfit likewise engaged, were trying to blow each other off the corner of
Rampart and Perdido, when Fate Marable walked up and offered Louis a job on one of
the Streckfus boats."
Louis further stated that:
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"He said he had heard me blow and wanted me for his band. So we made a deal and
I signed up with Marable. It was in November of 1919. I had been with Kid Ory at the
Peter Lala's Cabaret at Iberville and Marais Streets for sixteen months."
Captain Curran, in speaking about the acquisition of Armstrong stated:
"Armstrong was playing at the time with a band at Economy Hall, a black jazz club
then located at 1422 Ursulines St. The Sidney was operating in New Orleans, with Fate
Marable and his "Ten Golden Harmony Kings" playing for excursions and moonlight
dances. Capt. Verne heard about how good Armstrong was and thought he'd be an added
attraction with the boat's band.
According to the segregation laws of those days, Capt. Verne had to go to the police
department and get a permit to go into the black club to listen to Armstrong. Capt. Verne
was impressed with what he heard, and was surprised to learn that Armstrong didn't
even own his own horn...the cornet belonged to the band leader, which gave him a good
hold over Satchmo.
On three separate occasions, Capt. Verne went to the club and tried to persuade
Armstrong to join the Sidney's Band, but Satchmo turned him down. He'd never played
for white audiences and was a little afraid to try it. Finally Capt. Verne sent a car up to
the club to give him a ride down to the boat...and at that point Armstrong agreed to come
aboard. Streckfus bought him a horn and he played on the river for three years. But the
steamer's tramping on the upper river gave Yankees a chance to hear Armstrong's skill
with the horn and someone in Chicago soon gave him an offer he couldn't refuse."
Joe Streckfus wrote in 1958 the following account of his remembrances of Louis'
first job on the Sidney:
"I remember Louis Armstrong when he took his first job on his own on our steamer
Sidney at New Orleans. He reported for band rehearsal with his feet half out of his shoes,
and had no trumpet. We bought new shoes for Louis and let him use a silver trumpet we
had on hand. Later we bought him a good trumpet; his second and last one was his best, a
$225 trumpet. Louis repaid us in full."
Baby Dodds also remarked that:
"We were out to get Louis Armstrong away from Ory's band and we finally got
him...Ory was furious."
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As to the release of Dodds and Armstrong Dodds wrote:
"Louis and I left because of a misunderstanding which we had with the bosses.
Streckfus wanted us to play differently and he told Marable so. Well, Fate Marable had
been with Streckfus so long that anything Streckfus asked for he'd tell us to do, even it if
meant breaking our necks. The Streckfuses' were musicians and they knew what they
wanted and they wanted us to beat a different time than we had been using. Some of the
older people on the boat couldn't dance to our music and Streckfus wanted to introduce
what he called toddle time. It was really two-four but he wanted four beats to the
measure. To me, four beats was all wrong. But for the older people it was easier since
instead of dancing to a step, they would just bounce around. Louis was also to play
differently from what he had been used to. And I just couldn't do this toddle-time on my
drums. Louis couldn't do what they wanted him to do either. Well, we were the stars on
the boat and we felt that if we were the stars, why monkey with us. So finally Louis and I
left the boat together after handing in written resignations."

Fate Marable
While this book is not intended to be a bio on individuals some facts about Fate
Marable's life would add to the contents.
Marable was born in Paducah, Kentucky on December 2, 1890. His mother taught
Fate to play the piano and we read that: "at the age of nine he was picking up small
change in saloons and dance halls around Paducah." He gradually gained a reputation as
a pianist around his hometown while he was, at the same time, working in a local
barbershop, shining shoes, among his other duties. In regard to how he secured the job on
the boat Fate remarked that "It was the year of 1907 in the month of Sept. in Paducah,
Ky., that I was riding on a delivery wagon and was hailed by a passerby. This man
offered him a job playing on the boat." It is thought that this man was Captain John
Streckfus, or one of his agents although the Captain usually liked to hire his personnel
himself.
Marble thus began a long career as pianist, calliope player and leaders of bands on
the various boats of the Streckfus line from 1907 to about 1941.
1928 - Capitol - Summer, Fall (Don.)
1929 - J.S. - Spring
1930 - In New Orleans, Feb. 3
1931 - President - fall
1932 - " " " " (mention playing until 1936)
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1933 - President, fall
1934 - President - fall
1935 - President, summer
1935 - President - summer, fall
1936 - President, summer, fall

FATE MARBLE TIME LINE
1907 - J.S. - solo
1908 - J.S. - Duet with Flint (violin)
1910 - J.S. - Quartette
1910 - J.S. -Burns Marable takes other jobs.
1910 - With Carnival from the fall to Christmas

1912-1916 - no record of Marable's activity on the lower Miss. River.
1917 - Sidney - summer,
Capitol - summer
(Dusen's Eagle's Band (fired, music not what they wanted, too rough)
Winter - Marble in New Orleans
Louis Armstrong joins in fall of 1918
St. Paul in St. Louis
1919 - Sidney - summer, Capitol - summer,
(Carlisle Evan on Capitol for 8 months)
1919 - St. Paul, J.S. summer
Capitol - fall
St. Paul - leaves New Orleans with New Orleans. Musicians (L. Armstrong on
board?)
1920 - Capitol - fall (Baton Rouge)
1921 - Capitol - fall
1922 - Manetta subs (argument with Streckfus) Capitol - summer, fall
(Tony Catalano Iowians on Capitol)
1923 - Engineers close river from Keokuk, Iowa (check how long closed and where?)
1924 - Recording in New Orleans - March
New Orleans Harmony Serenaders on Streckfus boat (lead by Marable?)
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1923-1925 - no records of Marable's activity on the Lower Miss. River.
1926 - Capitol - summer, fall (Don.)
1927 - Capitol - Spring, fall
1937 - J.S. - winter,
Capitol - winter. fall
President - summer
St. Paul - Pittsburgh summer
Guest on Admiral, not playing
1938
1939
1940 1941 - Capitol - spring
1947 - Marable dies in January. (Lived in St. Louis where he played local gigs, Victorian
Club)
Associated with Streckfus' 1907 to 1941.
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Conclusions
Riverboats
Trains
Excursions
From the late teens of the 20th century riverboats plied the Mississippi River and its
tributaries. In 1903 the Streckfus fleet began their conquest of the lower Mississippi
River. These riverboats did bring New Orleans style jazz up the river to most of the cities
that were on the shores of the tributaries of the Mississippi, which included the Ohio, the
Chattanooga, the Arkansas and other branches of the great Mississippi River up to St.
Paul and down to New Orleans. The first jazz phonograph records began to be made in
1916; Minstrel shows had been bringing Negro rhythm to the nation from the late 18th
century; Vaudeville began to feature "Coon" singers with jazz accompaniment of jazz
bands; bands throughout the country were playing written jazz arrangements and
bringing jazz rhythms to the dancing public. With all the Medias bringing jazz to the
nation, the riverboat's bands evolved into jazz band - more because that is what the
public demanded. These riverboat bands at the beginning played the dance music of the
era: waltzes, one-steps, the emerging fox trot and finally the jazz dances. The riverboat
was only one of the Medias that featured jazz as the style of rhythm, which was the music
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of the era. Their true importance lies in the fact that they brought authentic New Orleans
style jazz music to a public that had heard the written and recorded jazz arrangements
and now got to hear the real traditional New Orleans rhythms and spirit of this new
rhythmic music. By 1926, as jazz invaded Chicago, it was the riverboats that brought
music to others besides the big city. Jazz, in all the medias, worked together to expose this
new music tradition to the mass public.
River excursion as well as train excursions had been popular since the second third
of the 19th century with bands (string and brass) most always along to provide the need
for live music. An excursion was not a real excursion without live music, and this music
evolved on the excursion as it did on land but had the advantage of presenting authentic
New Orleans musicians to the dancing public. Beginning in the early 20's the big
riverboats presented the best of jazz bands and helped to make jazz the popular music of
the era.
Excursions beginning in New Orleans, both by boat and train brought the cities
finest musicians playing their New Orleans style music - jazz.
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Dates of newspaper article, date of arrival, names of bands
Below is a chronological listing of the dates the big boats were in Baton Rouge,
Donaldsonville, other cities along the Mississippi River, and the terminal points of St.
Paul, St. Louis, and New Orleans. This list is only for the lower Mississippi River. By
knowing the approximate dates of their arrival dates we can be assured that these boats
were operating during these particular years. We also find the names of the bands that
were providing music during the given periods.
We know that during World War I and World War II the boats had difficulty
getting fuel oil. We do know that at certain times the boats were pulled from service for
repairs, redecorating and refurbishing. Other skips in years and the reason for these
skips are not known. We only know that articles and advertisements about their visits are
not found in the newspapers.
The J.S. seems to have the largest skip - from 1912 to 1926. I think that a new boat
named the J.S. was put into services in 1926 with the J.S. name.
I used a cut-off date of 1941. The purpose of this book is to see and notate the part
of riverboats in early jazz.

J.S. I - 1901-1910
J.S. II - 1919 - 1940
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J.S. - It was originally the Quincy, a boat owed by the Diamond Jo Lines. The boat
was built in 1896 and acquired by the Streckfus Family in about 1901 and rebuilt. Verne
Streckfus, in his oral interview at Tulane Jazz Archives remarked that it was "rebuilt in
1903, and after operating in the upper Miss. in 1903 came south." He gives the dates of
the first J.S. as 1903-1910. Adv. in the paper put these dates at 1903-1912. The J.S. had a
fire and was burnt to her waterline in 1910. The boat was rebuilt in 1919 and was in
operation until 1936. The Streckfus were skilled boat builders and often took an old but
stabile hull and built their excursion boats on top of this hull.

Article

Arrival

City

Name of Band

1903, Oct. 28

Oct. 28,

B.R.

Fine Orchestra

1909, April 26

May 5

1912, April 18

April 23

J.S. Orchestra

1912, April 26

April 23

J.S. Orchestra

1926, Sept. 18

Oct. 9

1929, April 21

April 26

Don.

LankfordSynco-High Hatters
Fate Marable's Cotton
Pickers
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1929, August 10

Fall

Fate Marable's Cotton
Pickers

1929, Sept. 14

Sept. 11

Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers

1929, Sept. 14

Sept. 26

1930, March 15,22,29

March 31

Marable's Cotton Pickers

1931, Sept. 26

Oct. 9

Harvey Lankford & his
SyncopatingHigh Hatters
directed by Chas. Creath

1933, August 4

August 8

Piron

1933, Sept. 16

Sept. 27

Don

1933

Oct. 10

Don.

1934, August 11

Summer

1935, April 6

April 14.

Don.

1935, April 13

April 23,

Don.

1935, May 4,11.31

May/Sept. 11

Piron

1935, Aug. 24, Sept. 2

Sept. 11

Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers

1936, April 25

May 5

Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers

1936, May 4

May 7

1936, August 29

Sept. 3

1937, May 1

May 11

Don

Mississippi Serenaders-

Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers

Don.

Sidney's 11 piece Mississippi
Serernaders

Piron's Dixie C.P. Adv.Don.
Piron's Dixie Cotton Pickers
Piron'sMississippi
Serenaders
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1937, Nov. 6

Nov. 10

Don.

Fate M. clouds of Joy
11 piece

1938, April 30

May 10

1938, April 9

April 19,

Don.

Pichon's Pepper-Uppers 11
piece

1938, Nov. 4

Nov. 16,

Don.

Pichon's Miss. Serenaders
(Lovingood-piano)

1938, April 16

Leaves May 10th from North

1940, Sept. 28

Oct. 10

Piron's Miss Ser. 12
piece

Pichon La. Swing Masters

Island Queen - 1926-1930
(Admiral)
The Island Queen was not part of the Streckfus Line but in competition with it. It
was owned and operated out of Cincinnati, Ohio. It was originally called the Albatross, a
boat that was a ferry for the railroads that would haul cars and passengers across the
Mississippi when there were no railroad bridges. It was remodeled in 1922 and became
the Island Queen. It later became the Admiral of the Streckfus Lines.
ADMIRAL

1937 - Built in 1903 as the Albatross, it became the Island Queen until it was bought
by the Streckfus Line and became the Admiral in 1937.
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Article

Arrival

1926, Sept. 19

Oct. 3

1926, Oct. 4

Sunday

1927, Feb. 16

March 8

Colored Orchestra from New
Orleans

1927, Feb. 26

March 23

Own orchestra, colored
musicians

1927, March 4

March 6

1928, Oct. 13

Oct. 19

Own orchestra, Negroes from
New Orleans

1929, Nov. 16

Nov. 18

Royal Palm Band adv. don.

1929, Nov. 16, 18

Nov. 19

Royal Palms Orchestra

1930, March 29

(Don.)

Royal Palms Orchestra

1930, Sept. 27

Oct. 27

no band given

1930,, Nov. 1

Nov. 19

Super Syncopator Orchestra

Becomes the Admiral in 1937

,

City

Name of Band

B.R.

Coney Island Orchestra

B.R.

New Orleans Orchestra
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Capitol - 1919-1941

The Capitol was originally called the Pittsburgh. The Pittsburgh was demolished in
the Tornado of 1896 that struck St. Louis. The hull was kept and on it was rebuilt a boat
called the Dubuque by the Diamond Jo Lines, which was based in Dubuque, Iowa. It was
sold to the Streckfus Lines in 1911 and remodeled by the Streckfus Family and began
sailing as the Capitol in 1919. It was dismantled in 1945.
Article

Arrival

City

Name of Band

1920, Oct. 3, 4

Oct. 5

B.R.

Palmetto Jazzerites, Marable,
10 pieces

1921, Sept. 16,17

Sept. 29, 30

Burke/Lewis Toddie Kings,
pieces

1921, Sept. 21

Sept. 21

Toodle Kings B.R.

10
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1922, April 28

May 16

No Orchestra given B.R.

1922, Sept. 29

Sept. 29

1922, Sept. 30

Oct. 11

10 piece syncopated band of
St. Louis

1922, Nov. 2

Nov. 15

Ten Toodle King of St. Louis

R.B.

Burke/ThurstonMelody

Kings

(1922 - In New Orleans Nov.-Jan.)
1923, Jan. 4

N. Orls.

Allen's 10 piece Band

1923, May 8

May 15

Tony's Iowian Band

1925, Sept. 5
MelodyKings

Winter

Burke/Thurston

1925, Sept. 15

Sept. 18

B.R.

Burke/Thurston
Melody Kings

1926, April 28

May 6

B.R.

St. Louis Peacock Charleston
Orch. (Hit of New Orleans)

1926, May 4

Summer

Cotton Pickers

1926, April 26

May 7

Sidney 'Firecrackers

1926, April 4

April 14

1926, Sept. 18

Sept. 27

Cotton Pickers

1927, April 16,21

May 8

Cotton Pickers

1927, Sept. 16

Sept. 20 B.R.

Cotton Pickers

1928, Sept. 29

Sept. 27

Cotton Pickers
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1929, April 20, 27

May 8 (Don)

Cotton Pickers

1930, April 26

May 7

Sidney's Firecrackers

1930, Nov. 1

Nov. 7

Sidney's Firecrackers

1934, Oct. 20,27

April 14

Sidney's Miss. Serenaders

1935, April 6

April 14

Sidney's Miss. Serenaders

1936, Oct. 17

Oct. 28

Sidney's Miss. Ser.

1937, April 17,24

leave St. Paul June 19-

Dixie Cotton Pickers

1937, Nov. 6

Nov. 10

Fate Marable band

1938, April 9,

April 19

Pichon's Pepper-Uppers

1938, Sept. 10,13

Fall

Pichon's Cotton Pickers

1939, Nov. 4,11

Nov. 16

Pichon's Miss. Serenaders

1940, Sept. 28

Oct. 10

Pichon's Louisiana Swing
Masters

1941, April 5

April 15

Don.

Fate Marable
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President - 1927-1941

The President was originally called the Cincinnati. This was a metal hull boat and
was completed in 1924. It was sold to the Streckfus Family in 1932, rebuilt and began
sailing in 1933 season. It was replaced by the Admiral in 1940 for excursion with the
President docked in New Orleans until 1980.
Article

Arrival

City

Name of Band

1927, Feb. 16

March 3

Colored band (N. Orls)

1931, Sept. 12

Sept. 30

Fate Marable's Steamboat
Syncopators

1933, Sept. 23

coming soon

1933, Sept. 30

Oct. 11

(maiden voyage July 1, 1933?
Marable's Cotton Pickers
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1934, Sept. 22, 29

Oct. 10

Chas Creath & Marable

1935, May 25, June 1

Spring

Creath "Clouds of Joy

1936, May 9

May 19

Chas. Creath with Marable

1936, Sept. 19, Oct. 3

Sept. 30

Chas. Creath with Marable

1937, May 22

May 25

Tony "Hot Lips" Trigg, 14
piece Streamliners

1937, Sept. 18

Sept. 29

1938, May 14

May 24

Streckfus Streamliners 14
piece band
Sidney's 11 piece Dixie C.P.

1938, Sept. 24

Oct. 5

Tommy Trigg's Band

1938, Oct. 1

Oct. 5 adv.

1938, Nov. 14

May 24

1939, May 13

May 23

1939, Sept. 23

Sept. 27

1939, Sept. 23

Sept. 28
Sept. 16,17,18
Memphis
leave St. Louis Sept. 10

Don.

Tommy Trigg's Band
Sidney's Dixie Cotton Pickers

Don.

1940, May 25

La. Swing Masters
Ralph Williams Chicago
Melody Kings
In New Orleans

Tony Catalano

1940, May 18

May 27

Tony Catalano 12 pc. band

1940, Sept. 14

Sept. 18,ad.Don.

Tony Catalano 12 pc band

1941, May 10

leave N. Orls May 19

1941, May 10

May 19

Maurie Bruckmann
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1941, May 17

May 19

Don.

Maurie Bruckmann
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Sidney - 1911-1921
Renamed the "Washington" - 1921-1939

The Sidney was originally a boat of the Diamond Jo Line out of Cincinnati. She was
built in Wheeling, West Virginia in 1880 and was used between Wheeling and Cincinnati,
trade beginning in 1883. The boat was sold to the Streckfus Family in 1911. The boat was
then remodeled as an excursion steamer and sailed until 1921. The boat was then again
rebuilt and sailed as the Washington plying the waters between Pittsburgh to Cairo, Ill.
She was dismantled in 1939.
Article

Arrival

City

1912, April 18

Name of Band
Boat's own orchestra

1912, April 23

April 23

1912, June 1

June 2

1912, June 1

June 12

1912, June 15
leaves for New Orleans Jan. 16, 1915

James Band

B. R.
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1915, Jan. 16

Jan. 24

1915, April 29, May 3

May 12

Decorte's Band

1916, Feb. 18
1916, May 4

B. R.
May 18

1918 March 9 - In Chicago Defender
1918, May 13

May 13

Kentucky Jazz Orchestra
B.R.

Kentucky Jazz Band
(Marable)

1919, Feb. 14 - Kentucky Jazz Orchestra/Jones Colonial Jazz Band
1919, August 26

B.R.

1920, April 15

B. R.

Jazzola Band

1921, August 11

Durand/Humphrey Band

1922 -

Happy Schilling's Jazz Band

1927, March 4

March 6

B.R.

Coney Island Serenaders B.R.

Other steamboats

G.W. Hill
1919, April 16

April 28

B.R

Knapp's Chicago Jazz
Orchestra

Nov. 4

B.R.

Majestic Classy Orchestra

Majestic
1919, Oct. 29

Wenona
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1912, Sept. 13

B. R.

Hazel's Orchestra

B.R.

B.G. Ward's Orchestra

Showboat
1910, August 24

Sept. 5
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Riverboat Bands and Musicians
"Pops" Foster relates that often the Streckfus Family would shuffle the bands on
their boats. This makes research rather difficult and there is controversy as to the times
and the bands that played on their boats. We do have some pictures of the bands but often
it is hard to put a date or the boat that the picture was taken on. The advertisements that
appear in the papers do help place dates and boats for the bands but there is still a lot of
information needed to be secured from other river towns that the boats stopped at. We
have some accounts in the remarks by various musicians and there are names under the
pictures that give us information of the names of the musicians. In the above charts we
can find out the names of bands. One problem was that Marable and Piron's bands were
known as the "Cotton Pickers" and often it is hard to tell which is which.
Below is a list of the bands and its members that we do know. The personnel often
changed quickly, due to firings and hiring or substitutions.
Bands:
In the history of bands on the Streckfus Line there were a number of bands that
were 'regulars." There were various leaders on the four boats of the line. Marable was
the principle leader and at times shared leadership with others, notably Charlie Creath.
When these boats docked at various cities often, to help attendance, the boat would hire
local ethnic bands to give dances on board, usually during the day. At night there was a
dance using the boat's band. We see this on many occasions. The popular Toots Johnson
of Baton Rouge played on the Capitol when it docked at that city. This was often done
when local civic organizations would hold a dance on board. Below are the bands and the
personnel when available. Personnel changed frequently and set bands are harder to give.
1918 - On the Sidney - Fate Marable Band"
Fate Marable-piano, "Pops" Foster-bass, Alexander Lewis-drums, (later Louis
Cottrell and Baby Dodds), Joe Howard, Peter Bocage-trumpets, Sam Dutry-clarinet,
Johnny St. Cyr-banjo, Frankie Dusen-trombone (later Bebe Ridgley)
1919 (Summer) St. Paul
Fate Marable-piano, Joe Howard, Louis Armstrong-trumpets, U.S. Grant Coopertrombone, David Jones-mellophone, Johnny St. Cyr-banjo, Baby Dodds-drums,
unknown-clarinet.
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1920-21 - Fate Marable Band - Capitol?
Fate Marable-piano, Boyd Atkins-violin, Johnny St. Cyr-banjo, Henry Kimball-stg.
bass, David Jones-saxophone/mellophone, Norman Mason-saxophone, Baby Doddsdrums
1922-23 - Ed Allen Band
Ed Allen, Sidney Desvigne-trumpets, Harvey Lankford-trombone, Walter Thomas,
Norman Mason, Gene Sedric-reeds, Isaac Jefferson-piano, Johnny St. Cyr-banjo, "Pops"
Foster-bass, Floyd Casey-drums.
1923 - Dewey Jackson Band
Dewey Jackson-trumpet, Eugene Kennedy-reeds, Boyd Atkins-reeds, Andrew
Luper-trombone, Harry dial-drums, Jane Hemingway-piano
1922 - Capitol - Tony & Evans Capital Jazz Band
Carlisle Evans-piano, Tony Catalano-cornet, Myron Neal-saxophone, Jack Willettdrums, Tal Sexton-trombone, Louis Black-banjo
19 - Fats Pichon Band - Capital
Fats Pichon, Irving Douroux, Sam Casimir-clarinet, Al _?__?___?, Clarence
"Perch" Thornton, Jack Lamont, Harry Lang, Manuel Crusto, Willis Casimir, Ray
Brown.
1929? - Desvigne Band - Island Queen
Sidney Desivgne-cornet, Louis Nelson-trombone, Percy Servier, Fats Pichon-piano,
henry Julian, Gene Ware, Ransom Knowling
1918? - Eagle Band - Frank Duson-trombone, Buddy Petit-cornet, Chinee Foster-drums.
Lorenzo Staulz-guitar, Dandy Lewis-bass, Big Eye Louis Nelson-clarinet
1931? - Desvigne's Band
Sidney Desvigne-cornet, Louis Nelson-trombone, Eugene Porter, Gene Ware,
Emanuel Sayles-banjo, Adolphe Duconge, Marcellus Wilson
1924 - Susquehanna Band
Benny Deichman-banjo, Dominick Barocco-trombone, Pete Peccopia-cornet,
Johnny Palisier-clarinet, Junius Boudreaux-saxophone, Louis Uhle-drums, Joe Baroccatuba
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Charlie Mills - piano
Fate Marable - piano
Emile Flint - violin
Tony Catalano - trumpet
Polk Burke
Jules Buffano
Max Newby
Schaefer
Dewey Jackson,
Charlie Creath - cornet

Musicians
Sammy Long—sax
Peg Meyer
Willie Rollins - sax
Manuel Manetta
Margie Creath - piano
Ed Allen
Charlie Lawson - trombone Floyd Campbell
Alexander Lewis - Drums
Bill Guer
Leon King - trombone
Emmett Hardy - cornet
Sidney Desvigne - cornet
Jess Stacey - piano
Nathaniel Story

ARTICLES ON STEAMBOATS
THE GREAT STRECKFUS FLEET
St. Louis is proud of its great institutions, one of which is the Streckfus Line of
steamers. It is more than a local institution. Its reputation is national. Its patrons are
appreciative people from every state.
The Streckfus Line Fleet comprises the J. S. Steamer De Luxe and the colossal
Steamer St. Paul, both of which are large sidewheel steamers, one block long, and two
stern-wheel steamers, the Capitol and the Washington.
Each one of these steamers has been built and equipped especially for handling oneday trips. All the decks are open with the exception of the sixth deck on the Steamer
Capitol and the Steamer Washington, which contain sleeping quarters for the crew, as
those steamers are traveling all the time and over night are running on to the next town.
Sleeping quarters for the employees are therefore necessary.
During the summer season the Steamers J. S. and St. Paul operate out of St. Louis
every morning and every night, and the St. Louis season extends from about May 1 to
September 15.
The Capitol is in constant service during the winter season - from October 1 to May
1 - it operates out of New Orleans, making a sightseeing trip every afternoon from 2:30
p.m. to 5:00 p.m. around New Orleans' wonderful harbor, and a moonlight dancing trip
every night from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
About May 1 the Capitol leaves New Orleans and wends its way up the Mississippi,
stopping at all the principal cities enroute such as Donaldsonville, Baton Rouge, Natchez,
Memphis, etc., with one or two excursions out of each of these towns and then running on
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to the next town over night. The Capitol finally reaches St. Louis about Decoration Day
and after one or two trips out of St. Louis, proceeds on to the Upper Mississippi. During
the months of June, July and August, the Capitol operates out of all the town between St.
Louis and St. Paul, trouping it, or tramping it as we call it, playing different towns every
day and running on to the next town over night.
The Capitol returns to St. Louis about September 1 and then proceeds down to New
Orleans, stopping at all the towns enroute, reaching New Orleans about October 1, where
it remains in operation during the entire winter season.
The Washington operates on the Ohio River, serving all the towns between Cairo
and Pittsburgh, a different town every day and running on to the next town over night.
The Washington is handled from our Cincinnati office, 1020 First National Bank
Building, as that is about the center of the territory covered by the Washington.
When the season is finished on the Ohio, the Washington then returns to Cairo and
up the Mississippi to Davenport, which is the winter quarters of the Streckfus Line Fleet.
After the close of the St. Louis season, the Steamers St. Paul and J. S. also winter at
Davenport, where the repair yards of the company are stationed. A large crew of
employees is kept busy all winter getting the boats in shape for the next season.
Few people appreciate the wear and tear on steamers. Thousands of people are
handled every day. The breakage of chairs and tables in itself is an enormous item for
after a single trip it is not an uncommon thing to see fifteen or twenty rockers, twenty-five
or thirty chairs, and five to ten tables carried to the carpenter shop for repairs. Each
steamer carries its own ship carpenter, who not only looks after the wheels and rudders,
but is also kept busy doing minor jobs around the steamer every day of the week.
The Streckfus Line Steamers are known along the Mississippi from St. Paul to New
Orleans and on the Ohio from Cairo to Pittsburgh. The same standard of excellence is
maintained on all steamers so that whenever a person boards a Streckfus Steamer, no
matter where it may be, there is sure to be the same service and courtesy that has been
such a big factor in building up the patronage of Streckfus Steamers, Incorporated.
FORWARD WITH THE STRECKFUS FLEET
From the Gulf of Mexico to the head of navigation on the Mississippi and the Ohio
Rivers is the field of operations of the Streckfus Excursion Fleet. Odd and unusual slants
of "Life on the Mississippi" as lived aboard a present-day excursion steamer.
What a grand night it is each year when the excursion steamers come to town! With
flags flying and whistle blowing . . . perhaps with the steam calliope blaring for the tunes
old and new, but all sounding alike as they pour from magical brass throats and float
clear-cut across the water . . .what an unforgettable picture it makes. For in a changing
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world, the excursion steamer seems to be the one thing that does not change . . . the one
happy exception bridging the span of years from childhood days to now.
But it is only in our imagination that the excursion steamers remain the same from
year to year, for actually they do change . . . they do keep pace with modern
improvements . . . they do keep up to date, and if they did not, they would soon disappear
as does every other outmoded thing that has outlived its usefulness. If, by some feat of
magic, one of the old excursion steamers of 30, 20 or even 10 years ago, could be
resurrected and presented for your inspection exactly as she appeared in her prime, you
would be surprised at the tremendous improvements made during the intervening
decades in equipment, in service, in operating standards, even in the very architecture of
the craft itself.
For the operation of the Streckfus Fleet of excursion Steamers is a business, and like
every other business is must move either forward or backward. There is no standing still,
. no alternate choice. Under the guiding genius of men whose lives are devoted to
perfecting and perpetuating the excursion steamers, the Streckfus Fleet moves forward
year by year with seven league boots of progress.
The operation of the Streckfus Fleet is today a business of no mean proportions,
giving employment directly to hundreds of men and women, and indirectly to thousands,
bringing pleasure, relaxation and good cheer to every sizable city and town along the
Mississippi, the Illinois and the Ohio Rivers . . . putting money into circulation through
the purchase of huge quantities of supplies, and stimulating business activity wherever the
steamers touch their noses against a landing and let down their stages.
But standing on the bank, watching the excursion steamer come gracefully around
the bend, we are not concerned with its commercial aspects, important though they may
be, but rather with the fun and pleasure in store for us that night when, dressed in our
best bib and tucker, with our best girl on our arm, we cross the welcoming gangplank and
enter into that magic world on board where the spirit of carnival and gaiety seems ever to
dwell.
Like a harbinger of spring, the Steamer CAPITOL, is always the first of the fleet to
leave its winter quarters at New Orleans and point its prow to the North. Proudly she
steams away from the historic Canal Street Docks, past Nine Mile Point and under the
huge new Huey P. Long Bridge, her powerful wheel churning the muddy current, her
chimneys pouring forth graceful twin plumes of smoke, to keep an appointment that
evening at Plaquemine made for her weeks previously by the booking department. From
that day on throughout the long summer ahead, her busy calendar is filled with days and
weeks of appointments which she must meet every day and every night on scheduled time,
rain or shine, so as not to disappoint those awaiting to enjoy a ride or a dance on her
enchanted decks. On up the river the CAPITOL steams by day and entertains by night at
every important port of call: Baton Rouge, Natchez, Vicksburg, Lake Providence,
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Greenville, Arkansas City, Friars Point, Helena and Memphis, Hickman, Caruthersville,
Cairo, Cape Giradeau, Chester and St. Louis - then up the Illinois River for a week's stay
at Peoria . . . back to Alton and on up the Mississippi again, to Louisiana, Hannibal,
Quincy and Keokuk . . . to Port Madison, Burlington, Muscatine, Rock Island and
Davenport . . . to Clinton, Dubuque, Bellerive, Guttenburg and Prairie du Chien . . . to
LaCrosse, Winona, Wabasha and Red Wing, and finally to St. Paul where she settles
down for the summer excursion season, 2000 miles from her winter quarters. And there
we'll leave her for a bit, while we trace the movements of the other boats of the fleet.
Two weeks to the day after the CAPITOL leaves New Orleans, the beautiful "J.S.",
popularly known as the "Garden Steamer" because of the summer garden theme followed
in decorating and furnishing her wide, spacious decks, follows in her wake. Making
practically the same stops as far as Cairo, the "J.S." varies the routine a little with a short
trip up the Ohio River as far as Paducah. Then back to Cairo and up the Mississippi to St.
Louis for a few early season trips before she begins her real work of the summer . . . daily
and nightly excursions from river cities and towns all the way between St. Louis and St.
Paul. It's really a rough life for the "J.S." and her crew, or rather crews, for every
Streckfus Steamer is manned by two complete crews during the operating season,
allowing for 24 hour operation if necessary without overtime or loss of regular sleep for
anyone.
While on this subject of crews, let's examine for a minute the everyday life of the
men and women who operate the excursion steamer and live aboard them. It sounds like a
thrilling, fascinating life, and it really is, judging from the fact that so many of the same
faces are seen among the crews season after season. The crew, using that term to mean
everybody working on board a Streckfus Steamer during the operating season, consists
essentially of persons in three main classifications. 1. The Officers, Pilots and Engineers
charged with the navigation of the vessel and the operation of her machinery. Into this
class also should be placed the firemen, deck hands, cooks and one or two of the waiters.
In this part of the crew, two men are carried for every job, so that one crew can rest while
the other works, if continuous operation is necessary for any reason. 2. The Service Crew,
consisting of persons who are on duty only while the boat is carrying an excursion. In
this class we can place the clerks attending the various stands and counters, such as the
soda fountains, cigar stands, pop corn stands, etc.; the cashiers who sell coupons used in
making purchases at the various stands, the attendants at the cafeterias, the waiters,
dance floor monitors, ticket sellers, ticker takers, etc. The purser has a lot to do at this
time too, but he is a member of the operating crew. 3. The Musicians. You may wonder
why the musicians are not included with the Service Crew and the only answer to that one
is that they just don't belong there. The musicians are not employees of the steamer itself,
but primarily employees of their director and bandleader. The steamer management
makes a contract with a bandleader and he, in turn, employs his own musicians, paying
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them their wages out of the money he receives on the contract for his orchestra. Then, too,
a steamer may have a different band from one season to another, with an entirely new set
of musicians, but all the rest of the crew are individual employees of the steamer
management, and while there may be a few new faces from one season to another, such a
thing as a wholesale turnover is unheard of.
Yes it takes quite a few people to operate an excursion steamer. Anywhere from 100
on up, depending on its size and the character of service it offers. Where do they all live,
and eat and sleep? That, too, depends on the steamer.
The men and women who work on the Steamer PRESIDENT mostly reside at their
homes, either in St. Louis or New Orleans, for this steamer plays long engagements at
these two cities, and her employees go to work each morning by street car and motorbus
just as you and I go to our regular jobs. At night, when the boat returns from her
Starlight Dance Trip, they go home to sleep. Those who reside in St. Louis find boarding
places in New Orleans when the steamer is operating down there, and residents of New
Orleans rent apartments or live in family hotels or boarding houses in St. Louis during
the summer while the PRESIDENT is operating at St. Louis. Staterooms and living
quarters for the operating crews are provided on board the PRESIDENT, and these men
live on board all the time. While the steamer is traveling down the river in the fall or
upstream in the spring, temporary accommodations are arranged for the musicians and
members of the service crew.
Other steamers of the Streckfus Fleet, such as the CAPITOL, "J.S." and ST. PAUL
are equipped with comfortable living quarters in a special section of staterooms on the
top deck. These staterooms are very much the same as one finds on the Great Lakes
steamers, or on the few packet boats still operating on the Mississippi. While restricted in
space, each one has two comfortable bunks with box springs and good mattresses, a chest
of drawers, a lavatory with hot and cold running water and a place to hang clothes. A
screened sliding window provides adequate ventilation and an electric fan is provided for
warm weather comfort. The forward section of staterooms is occupied by the steamer's
officers, another section houses the women members of the crew, still another is set apart
for the members of the orchestra, etc.
While the work is hard and the hours are unusual, steamboating on a modern
excursion steamer of the Streckfus Fleet has a fascination that calls the same employees
back season after season until the whole crew seems to become one big family. Their work
may vary from shoveling coal to selling cigarettes, but all are held together by the
common bond of their love for life on the river and the prosperity and welfare of the big
steamer that is their second home . . . and in some cases, their only home. It is a way of
living that has its compensations, its rewards and its joys that mean the very essence of
life to so many of these children of the great river.
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SS. PRESIDENT
The Steamer PRESIDENT operates roughly from Easter Sunday until
Thanksgiving Day. Its season usually begins at New Orleans about the middle of April,
although sometimes not opening until nearly the first Sunday in May, depending on the
date on which Easter Sunday occurs. Then, after from four to six weeks at New Orleans,
the PRESIDENT heads north, leaving her Canal Street berth usually the last week in
May, and after making the usual intermediate stops, arrives in St. Louis usually on the
second Sunday in June. The Starlight Trips start at once, but regular daylight excursions
are postponed until the schools are closed. The third week in June usually sees the boat in
full operation for the season, day trips and night trips, and on Saturday afternoon, briefer
Sunset Trips.
At St. Louis, Pittsburgh, St. Paul and New Orleans, where the excursion steamers
operates regularly for a full season, patrons in general have two well defined reasons for
coming on excursions; 1. For the enjoyment of the boatride itself, and 2. For the
entertainment provided on board.
The boatride itself is, of course, the primary attraction. No matter how often it is
made it never loses its appeal, for there is always something new to see, some aspect of the
ever-changing yet changeless river that calls again and again.
Day Trips at St. Louis
At St. Louis the Daylight Trips Upstream offer a variety of sights and scenes that
grip the interest and holds the attention from the time the steamer leaves until it docks
again late in the afternoon. These include such outstanding points of interest as passage
under six huge railroad and highway bridges, including the world-famous Bads Bridge,
the Municipal Barge Docks, the Chain of Rocks Waterworks and Park, the Mouth of the
Missouri River, the huge oil refineries at Wood River, and, capping the climax, a view of
the huge new $8,000,000 Alton Locks and Dam, with passage through the locks when
weather and operating conditions permit.
The shipboard entertainment on the Day Trips at St. Louis is designed especially
for the little folks, to keep them busily occupied and amused while their elders enjoy
themselves with card games, magazines, knitting or conversation with mutual friends,
The children's program begins with a tour of the boat under the guidance of a special
officer. The children assemble at the appointed hour in front of the pilothouse on the top
deck. Here the tourmaster meets them and in words carefully chosen for the purpose,
explains the purpose and meaning of the more important articles of the steamer's
equipment. He tells them how the steamer is operated, how the pilot steers the boat, how
he communicates orders to the engine room, how he knows the exact position of his
rudders at all times and how he operates the searchlight.
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Next he conducts them down to the Fourth Deck where he explains about the
bridge, telling them why it is placed where it is and how it is used. He points out the
loudspeaker intercommunicating system and tells them how useful it is to the Captain in
directing the movements of the steamer both in making a landing and in leaving the dock.
Lastly he tells them what the steamer's bell is used for and how to interpret its signals.
Tour of the Boat
From here he conducts his charges down to the main deck where such things as its
all-steel, fire-proof construction is explained, the hull and its thirty-six watertight
compartments are described, the functions of the capstan, davits and landing stage are
discussed and the various lines used in tying up a steamer are shown. He also explains
how the lead line is used to determine the depth of water.
The engine room is the last stop on the tour. Here the youthful, eager audience is
told about the powerful engines with their 8 ft. stroke, the huge paddle wheels they keep
revolving, the battery of boilers that supply them with steam and much of the other
auxiliary machinery and equipment necessary to the operation of a steamboat. The
interest the youngsters take in these tours is extremely high and the information imparted
so fascinating that a number of adults are daily found listening on the outskirts of the
crowd.
The next item on the children's entertainment program is the Magic Show. This
feature, introduced only a couple of season ago, has rapidly come to the front as one of the
most fascinating of the attractions on the program. The children gather around the
orchestra stand and the magician makes things mysteriously appear and disappear right
before their eyes. At each performance he explains how a certain simple trick of magic
may be performed and then shows them how they, themselves, can do it.
Games and Races
Following the Magic Show comes the games and races which also take place in the
Main Cabin. An area of about half the ballroom is roped off, and for the first event, the
children participating remove their shoes. These are collected and deposited in a heap
near the front of the area. At the signal to go, the children run forward as fast as they can,
and slide into the pile of shoes which are sent flying by the impact. The winner becomes
the first one to find his or her shoes, get them on his feet and hurry back to the starting
line.
Similar races and games are staged for children of various ages from 4 to 14,
attractive prizes being awarded the winners in each event. Another feature of the
entertainment program for children on the Day Trips is the Children's Amateur Hour,
which provides an opportunity for talented ones to appear before an audience, to sing into
a microphone and to do their specialties to the accompaniment of a large orchestra. There
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is no gong to frighten the timid, and it is really astonishing to see the same fright with
which so many promising youngsters appear before the large crowd in the ballroom and
sing or dance before the microphone. Near the end of the day souvenir buttons bearing a
picture of the PRESIDENT are given to each, to remind them of the happy hours they
spent on board and to serve as a standing invitation to come again.
In the evening, on the Starlight Dance Trips, another sort of shipboard
entertainment is provided. Most patrons come on the Starlight Trips because they like the
attractive accommodations for dancing, and the good music furnished by a popular name
band. The management is always alert to have a band that not only plays good dance
music but that also has an up-to-date repertoire of novelty numbers to amuse and delight
the crowd.
Excursions at Pittsburgh
The Daylight Trips of the Steamer St. Paul at Pittsburgh offer one of the most
scenic of daylight cruises to be found anywhere. The towering Pennsylvania Mountains
which enclose the Ohio River at this point, and the number and variety of other sights
such as the numerous bridges, the many huge industrial plants, attractive suburban
communities and passage through two locks make the trip one of never ending interest.
Moonlight Trips at Pittsburgh are noted not only for their good dance music and
the refreshing river breezes but likewise for the spectacular view of the Great White Way
of the river, with millions of lights along both shores and outlining the bridges, making
one of the most impressive sights to be seen from any steamer anywhere. It is truly a gay
and wonderful evening dress the "Workshop of the World" puts on as evening shadows
fall, and a sight well worth a ride on the ST. PAUL to see.
As the summer days grow shorter in late August, crews of the excursion steamers
begin to turn their thoughts to the homeward journey just ahead. Soon the last trip at St.
Paul, at Pittsburgh and at St. Louis is finished - the last passenger of the season has gone
ashore, and preparations are completed for the long down river trips to winter quarters.
But more work is yet to be done, for excursions are scheduled all along the route, so it's
touch and go with the steamers . . . a Moonlight Excursion here . . . then a dash to the
next stop, and a Moonlight Excursion there, until at last the long season is ended and the
steamer ties up for the last time that season . . . the crew is paid off and the caretakers
take charge. Only at New Orleans does activity continue uninterrupted throughout the
winter, with the PRESIDENT operating until the weather becomes too inclement for open
air dancing late in November when the CAPITOL, with its glass enclosed, steam-heated
cabin takes over and carries on until the coming of another spring.
People of another age traveled the waters of the Mississippi and the Ohio on packet
boats as an answer to their problem of transportation - as a means of going somewhere.
Probably they regarded their means of travel as anything but picturesque or romantic.
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Today people find something stirring and stimulating in the atmosphere of "Ole Man
River," and they find in the Streckfus Excursion Fleet an opportunity to satisfy their
desire to live again those romantic, picturesque days in happy, carefree travel under the
deeply sighting smokestacks of a modern excursion steamer.
STRECKFUS STEAMBOAT SAGA
At the foot of Washington Avenue, St. Louis, the S. S. Admiral rides at anchor. It is
an all-steel, completely streamlined and air-conditioned luxury liner, the largest and
finest inland passenger steamer in the world.
The Admiral is there because a farmer boy near Edgington, Ill., south of Rock
Island, had a "hankering after" steamboats, as his father expressed it. One summer day
in 1865 Farmer Streckfus' boy, John, was missing following the loading of some corn on a
steamboat in Rock Island. When the alarm was sounded, the steamboat pulled back to
shore. After prolonged search, a Negro dockhand dug John Streckfus, aged 9, out of a pile
of sacked corn.
Because Farmer Streckfus had no sympathy with his boy's hankering to ride a
steamboat, if only as a stowaway, John was "whupped" then and left there on the levee.
The father had been a wagon maker in Germany, and he combined wagon making
with farming until he opened a wagon shop at Ninth Street and Third Avenue, Rock
Island. John helped to make wagons and, about the time he married Theresa Barremeier
of Davenport in 1878, he opened a grocery store, with attached flour and feed mill, in
partnership with his brother, Michael. They built a 3-story building with their own
hands. Hauling the bricks from the Milan brickyard, and that building is still standing on
the northwest corner of Fourth Avenue and Sixteenth Street.
For a while John Streckfus' recreation was the owning and driving of fast horses,
but he remained allergic to steamboats. One day the flour-streaked miller told his friends
that his health required his presence on the open river. No doubt the smell of fish in a
grocery barrel made him sick. The breathing of grain dust was a poor substitute for
spray.
The Andalusia Line
And so the Streckfus grocery became the J. M. Schaab market, remaining such
until recently, and John Streckfus bought a small steamboat, the Freddie, in 1884. The
Streckfus Line then ran from Rock Island to Andalusia, eight miles. The captain became
the errand boy of the farmers, bringing their produce and grain to town, marketing he
cargo, and then shopping for the sellers, as directed by the farmers and their wives.
He saw what kind of service was needed and supplied it well; that's why the
farmers of the Andalusia vicinity beat a path to his boat.
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In four years Streckfus had enough money to buy a second steamboat, the Verne
Swain, a 2-decker, and he opened a run between Rock Island and Clinton. The Verne
Swain was known as the fastest on the upper Mississippi, with a speed of 14 miles in still
water or 18 with the current. Despite six landings for passengers, the Verne Swain would
make the upstream run in less than six hours and the downstream trip in as little as four
hours.
When business grew, Captain Streckfus bought a raft boat and converted it into a
packet, the City of Winona; it was larger and almost as fast as the Verne Swain was. The
two boats would meet at LeClaire, called "halfway point," trade passengers and turn
around. Streckfus insisted upon keeping schedules, so that passengers could depend upon
the boats whistling into LeClaire or their home ports at Rock Island and Clinton within a
few minutes of the same time every day.
He also hired the best rapid pilots to be had, for the stretch between Rock Island
and LeClaire was the most dangerous in the whole course of the Mississippi. The water
drops 18 feet in 18 miles, causing a swift current through a meandering channel never
more than 150 feet wide. Any deviation from the unmarked channel would hang up and
perhaps sink a steamboat on sharp rocks.
Waged Rate War
At the offices of Streckfus Steamers, Inc., here in St. Louis, the reporter was told
that Captain Streckfus met competition with superior service and not by much cutting of
his fares, which were 75 cents one way or $1.25 round trip. But the recollection may be
wrong, for steamboat historians record that when Captain Joseph Long of LeClaire put
two competing boats, the Joe Long and the Boardman, into service in 1896, an exciting
rate-cutting war raged. Streckfus and Long each piloted one of the four boats which made
the daily Rock Island-LeClaire and Clinton-LeClaire trips.
Long dropped his fare as low as 25 cents. The price and supposed war was watched
with excitement and partisanship in the river towns. Streckfus won because his position
on the river was better established and because he was the stronger financially. The
Streckfus boats continued in service until made unnecessary by the building of a railway
parallel to the river.
Excursion Boat Burns
In 1901 Captain Streckfus built the J. S., the first ever designed exclusively for
pleasure excursions, a branch of the steam-boating business which had been popular all
along the Mississippi since the 1850's. Captain Streckfus did not believe in long names,
"hard for people to remember," and so he named his excursion palace with only his
initials. The four-deck J. S. was 175 feet long and had a beam of 45 feet.
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Crew and concessionaires numbered 45. Passengers sometimes totaled 2,000 as the
J. S. went from one town to another from New Orleans to St. Paul selling rides. In the fall
of 1903 the J. S. began winter excursions from the harbor of New Orleans, a practice
which has been continued by the Streckfus line every year since.
On June 25, 1910, while the J. S. was carrying 1,200 excursionists from Lansing
Iowa, to LaCrosse, Wis., a fire was discovered. The J. S. made a quick landing and all
aboard were removed safely, but the big boat burned until the hull sank. It had cost about
$75,000. The captain had designed it himself, and for ten months he had directed its
construction. When the J. S. burned, Captain Streckfus mourned for other reasons than
the fact that insurance covered only a third of the loss. As two of the old Captain's sons
told about the accident, they still seemed saddened, for the family had a greater
sentimental attachment to the original J. S. than to any other steamboat they have owned.
The Girls Were First
It was on the J. S. that the Streckfus children learned steam boating. The three
daughters, Lily, Anna and May, were old enough first. When the J. S. began its proud
voyages, they were there as pursers.
"They looked nice and smart in their uniforms, and the way they conducted
themselves, helped to attract a good class of customers and prevent rowdyism," one of the
brothers said.
Lily is now Mrs. Fowler Manning of Bronxville, N. Y., and Anna is Mrs. Anna
Manthey of New Orleans, but Miss May Streckfus lives in St. Louis. Although she doesn't
take an active part in the business any more, she likes to be around it as much as she can.
Like all the Streckfus family, she has a hankering for nice steamboats.
There are four Streckfus boys. They started by scrubbing decks and polishing
railings, going through all the grades of jobs - dock hand, cabin boy, second mate, mate,
engineer, steersman, pilot and captain.
Bought Diamond Jo Line
The Streckfus family bought the remaining four boats of the Diamond Jo Line in
1911, and the following year left Rock Island, where their home was at 725 Twenty-Third
Street. Three of Captain John Streckfus' children now live in St. Louis and three in New
Orleans.
The Diamond Jo boats, which formed the nucleus of the present fleet, were famous,
for it was Diamond Jo Reynolds who had organized the line of packet steamboats which
finally defeated commodore William F. Davidson, known as "the wrecker of steamboat
lines" by rate-cutting. Two of the Streckfus boats went into the excursion business; one
ran a passenger and freight service between St. Paul and St. Louis, and the fourth ran
between St. Louis and Burlington. The Streckfus line engaged in an aggressive
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advertising campaign, trying to rebuild regular passenger service, and it was mostly the
Streckfus boats which kept the river from being entirely forgotten as a place of commerce
after 1910.
The Streckfus boats had sleeping quarters for 325 passengers, but by 1917 there
weren't any passengers, because everybody was Model T and war speed conscious by
then. Besides, the water was too low that year to get to St. Paul
Beauty Afloat
That brings us back to the S. S. Admiral, the proud flagship of the largest excursion
fleet in the world. People have come hundreds of miles to see the Admiral, the crowning
monument to the memory of the stowaway boy in the pile of corn sacks.
The Admiral will accommodate 4,000 passengers. Its vast ballroom had a domed
ceiling, two decks high, designed to represent the midnight sky. Columns and walls are
faced in two tones of leather, blue and white, embellished with horizontal strips of
polished aluminum. The lounges are furnished with cloth-upholstered club chairs and
sofas, chrome and glass tables. There are wide rows of duotone leatherette easy chairs.
Four powder rooms are places of crystal beauty. The third deck overlooks the
ballroom, is furnished with hundreds of party tables and is lighted indirectly by concealed
channel and cove lights. The fourth deck is a promenade, where eight times around add
up to a mile's walk. On the fifth deck is a terrace garden, and the sixth deck, or rooftop,
presents a beach resort scene. Lazy steamer chairs are everywhere, beach umbrellas dot
the scene, and half circle tables line the rail.
The Admiral is 374 feet long and 90 wide. It will never come to the tri-cities under
present channel facilities, for it is too big to get through the Keokuk lock. Some day a new
lock at Keokuk may change things. It docks next to the low block-long wharf boat office
of Streckfus Steamers, Inc.
The Streckfus fleet operates on 3,000 miles of waterways and in fourteen states. The
steamer, President, whose construction a few years ago completely revolutionized inland
marine design, is all-steel like the Admiral, but not streamlined, insulated and soundproofed. The hull of the Admiral is of web construction, divided into 74 watertight
compartments.
Captain Joe Leads
Captain Joe Streckfus took the father's place after Captain John Streckfus died at
the age of 69, October 12, 1925. He is buried in Rock Island. Mrs. Streckfus died in 1920
and also is buried in Rock Island.
The brothers took up to Joe as the oldest and as the leader. He is president of the
company. But Joe, a big man who fits the storybook description of what a shipmaster
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should look like, is extremely modest and excused himself from talking about the
Streckfus saga.
Captains' John and Roy, who alternate as masters of the Admiral, also are modest
but willingly answered questions. Captain Verne, master of the President, is in New
Orleans.
Captain Roy Streckfus is the only one of the four brothers who has sons, and he has
four. Three of them are old enough to be steamboating and the oldest, Curran, already is
a licensed pilot and captain.
Captain Joe is the only other brother with children, all three of his being daughters.
The oldest works on the Admiral.
Dynamic Man
The late Captain John Streckfus pushed a little Rock Island-Andalusia errand
business into a fleet of excursion boats, now led by a flagship which is one of the marvels
of St. Louis. He was a dynamic man who believed in accomplishing all that he could every
day. He always rose early ready for the battle.
Deep-throated Streckfus whistles still blow and Streckfus calliopes still sound their
haunting notes because these captains believe the battle is won by getting there first with
the best service and the latest designs.
The ballrooms of these steamers will comfortably seat 1000 or more people. They
are provided with stage, microphone and amplifiers so that every word spoken is plainly
audible to everybody.
The dining rooms will seat and serve 600 or more at one time. The kitchens and
their staffs of chefs, stewards and waiters can serve an elaborate dinner meal to 1000 or
more hungry delegates - and such wonderful food! Even the best hotels do not serve the
food you get on these steamers.
And there is room on these great steamers for you to exercise in a dozen different
ways. Hundreds of easy chairs on the decks invite you to get better acquainted with the
live wires in your industry.
You cannot get anything out of your association unless you put something into it
besides your money. Your best chance to put in something that will make you a profit
comes only when you are selected to go to the convention as a delegate. Unless you do a
real man's job, you might as well resign as a member and give the amount of your dues to
some worthy charity.
The Streckfus Company has given the matter of conventions much serious study.
All associations which have planned to hold a convention in St. Louis in the spring,
summer or fall of 1930 are invited to correspond with us. You should write long enough in
advance of your convention date to make sure that you will get the J. S. or St. Paul when
you want it.
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You will be provided all the wholesome entertainment, food and other facilities
which make a convention enjoyable; but more than that, you will keep your delegates
together in a way that will make the convention profitable to all who attend it.
THE CALLIOPE COMES BACK. The march of progress cannot leave behind the oldfashioned calliope which has recently returned to popular favor on the excursion
steamers' programs.
Remember 'way back when you were a little boy in tight-fitting, knee-length pants,
or a little girl in pigtails, in those far-off, happy days before the World War? Remember
how you were almost overcome with thrills and excitement when the circus came to town
and you watched the parade of gaudily gilded wagons and cages heading down Main
Street, bands playing, flags flying, horses prancing?
And do you remember-as if you could ever forget-the grand final climax of the
parade, the mysterious, awe-inspiring steam calliope. . a cloud of steam rising from its
mysterious innards. . and the most majestic, inspiring music flooding forth from its
multitude of brassy throats, making the tingles run up and down your spine and drawing
you like a magnet to follow its triumphant journey down the street?
Or if it so happened you were a youngster in America's golden age when all the
world seemed younger, and were fortunate enough to live in a river town where the
steamboats landed, do you remember how the music of the calliope, floating clear-cut
across the water, seemed to you the sweetest music ever made?
Time was when the calliope was an intricate part of our lives, when its stirring
notes and thrilling melodies could be heard throughout the length and breadth of the
land. But that time is past. The old-time steamboats have followed the pageant of the
packers into a colorful but closed chapter of American history. The circuses have fallen
on hard times and all but a few have folded their tents for perhaps the last time. Music
today is plentiful-you can get an unending stream of it from any radio.
The older steamers of the Streckfus Excursion Fleet were all equipped with the
traditional calliope as a matter of course. It belonged, just as much as a pilothouse, a pair
of engines and big paddle wheels. But for a long time no one thought of playing the
calliope any more. They were something belonging to the past. People no longer cared for
that old-fashioned music. At least so it was thought. And when the S. S. President was
built; a fine, big, modern, all-steel steamer; semi-streamlined in style, equipped and
decorated in the most modern manner, her builders did not give even a second's thought
to including a calliope.
But a curious thing happened. Excursionists on the Steamer Capitol and St. Paul, a
couple of years ago began to ask why the calliope was not played any more. They wanted
to hear that old-time music again . . . to feel the surge of exhalation, thrills, romance and
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high adventure only the magic music of the calliope could invoke. The calliope, thought to
be a thing of the past, had refused to die.
So the old brass whistles were polished up and tuned again, the valves oiled, the
keyboard dusted off, and once more the siren music of the calliope was heard on the
rivers. And once more it thrilled and charmed youth and awakened fond memories in
their parents. Even the modern compositions of Tin pan Alley and the Hit Parade take on
an unfamiliar aura of glamour when interpreted with hissing steam and brass whistles.
This was fine for the traditional types of steamers, but how about the S. S.
President? Did the excursionists on this modernistic, twentieth century steamer also want
to hear old-time calliope music, too? Or did the sharp break with traditional steamboat
architecture carry with it the same sharp break away from calliope music?
Last season an opportunity presented itself to test out this sentiment. The
decommissioning of one of the older steamers of the Streckfus Fleet left the company with
a perfectly good, old-fashioned calliope on its hands and no place to put it except in
storage. Noting the newly revived popularity of the calliope on the Steamers Capitol and
St. Paul, it was decided to install the one on hand on the President and see how the
passengers received it.
So in the 1939 season the voice of the calliope was again heard on the St. Louis
waterfront, sending its haunting music for miles up and down the river. Every day in the
late afternoon, as the steamer came down the river from her all-day excursion to Alton
Dam, the band's piano player mounted to the top deck, turned on the steam, opened the
keyboard case and for the better part of half an hour gave a concert of old pieces and
popular tunes on the newly installed steam organ.
It did not take long for the dearthless popularity of this old-fashioned instrument to
assert itself. At first a mere handful of spectators came up to the top deck to watch the
performance. But by the end of the first week this daily audience had grown to such an
extent that space around the instrument had to be roped off. Quickly this daily concert
became one of the most popular and most talked-of features of the trip. The movies heard
of it and a newsreel cameraman came on board to make a sound picture of the President's
calliope in action.
Fashions in steamboat architecture may change, but the steamboat itself doesn't,
any more than people change with the varying fashions in clothes. And the calliope is
back on the President to stay, so recall fond memories in the passengers whose childhood
days go back to the turn of the century and beyond, to thrill the youngsters of today and
send the tingles up and down their youthful spines, and to preserve unbroken the
tradition of music that is such a large part of the romance of the waterways.
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RIVERBOAT JAZZ
Pure hot jazz mingled with the laughter of couples hurrying down the last block of
cobbled Washington Avenue toward the paddle-wheeler St. Paul with its band already
warming up for the evening excursion.
It wasn't until the boarded the boat and gathered on the dance floor that they
stopped chattering long enough to realize that the music certainly wasn't anything like St.
Louis' own Gene Rodemich had played for their dancing pleasure in 1918, the year
before.
What's more, the entire orchestra was made up of Negroes whose leader, alightcomplexioned Paducah, Ky., man of 27, made the keys of the piano jump under his
commanding fingers. It was the first Negro organization to play on one of the excursion
boats which came up from New Orleans.
HISTORIC FIGURE
Fate Marable, the leader, who is now a legendary and historical figure in riverboat
jazz, had gathered together for this band, not ragtime musicians but men whose every
note was a sample of undiluted New Orleans Jazz.
Johnny St. Cyr strummed the banjo, Warren "Baby" Dodds hammered the skins,
George "Pops" Foster beat the bass. "Baby" Ridgely handled trombone. Davey Jones
played an unusual instrument called a "mellophone," a big brass horn with several coils
and a big bell; Paul Dominique took care of the violin. Sam Dutrey blew clarinet and
Norman Mason blew hard into one of the trumpets.
The other trumpeter was a sweet-lipped kid named Louis Armstrong, who at 18
formed the core of the band through sheer ability. He was just learning to read music
from Davey Jones, who used to say: "Louis, you can blow and you can swing because it's
natural to you.
"But you'll never to able to swing any better than you already know how until you
learn to read. Then you will swing in ways you never thought of before!"
The boys were putting their all into that first St. Louis May-night excursion, but the
dancers, like the diners tasting a new dish, took the first two or three samples without
enthusiasm.
"Finally, after intermission," related Fate Marable, who gave up his orchestra in
1940 and later played at the Victorian Club in St. Louis, "We got a little spasmodic
applause, but the people were completely amazed at our type of music. You could tell,
though, that they were beginning to like it."
Deafening Applause
It was at that point that the New Orleans "cats" hit into "St. Louis Blues." The
power of Armstrong's trumpet sent the famous W. C. Handy composition bouncing off
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the boat to the shores in both directions, and the St. Louisians, still like diners, gobbled up
the new music with deafening applause and asked for the recipe.
News of the find spread like sunshine, and, in 1920 and 1921, Fate Marable's band
was considered the best dance band in the United States.
"It was an entirely different kind of music," explained Marable, "than the ragtime
which preceded it or the swing which followed. While ragtime, like jazz, was born and
bred in New Orleans, St. Louis accepted it and some of the finest 'rags' ever written were
written here."
The first popular 'rag' set down on paper was "Harlem Rag," written and
published in 1895 by Tom Turpin, a St. Louis pianist, who also wrote "St. Louis Rag,"
and the "Bowery Buck."
Four years later, Scott Joplin's ever-popular "Maple Leaf Rag" swept down the
Mississippi from St. Louis and became the toast of the birthplace of ragtime.
Other local pianists and composers followed suit, making musical history in the
persons of Sammy Patterson, Louis Chauvin, Charlie Thompson, Robert Hampton,
Walter Farrington and Johnny Arnold.
BEGAN CAREER IN 1907
Marable himself began his riverboat career in 1907 as a ragtime pianist on the
steamboat J. S. No. 1, owned by the Acme Packet Company, out of Rock Island, Ill.
"It sailed to New Orleans that year with me at the piano, and a white fellow playing
the violin. That's all we had. Each year," Marable continued, "we added one more piece
until we had what we thought was a great big band. Four pieces - piano, violin, trumpet
and drums. All of them were white boys but me, and playing strictly ragtime."
The "great 4-piece band" played the old J. S. until 1910, when the boat burned.
Then Capt. John Streckfus bought the Diamond Jo Packet Company, with boats
including the St. Paul, the Quincy (which later became the second J.S.), the Dubuque and
the Sidney. The latter was immediately turned into an excursion boat.
The Sidney became Marable's boat, but something had happened to his ideas about
real music.
"We were going in and out of New Orleans all the time," he explained, "and I
began to notice the type of music they were playing there. It just got under my skin.
"Jazz was the outgrowth of Negro life in New Orleans. It developed from the chants
of roustabouts loading cotton boats, singing with perfect rhythm as they lifted the bales.
PEPPED UP MOURNERS
"It grew out of the music played by bands which accompanied funeral processions.
On the way to a burial the music was solemn, with a sound marching tempo. But on the
way back from the burial the musicians pepped up the marches to cheer the mourners. No
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matter how they deviated from the melody in improvisation, though, they still had the
basic foundation of timing, and they never missed a beat.
"They took marches like "My Maryland," "High Society," "Panama," and "That's
a Plenty" - playing them first just like a brass band marching down the street, every beat
and every instrument clear.
"Then when they started improvising, the foundation was still there."
It was this change in Marable that probed him into giving up the white band he had
played with and organizing an all-Negro unit in 1917. His Kentucky Jazz Band was made
up of musicians from Paducah, and, although they played jazz "real nice, they could not
compare to the New Orleans boys."
The Kentucky Jazz Band went north in 1918 with another man at the piano, while
Fate was sent alone to St. Louis to advertise the opening of the steamer St. Paul. While
Rodemich and his ragtime players beat it out on the dance floor, Fate played lone piano in
the upper deck cafeteria, appearing on the main bandstand during intermissions.
The next year his record-breaking Negro band of New Orleans jazziests, with
Armstrong on the trumpet, took over Rodemich's job.
Armstrong left in 1921 for a shore station at Tom Anderson's cabaret in New
Orleans, and then moved on to join the famous King Oliver in Chicago.
His departure temporarily broke the back of Marable's organization, but it was just
the first graduation of many now famous instrumentalists. Floating in and out of the river
boat orchestra were such notables as Jimmy Blanton, bass players who left in 1939 to join
Duke Ellington, where he remained until death silenced his hot licks a couple of years
later.
"The year before Jimmy died," Fate recalled, "a music critic asked me whom I
considered the greatest instrumentalists in the country at the time.
"My answer was: "Give me Benny Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Jimmy Blanton
and let the rest of the world go by." If Jimmy had lived, I know he would now be
regarded as the greatest bass player."
"Baby" Dodds and Banjoist Robert St. Cyr left the same year as Armstrong to join
Joe "King" Oliver. Trumpeter Sidney Desvigne left in 1926 to organize his own band in
New Orleans.
Boyd Atkins, the violinist who wrote "Heebie-Jeebies," departed in 1923 to lead his
own group in Chicago; Irving Randolph picked up his trumpet in the late '20s and cast
his lot with Cab Calloway and about the same time Earl Carruthers decided to play sax
for Jimmy Lunceford.
Henry "Red" Allen Jr. left in 1929 to join the Mills Blue Rhythm Boys and now he
is "playing trumpet second only to Louis with his own small band at the Garrick Lounge
in Chicago." Another Marable protégé, sax player Don Stovall, is in the Allen group.
Now Playing in St. Louis
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Count Basie tempted Saxophonist Tab Smith away in 1933 and Nathaniel Storey
drifted from place to place with his trombone, settled with Chick Webb for awhile, and
now plays with Jeter Pillar at Club Plantation in St. Louis.
Floyd Campbell, drummer, has his own outfit in Chicago; Eugene Sedric and
saxophone joined the late "Fats" Waller, and Al Morgan left to play bass with Cab
Calloway and then stepped into the Louis Jordan unit, where he now plays.
Charlie Creath and Dewey Jackson, both trumpeters, led bands in St. Louis.
"Zutty" Singleton, drummer, left in the early '20s for spots with the Pee Wee Russell
Trio.
The Rhythm makers and Louis Armstrong.
"When Paul Whiteman arrived on the scene with his symphonic ideas,
arrangements and what not," Marable explained, "the Dixieland style of jazz began to
peter out gradually, although with his entrance about 1921, my band was right on the top
of the list.
"I have played ragtime, jazztime and swing and I believe that the Dixieland style of
jazz gives a man the best chance to play what's in him. A real jazz musician doesn't
require the other man's thought through arrangements. He plays as a solid musician of
his own making.
"Furthermore," he added without hesitation, "I can tell a New Orleans band from
a Chicago type or St. Louis type anytime. New York, of course, doesn't have any
particular type or style-it's everybody's style.
Couldn't Read Music
"Lots of those jazz musicians couldn't read music-never mind an arrangement. I
could read myself because my mother was a piano teacher and I studied later at Straight
University in New Orleans, but sometimes, there was only one man in a jazz band who
could read.
"I firmly believe that New Orleans and Louis Armstrong have done more for the
present dance band than any other factors, for the simple reason that Louis is New
Orleans style personified, and he is copied by instrumentalists and singers alike.
He told the story about Armstrong's recording of Atkin's "Heebie-Jeebies." The
unpredictable Louis strolled into the recording studio and eased his volcanic way along
until it was his turn to sing the chorus.
He completely forgot the words, and a new type of singing called "scattin' " was
born. After that, Cab Calloway, Fats Waller and dozens of other vocalists picked up the
innovation, and it was raised to extreme popularity.
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"The music of today seems to lack the fire that it had in the old jazz days," Marable
reminisced, "and some of the present bands are using arrangements copied from things
we did in New Orleans in 1912.
"My favorite in the field today are Benny Goodman-and let me tell you that white
people can play the Negro's jazz, although some people will say no-Louis Armstrong,
Count Basie, Woody Herman, the King Cole Trio and "Red" Allen."
Good Old Days Gone
So "the good old days" have passed for the 55-year-old veteran of the riverboats
which touched every good-sized town from New Orleans to St. Paul.
Gone are the days when the happy kids under Fate's wing waited with impish
delight for Marable's final decision on some instrumentalist being given a try.
If the unfortunate didn't measure up to the Marable standard of a good New
Orleans jazz, the follows in the band took an ax and placed it in his bed-just a warning
that the after-such-and-such -a date - your - service-will-no-longer- be -desired-slip was
on its way.
Then there was the time when young Marable, who played the steam calliope as the
boat drew near a town, was on the receiving end of a practical joke.
Steaming south, they pulled out of Donaldsonville, La., after breakfast one morning,
and Fate was told to get to the calliope-New Orleans was a mere 330 minutes away.
Fate didn't know his distances, rushed to the upper deck and shivered in the chill
breezes until 1 o'clock in the afternoon when New Orleans was finally sighted. Everybody
but Fate knew that the distance between the two cities was 75 miles!

Articles:
Feb. 17, 1872
St. Joseph, La. The Steamer “James Howard” with the ‘Drical’ party on
board, reached Carrollton at 9 o’clock on Sunday last where they tied up for the night. A
police force was stationed on the wharf to prevent the vulgar crowd from the shore going
aboard to interrupt the Royal Sabbath night quadrille which was in full blast at the time.
Feb. 19, 1881
On a band from Natchez to play in St. Joseph. The ball at the Masonic Hall
on Thursday night proved to be, as we anticipate, a very enjoyable affair. Owing to the
late hour of arrival of the boat, the band did not reach the Hall until about 10 o’clock.
The attendance was not as large as might have been looked for, considering the weather,
though the condition of the roads doubtless kept many from attending.
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April 16, 1881
A. Meynier - publisher - 102 Chartres St. New Orleans. “Country Visitors
Summer Magazine to appear May 1, 1881. Its contents will consist of descriptions of lake
and seaside resorts, namely: Ocean Springs, West End, Spanish Fort, Milneburg. Time,
schedule, of railroads and steamboats, with table of distance to way-stations and summer
resorts.
Sept. 30, 1882
The people’s favorite, the beautiful Robert E. Lee, came to our landing on
Thursday, looking at handsome as a picture. She had undergone a thorough repairing
and repainting since her retirement, and now, with her ever popular commander, Capt.
William Campbell, on the roof, and Messrs. Will Cannon, J. T. hall, John Luckett and
Ovid Bell, clerks, is prepared to receive the patronage of the public all along the river,
and may her success the present season be paramount to those of the past.
Sept. 28, 1910
The show boat “Cotton Blossom” reached St. Joseph last Sunday and gave a
night performance at the landing. There was but small attendance due to the day. The
show however was said to be very good. They showed at Waterproof on Monday night to
quite a crowd, several from St. Joseph attending. After the show the band from the boat
went over to town and furnished music for a little impromptu dance in compliment to the
young people, which was very clever on the part of the showmen and highly appreciated
by the gay beneficiaries.
April 16, 1926
The beautiful steamer “Capitol” booked by Natchez shrine Club May 8th.
August 26, 1927
Steamer “Capitol” in Natchez, Sept. 19th - excursions.
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Old Newspaper Photos
Steamer G. W. Hill is on the river for afternoon and moonlight
Excursion. The Knapp’s Chicago Jazz Orchestra.
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There is a moonlight excursion on the Steamer Majestic with
A ‘classy’ orchestra.
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“The band in a boat” must have been a fairly common event in 19th century America,
Judging from the number of extant photographs. This view of a band on Echo Lake,
Franconia Notch, New Hampshire, was taken by the famous Kilburn brothers.
Streoscopists of Littleton, around 1865.
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A small band could reach a large audience by playing from a boat in the
Center of a lake. This fourteen-piece ensemble entertained scullers on
Bryant Pond in Maine, around 1865.
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The Steamer St. Paul

Packet Steamer “St. Paul”
Largest of the four Diamond Jo Steamers acquired by the Streckfus Company
when it bought that line in 1911 was the Packet Steamer “St. Paul,” pictured
here as it appeared at that time. The St. Paul” continued in passenger and
freight service between St. Louis and St. Paul until World War I.

The huge excursion Steamer St. Paul which operates on the Ohio
River and at Pittsburgh, Pa.
Left.: Ballroom on the Steamer St. Paul
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Steamer St. Paul at St. Louis
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Lake Steamer Mandeville

Jahncke Aunt Dinah
The Six & 7/8 String Band pose on the Aunt Dinah, a houseboat belonging to
Admiral Ernest Jahncke, about 1921. Left to right: kneeling are: Howard
McCaleb, Charles Hardy, Hilton “Midget” Harrison, Edmond Souchon, Bill
Gibbons. Standing are Bob Reynolds, Admiral Jahnche, Shields O’Readson.
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Tuxedo Orchestra – 1923

Yacht Party (1923)
Members of the Tuxedo Orchestra and the Young Tuxedo Orchestra aboard Admiral Jahnche’s
yacht. Left to right, seated: Henry Julian, Bush Hall, Willard Thoumy, Lawrence Marrero, John
Marrero. Standing: Chinee Foster, Milford Dolliole, Bebe Ridgley, Bob Thomas, Duck Ernest Johnson

The SS Madison piled the lake during the 1930s with a quorum of jazzmen aboard. Here
are Louis Barbarin, Emanuel Sayles and Eddie Pierson.
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Dewey Jackson’s Gold melody Orchestra, 1923. Left to right: Eugene Kennedy, Boyd Atkins, Jane
Hemingway, Andrew Luper, Dewey Jackson, Harry Dial
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Tony Catalano’s Band on Truck
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Fate Marable’s Orchestra
The SS Capitol, largest of the Streckfus line boats, always offered superb music. Leader Fate Marable,
here at the piano, was probably the best-known bandmaster on the river. His group on this trip, about
1920: Henry Kimball, Boyd Atkins, Johnny St. Cyr, David Jones, Norman Mason, Louis Armstrong,
George Brashear and Baby Dodds

The Fate Marable Band of early New Orleans fame, shown as they pulled anchor and steamed out of
Pittsburgh a few weeks ago – standing with his foot on a chair and looking cockier than ever, Left to
right: Robert Ross, a solid drummer of the old school, Walter Stanley, trumpet; Leon (Foots) Goodson,
Elbert Claybrook, Marable, John Young, a trombonist who got away unidentified; Kim Dial, Jimmy
Blanton, Bennie Starks and Jim Telply. According to Condeluci, who has long followed Marable’s
doings, the residents of Pittsburgh last summer paid little note to Marable’s great group of jazz stars. The
band, he says, leans toward the Basie style.
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A youthful Fate Marable poses in his boat uniform by the upper-deck calliope on the earliest Streckfus
excursion steamer J.S. – which was destroyed by fire in 1910. Fate went to work for Captain John
Streckfus in 1907, playing piano and calliope. Later led a number of fine steamboat bands, stayed on the
Streckfus boats until 1940.
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Captain John Streckfus, born in 1856, established the steamboat line that proudly bore his name, and his
four sons carried on the steamboat excursion business. “All of the brothers were fine fellows and they
treated me swell.” Fate Marable’s onetime cornetist, Louis Armstrong, remembered. From left: Captain
Roy (d. 1967), Captain Joe (d. 1960), Captain John (d. 1925), Captain Verne (d. 1984), Captain John Jr.
(d. 1946)

Capt. John Streckfus Sr. (left) founded steamboat company in1884. Son Verne (right) was named after a
steamboat, still captain at age 83
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Ice Jams on the Ohio River
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Here’s a good hot weather picture. It was taken during that terribly cold winter of 1917-18. The Ohio
river was frozen from shore to shore and the citizens of the three cities enjoyed the adventure of walking
across on the ice. When the break-up did happen it wrought havoc with the steamers shown close to the
Public Landing.
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J. S. De Luxe

The “Garden Steamer: J. S. De Luxe
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The First Streckfus Steamer the J.S.

The Historic First J. S.
The first “J.S.” built by the founder of the Streckfus Line in 1901, was the first steamer designed
exclusively for pleasure excursions. It was the forerunner of the present-day fleet of modern Streckfus
Excursion Steamers, now headed by the streamlined, all-steel, air-conditioned SS “Admiral.”

The first “J.S.,” built by the founder of the Streckfus line in 1901, was the first steamer designed
exclusively for pleasure excursion. It was the forerunner of the fleet of modern Streckfus Steamers, now
headed by the S.S. Admiral.
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Steamboat built exclusively for excursion
J.S. was queen of Mississippi River from 1901 to accident in 1910.
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Scenes on board the S. S. Admiral

Lavish as the dressing room of a Hollywood star, the atmosphere of the
Glamour room on the Admiral’s ball-room deck more than lives up to
The fascinating promise of its name.

Star-studded paneled bandstand of the S.S. Admiral has four microphones, for picking up the
Music of the band as a whole and of the specialty singers and band members.
It has places for an 18-piece orchestra.
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Entrance to excursion steamer S. S. Admiral

Today, the excursionist’s delight where rest, relaxation and pleasure reign. But yesterday,
The dream of a farmer boy who wouldn’t say “no”!
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Shipboard fun for the children

The tour of the boat starts with an exciting peep into the pilot house, where one young lady
“Makes believe” at the steering controls.
The boat’s magician performs a trick for a delighted audience of youngsters.
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Desvigne’s bandsmen take a break
On the S.S. Island Queen about 1929,are left to right: Louis Nelson, Percy Servier, Fats Pichon,
Henry Julian, Gene Ware, Ranson Knowing
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Streckfus Steamer S.S. Capitol, ca. 1920s
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The Steamer Capitol
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The Steamer Capitol

Steamer Capitol nearing Louisiana, Mo., about to go under Champ Clark Bridge,
Dedicated in 1928
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The Steamer Capitol, on the Upper Mississippi, with the St. Paul, Minnesota.
Skyline in the background
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The Capitol comes to the Tri-Cities
Streckfus will bring Capitol to Tri-Cities

Capitol Roy Streckfus
(May 25, 1934)
Capt. Roy Streckfus will bring his Steamer Capitol to the quad-cities Saturday night for the first
Excursion of the season, it was announced today. The boat will leave Davenport at 8:30 and Rock Island
at 9.
All excursions this season will be on the lake above the new dam on the Mississippi river, weather
permitting. The second excursion will be held Tuesday night and the final trip of the spring season will be
held on June 3.
Sidney’s Mississippi Serenaders from New Orleans has been selected by Captain Streckfus to play
the dance programs on the Steamer Capitol
Steamboats are like part of the family to Captain Streckfus. For nearly fifty years they have
carried the name Streckfus up and down the Mississippi river and its large tributaries.
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Scenes of the Steamer Capitol

The largest stern-wheel passenger Steamer on the Mississippi. The “Capitol” operates out of New
Orleans during the winter season, and on the Upper Mississippi during the summer.

Rainbow dancing palace on the Steamer Capitol De Luxe, where the lights change with every dance.
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The S.S. Capitol Band (early 1920s)
Among the players were many future jazz stars. Left to right are Harvey Lankford, Sidney
Desvigne, Floyd Casey (standing), Ed Allen, Johnny St. Cyr, Ike Jefferson, Walter Thomas, Norman
Mason, Gene Sedric and Pops Foster.
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S.S. Capitol
During the steamer’s last years Fat Pichon brought his band aboard. He’s standing fourth from the left.
To his left, wearing four-in-hands, are: Irving Douroux, Sam Casimir, Al ____, Clarence “Perch”
Thornton, Jack Lamont, Harry Land, Manuel Crusto, Willie Casimir, and Ray Brown.
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St. Louis cornetist and bandleaders Charlie Creath was one of the many fine musicians who occasionally
found employment on the steamboats. Charlie Creath 1922 Jazz-o-Maniacs later recorded for Okeh.
From left: Sammy Long, Willie Rollins, Margie Creath (Charlie’s sister), Charlie Lawson, Charlie
Creath, Alexander Lewis.
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President – Built in 1931

Steamboat President has given tours at New Orleans harbor, moonlight cruise since 1940
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The Cincinnati becomes the President
(March 28, 1922)
Revival of ship here in St. Louis
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The old packet boat Cincinnati, formerly in the Louisville-Cincinnati transport business, is now at the
feet of Washington Avenue and is being reconstructed into a steel frame excursion boat.
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The Steamer President

All-Steel Steamer “President”
The first modern all-steel passenger steamer on the Mississippi, the “President” was designed and
built by the Streckfus Company at St. Louis. In both design and construction the “President” broke
sharply with traditional steamboat architecture and introduced a new standard in luxury excursion
service.
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The beautiful Rainbow Ballroom of the “President.”

Passengers dancing aboard the “President in 1940 – mixed soldiers, civilians.
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The New Orleans Jazz Club
In 1950 the New Orleans Jazz Club (Sic: I was on the board of the club during the 1980s) celebrating the
10th birthday on the President. The event was celebrated on Dave Garroway’s TV show. Standing next to
the ship’s calliope are Raymond and Katherine Burke and Bill Russell.
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Steamer Sidney
Another popular member of the early Streckfus excursion fleet was the Steamer “Sidney.” Modeled along
the lines of the “J.S.” the “Sidney” is here shown taking on passagers for an excursion at Keokuk about
1912. Later rebuilt as the “Washington” this steamer was scrapped in 1939.
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The Steamer “Washington” on the Ohio River, backing away from her moorings at Pittsburgh, Pa for an
all-day outing trip.

Steamer Washington on the Ohio River

The new Super-Steamer “Washington” operates on the Mississippi, Illinois & Ohio Rivers.
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Steamer Washington

Steamer Washington
In excursion service on the Ohio River

